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r UEFA CE.

Tjie present volume forms Part II. of the series of abridg-

ments of specifications of inventions entitled “Tea, Coffee,
“ Chicory, Chocolate, Cocoa, &c.,” and embraces the period

from A.D. 1867 to 1876 inclusive,—Part I. containing the

abridgments of this class from the earliest date (A.D. 1704)

to the end of the year 1866.

This series comprises the various processes relating to the

manufacture of tea, coffee, chocolate, cocoa, and their substi-

tutes, beginning at the period after the plucking of the leaf

or fruit, and stopping short at the preparation of drinks from

the manufactured article. Thus, concentrated extracts, in-

fusions, or decoctions of tea, &c., either alone or in combina-

tion with concentrated milk, will be found in this work, but

potable or unconcentrated extracts must be looked for in the

series entitled “ Unfermented Beverages, Aerated Liquids,
“ Mineral Waters, &c.” Measuring tea will be included in a

volume not yet published.

A detailed list of the various kinds of inventions comprised

in the present series of abridgments is furnished by the

subject-matter index at the end of this volume.

It should be borne in mind that the abridgments are merely

intended to serve as guides to the specifications, which must

themselves be consulted for the details of any particular

invention.

At the foot of each abridgment is stated the price at which

a printed copy of the specification may be purchased at the

Commissioners of Patents’ Sale Branch (38, Cursitor Street,

Chancery Lane, E.C.).

R 764S. \Vt. 4<i!)o. a 2



iv PREFACE.

By means of the “key” at page 20 of the List of Works at

the end of this volume, the reader will be able to find out

what series of abridgments contains any other class of

inventions to which he may desire to refer.

H. READER LACK.
October, 1883.
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TEA, COFFEE, CHICOET, CHOCOLATE,

COCOA, &c.

(COMPRISING THEIR MANUFACTURE, BUT NOT THE
PREPARATION OE BRINKS THEREFROM).

1867.

A.D. 1867, July 17.—No. 2102.

KLUG, Chktstian .—{Letters Patent void for want of Final

Specification.) — “An improvement in the preparation of

“ chocolate and cocoa.”

“ Malt, barley, and salep,” in the form of “ paste, flour, or

“ cakes, or tablets,” are mixed with chocolate and cocoa

during the manufacture thereof. The ingredients are

cleansed, purified, and ground, and the proportions preferred

are 60 parts of chocolate or cocoa, 30 of patent barley, 10 of

malt, and 10 of salep.

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1867, December 24.—No. 3653.

MYERS, Saul. — {A communication from Charles Gustavus

Mueller.)— {Provisional protection only.)— “Apparatus for

“ roasting coffee.”

A hollow globe is “ fitted loosely within and pivoted to a
“ concave half globe;” it revolves easily and freely by

means of “ a small crank rod
;
” and it is made with “ a neck

“ or mouth, which projects through a circular opening in the

“ said half globe, and is adapted to receive and discharge the

“ coffee.” The crank rod is supported by a bent handle

attached to the half globe ;
it is “ provided with a lid ” which

fits into and closes the neck or mouth, and the lid “ may bo

“ made with a catch.”

[Printed, M. No Drawings.]

R 7643. Wt. 4690. A



o TEA, COFFEE, CHICORY,

1868.

A.D. 1868, January 7.—No. 65.

HEYWOOD, Bennett Johns.—{Provisional 'protection only)

—

“ An improved construction of coffee roaster,” such that
“ the operator may with certainty determine when the roast-
“ ing is complete.”

The coffee is put into a glass vessel, “by preference
“ spherical, with a cylindrical neck that forms a hollow
“ trunnion.” The vessel is surrounded “ by cross bands of
“ wire threaded through holes made near the edges of a cup-
“ shaped metal disc ” and connected at their opposite ends
“ with a metal collar which is fitted to the neck or hollow
“ glass trunnion.” A stud projecting from the centre of the

disc “forms a trunnion for the vessel to rotate on.” The
hollow trunnion (through which the coffee is put into the

vessel) is fitted witl ‘
‘ a spring stopper ” to allow the escape

of the vapour during the roasting, and a winch handle is

applied to the stud axle. The vessel thus fitted is mounted
in bearings on a stand carrying a spirit lamp.

{Printed, 4d. No Drawings.'}

A.D. 1868, June 9.—No. 1879.

WILSON, Joseph Spoor.—[Provisional protection only.)

—

“ Imparting rotatory motion to mills employed for grinding
“ grain, coffee, and other berries and vegetable substances of
“ a similar character.”

The mill is attached to “a cart or truck,” the wheels of

which are connected “ by means of toothed driving wheels
“ and pinions to the grinding cylinder of the mill.” The
cofiee or other substance is ground as the cart or truck is

being drawn along. It is intended “ to adapt levers to the
“ vehicles for throwing the toothed driving wheels into and
“ out of gear with the grinding mechanism” and to fit

drawers for the reception of the ground substance. A winch
handle allows the grinding to be carried on when the vehicle

is not moving.

{Printed, 4d. No Drawings.}
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A.D. 1868, July 23.—No. 2314.

PEABSON, Peter.

—

“Improvements in the treatment and
“ preparation of cocoa.”

“ A concentrated essence or preparation of cocoa in a liquid

“ or semi-liquid form ” is obtained by combining one pint of

strong liquid extract of cocoa nuts or nibs, about one quarter

of a pound of cocoa from which the fatty matter has been

wholly or partly extracted, any flavouring matter, and “ a
“ sufficient quantity of alcohol or other suitable preservative

“ agent.” For a beverage “ take about one dessert spoonful
“ of the preparation to a breakfast cup full of hot water, and
“ add sugar and cream according to the taste.”

{Frinted, Ad. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1868, September 11.—No. 2799.

THOMPSON, William. — {Frovisional protection only.) —
“ Machinery or apparatus for sifting, cutting, and mixing
“ tea.”

The following apparatus “ for previously sifting and cutting
“ the tea ” is combined with that described in No. 1861, A.D.

1866:—“Upon the top of the framing of the tea mixing
“ apparatus” is fixed the tea cutting apparatus, namely a

horizontal cylindrical casing (slightly tapering towards one

end) wherein is fitted a drum of corresponding form, which

rotates on a central spindle. The spindle passes through the

casing and caiTies at one end a handle or a driving pulley.

On the surface of the drum are cutting blades running along

the whole length thereof, and on the sides of the casing are

other blades (either removable or fixed) running its entire

length. The drum is adjustable lengthways by means of a set

screw at one end of the spindle, so that the tea may be cut to

a greater or less degree of fineness. The tea passes from the

casing “ into the casing of the tea mixing machine below.”

The tea enters the cylindrical casing “ through a shoot
“ leading from the tea sifting machine above

;

” it passes

“ into one or more inclined screens ” whereby it is separated

from “foreign matter,” and thence “into the open end of a

“ revolving cylindrical sieve.” The dust and small tea fall

through the meshes of the sieve and descend into the tea
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mixing macliine, and the large tea passes into the tea cutting

apparatus.

[Frinted, 4d. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1868, September 15.—Ho. 2839.

DAVIES, Ceokge.— {A communication from James Fowle

Baldwin Marshall and Augustus Jones.)—{Provisional protection

only.)—A “ machine for hulling and cleaning or polishing

“ coffee, rice, and other grain.”

“An endless elevating band,” supported by the frame of

the machine, is provided with brackets “for raising the

“ hulled grain to the hopper of the polishing device.” The
grain is conducted by “ inclined shaking tables ” to the front

part of the machine. Endless belts, mounted on drums
“ composed of a series of serrated or roughened plates placed

“ at right angles with the belt” and forming a level surface,

“ cany the berries along under the strippers and polisher.”

The strippers are long narrow bars having a roughened under

surface ;
“ they are pivoted at one end so as to allow the other

“ end to be raised or lowered,” and a spring regulated by a

bolt presses the fore end of each downwards “with sufficient

“ force to remove the hulls without injuring the kernels.”

A covering plate, to which the springs are attached, can be

raised or lowered by screws, and adjusting screws “ permit a
“ variation of the tension” of the springs. “Within the
“ throat of each hopper ” there is a grooved cylinder pro-

vided with guards “ to allow the grain to be fed to the machine
‘

‘ without danger of choking ” the throat. A stationary

brush is
‘

‘ arranged over an endless serrated or roughened
“ band, by which the berry is effectually cleansed and
“ polished.” The berries after being subjected to the opera-

tion of hulling “ fall down the inclined shaking board,”

meeting at the same time a blast from a fan blower
; they are

then “ carried up by the elevating band and conducted to the
“ polishing device,” and thence to a receptacle, being again

subjected to a blast of air, which separates from them all

light particles of the hulls and impurities.

[^Printed, 4d. No Drawings.']
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A.D. 1868, September 19.—No. 2893.

DICKINSON, Benjamin.—“ Improvements in treating the
leaves of the tea plant and other similar materials, and in

machinery and apparatus to be employed therefor.”

Three processes are described, (1)
“ expressing the juices

“ from the .fresh gathered leaves,” (2) rolling up the expressed
leaves, (3) giving the rolled up leaves the “ necessary cross
“ twist or curl.”

1. The leaves are put into bags of hair or similar material,

and the bags are passed between rollers under pressure.

Instead of pairs of rollers, traversing tables and rollers

(“ somewhat like an ordinary mangle ”) may be used.

2. An endless band receives the leaves and carries them
forward “against and under light and freely revolving
“ rollers,” which are capable of “ being regulated or retarded
“ in their motion.” Or two endless bands move in contrary

directions, but “ parallel to each other horizontally, the
“ degree of contact being regulated as may be required.”

3. A circular table is mounted on a spindle, which can be
raised by means of a pedal whilst the workman “ can freely
“ turn the said table” round on its spindle. The table is so

placed in relation to the under side of a revolving endless

band that, by laying the rolled leaves on a portion of its sur-

face (whilst it is lowered and at rest) and then raising it so as

to bring the leaves into gentle contact with the under surface

of the band, and partially turning it by hand “ in the oppo-
“ site direction to that in which by its contact with the belt
“ it would be caused to rotate,” a compound action is pro-

duced, “ which causes a twisting of each leaf.” Several of

such tables may be used, “ each mounted or fitted in a frame.”

Or a horizontal table may be caused to move backwards and
forwards at right angles to the motion of the band. Or
several rollers

‘
‘ set at suitable angles ” may be mounted

above the band.

The rolling and the twisting may be effected by the follow-

ing apparatus:—Two wide endless bands “with their faces

nearly equidistant from or parallel to each other ” are set at

an angle to each other “in the line of their longitudinal

“ motion,” and they revolve “ in opposite directions and at

“ different speeds.” The leaves are fed “ on to the upper face
”
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of the lower band, and are carried forward until tbcy come into

contact with the lower surface of the upper band, “when they
“ are subjected to a compound rolling and curling motion.”

Modifications are described.

[Printed, Is. Qd. Drawings!]

A.I). 1868, September 19.—No. 2894.

DICKINSON, Benjamin.— ‘
‘ Improvements in withering and

“ desiccating the leaves and flowers of plants and other
“ vegetable substances, and in the apparatus to be employed
“ therein.”

This invention is applied to “ desiccating the leaves of tbe
“ tea plant.” Trays or shallow boxes without covers, of tbe

same size, “ capable of fitting into and side by side the one
“ with the other interchangeably,” and each having a bottom
of open canew.ork, are arranged in or on a frame or open top

trough. The leaves are laid on the bottoms of the trays in

depth suitable to allow hot air to pass freely up through
among them. The frame or trough is large enough to “ take
“ one or two in width, one, two, or more in height, and
“ several in length,” and the sets of trays and the layers of

trays so fit into and upon one another that the hot air passed
into the frame can escape only through the bottoms and so

through the leaves. Hot air is admitted into the frame
through a pipe at one end, and after ascending through the
trays and leaves it passes off into the atmosphere.

The patentee describes three forms of apparatus for heating
the air, one being for “temporary garden use,” but he does
not claim any “ hot air impeller nor heating pipes employed
“ for the purpose of desiccating.”

[Printed, Is. 6d. Drawings.]

1869.

A.D. 1869, January 6.—No. 44.

PIDDING, William. — {Provisional ‘protection only.)— “Im-
“ provements in the method or methods of treating plants,

shrubs, and vegetable productions for the purpose of extract-
ing, collecting, and preserving the aroma and volatile

“ matter or essential oil yielded by them.” '
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“ collected “without destroying the
vitality of the plant or other vegetable production. Theplant IS placed m a receiver “ so formed as to allow of the airrom within being extracted as required,” and remains

therein a sufficient time to allow it to give forth its aroma or
essential oil. The air in the receiver “ becomes impregnated

and scented
;

” it is then extracted from the receiver bymeans of “ an exhausting apparatus” (to such an extent asnot to injure the plant), and it is passed into a suitable vessel
This vessel may contain “ oil, fatty or oleaginous, saponaceous!

“
appropriate matter or spirits suitably arranged so

that they may become impregnated with the scented airand vapour let into them from the first receiver.” Forsome portions of the process the receivers are by preference
constructed with an outer jacket so that heat may be applied.

[Frinted, 4d. No Drawings.'}

A.D. 1869, May 20.—Ho, 1565.

NEjV TON Henry Edward. -(^ cornmunication from Charles
Fr^eric Dielz-Monnm.) ~ {Provisional protection only) ~

^^ortable coflfee mill,” especially applicable “ for the use of
soldiers on the march.”
This mill is attachable to “ a mess bowl or porringer.” Thebowl is provided with a cover closable by “ a kind of bayonet

- ^ at its
bottom a box or casing for the grinding block,” and the

axle of the block “ 13 supported by a box below and by a collar
above the cover.” The position of the block in its casing is

regulated by “an adjusting screw and nut below.” A space
between the upper part of the hopper and the lower part of
the cover admits a sliding disc, which “ serves to close the

orifice through which the coffee berries are fed to the
hopper. When the mill is not in use, the handle bywhich It IS worked is taken off its spindle and placed in the

bowl,

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.^

A.D. 1869, June 17.—No. 1869.

LAKE, WuLiAM Kobert,— (A cornmunication from Sylvester
Bowers.)—

“

Culinary utensil to be used on stoves or ranges for
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“ broiling, toasting, baking, and other analogous purposes,”

among -wbicb is mentioned “ roasting coffee.”

A band or ring of metal has a groove formed on its inner

face “ to receive the periphery ” of a rim ; the rim however

may be cast in one piece with the band. The rim “has an
“ inward convergence,” and a grate fitting loosely within the

band rests on the rim. The grate is made of wire or iron,

and it is intended to have several grates “ of various degrees
“ of fineness,” to be substituted one for another as required.

The cover fits upon the band above the grate
; to its inner

surface is fixed a polished reflector, or instead thereof the

inner surface may be polished. This utensil is intended to be

used “ upon the holes in the upper plates of cooking stoves.”

iPrinted, Sd. Drawing.^

A.D. 1869, July 3.—No. 2011.

ANGELL, Albert.—“ Machinery for hulling and polishing
“ coffee, rice, and other berries or seeds.”

“ An endless chain of serrated plates ” revolves against “ a
“

series of serrated spring pads.” The pads are supported
at one end by hinges or pinjoints and at the other are pressed
downwards by sjjiral or other springs

;
they are carried by a

frame “which encloses the top of the apparatus and is

“ capable of adjustment in a vertical direction.” The coffee

berries are fed from a hopper, and as they are carried fonrard
between the plates and the pads the hulls are removed. The
berries and hulls fall on to an inclined board, “ by which they

are directed into the centre of a coarse screen,” whence
they descend “ in the most favourable manner to be acted
“ upon by a blast of air.” The blast is produced by a fan
and is directed by boards against the mass “just above the
“ point ” where it would fall down an inclined shoot into a
well

;
and by this means the hulls are blown away through

an aperture. The berries are raised from the well “ by an
“ elevator” which delivers them into a hopper “ placed over
“ one end of the polishing apparatus.” In this apparatus an
endless chain of serrated plates carries the berries forward
under “ a bristle or fibre brush ” by which they are polished.
The berries fall on to a coarse screen and thence on to a screen

which is the first of a series of screens” employed in order
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that “ the different qualities may be separated ” and be
delivered by spouts. A fan blows away the dust from the
berries after they have been operated upon by the brush and
in their fall from screen to screen. The coarse screens and
the directing boards are carried by a frame supported at one
end by springs and at the other by excentrics, “which serve
“ to give a shaking motion to the frame” and so “ assist the

action of the parts.”

The slight alterations for hulling rice and similar grains

are described.

[Printed, Is. 4d. Drawings.^

A.D. 1869, August 27.—No. 2544.

HUNT, Bristow. — (A communication from James Foiole

Baldwin Marshall and Augtiskhs Jones.) — ‘
‘ Apparatus for

“ hulling, cleansing, and polishing or preparing coflee, rice,

“ and other berries or grain.”

These operations are pei’formed in one apparatus. The
berries drop through a hopper into a box containing a hulling

plate, a corrugated roller, a serrated plate, and elastic pads,

and in their descent between these “receive a thorough
“ scrubbing and working ” whereby the hulls are completely

sepai’ated from the berries. Hulls aud berries drop through

an orifice at the bottom of the box, where a current of air

from a fan “ will blow the light chaff away and through an
“ aperture ” at the end of the apparatus, while the berries

will drop upon an endless belt and be carried to the polisher.

Here the berries are rubbed and cleaned by brushes rotating

inside a comigatfed cylindrical casing
;
hence they pass over

a sieve through which the dust, &c. falls, and thence into a

receptacle. The hulling plate is composed of “reversible

“ square steel bars ” laid one upon another so that one edge

projects beyond that of the succeeding one
;
or it is “ a rever-

“ sible and peculiarly formed solid plate;” it receives “a
“ vertical reciprocating motion” by means of a crank and

arm and “ a vibrating motion ” from a rack attached to one

side of it and “ operating on a pinion.” The roller, serrated

plate, and pads, are held in a moveable frame provided with

an adjustable cap
;
the rotation of the roller prevents “ any

“ clogging of the berries,” and spring bolts “ make the pads

“ yielding and elastic.”
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A modification of the hailing portion consists of
“
adjust-

ablo spring hullers ” in combination with an endless belt
of serrated metallic plates linked to each other. In a modifi-
cation of the polishing portion the berries “ fall down an

inclined shaking board,” being at the same time subjected
to the blast of the fan

;
they are then “ earned np by an

“ elevating belt to the polisher,” which may consist of a stiff

stationary brush with an “ endless serrated or roughened
belt and thence they are “ carried to a proper receptacle,

“ being again subjected to a blast of air.”

[Frinted, IQd. Bravoing.']

A.D. 1869, October 22.—No. 3073.

GOODBODY, Egbert James, and DONOVAN, Eichard
Edward.—“ Apparatus for roasting tobacco for snuff, also

applicable for roasting, baking, burning, or drying coffee,
malt, and other granular, pulverous, and vegetable sub-

“ stances.”

A horizontal or slightly inclined cylindrical casing is sup-
ported at each end by trunnions running in bearings; it
receives a slow rotary motion fi’om a pulley and belt or from
other driving gear. On the inner surface is formed “a

helical or screw blade or passage ” leading from the front
or inlet end to the back end. This blade is connected at the
back end “with the end of a second central helical passage,”
which passes from the back end to the front end, “ where it
‘‘ communicates by a funnel-shaped mouth ” with “the central

opening of the casing, and by “ a side aperture” with“ the front end of the outer screw blade. ’ The opening is
provided with a cover or slide which turns on a pin and may
be pressed tight against the opening by a screw.
The apparatus “is suspended over a fire-grate;” the coffee
is made to travel backwards and forwards” until the roast-

ing is completed, “ whereupon the front aperture is opened in
such a manner as to allow the substance after travellino-
forward in the central passage to escape from the same.”

\_Printed, Sd. Drawing
.]

A.D. 1869, December 6.—No. 3527.

~ fro,n Johnl acker Prince.}—

“

Machinery for hulling grain or seed ”
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Two bearings on the top of a case carry the axle of a metal
or metal-surfaced wheel or cylinder. The bearings are ad-
“ justable vertically ” and “ preferably supported on springs.”

The periphery of the wheel is “ formed with transverse sen-a-
“ tions or grooves.” The upper half of the wheel “is covered
“ by a shell,” wherein is a spout for the introduction of the

grain. On the upper part of the shell is “ a curved stripper
“ formed with stripping teeth, the ends of which stand con-
“ centric with the periphery of the wheel.” The stripper is

attached to “segmental blocks which are made adjustable
“ with respect to the adjacent surface of the wheel.” To
keep the wheel “ from taking up the grains too fast ” a gauge
or throat piece is fixed to the under surface of the first seg-

mental block, adjacent to the spout and in front of the stripper

teeth. The hulled grains and hulls fall into the case.

For hulling cofiee it is preferable to attach to the segmental

blocks “teeth similar to the teeth of the wheel ” instead of
“ constructing the stripper card with card teeth.”

[Printed, 6d. Prawinff.]

A.D. 1869, December 6.—No. 3528.

GEEVES, William.

—

“ Improvements in the manufacture of

“ capsules or packages for containing tea and other like

“ articles, and in apparatus employed in such manufacture.”

The apparatus is a block “ rectangular in section and
“ divided longitudinally into four parts which receive a
“ wedge between them.” The parts are connected by dowels

and an elastic band which lies in a groove cut round the

block. The wedge is four-sided
;
when pushed down its lower

end is flush with the lower ends of the parts, and within it is

a plunger “ to aid in drawing off the capsule.”

The capsule consists of a sheet of paper and a sheet of tin

foil pasted together; the paper is “ somewhat longer than the
“ sheet of foil to give a suflScient overlap,” and the foil is in

length sufficient “ to wrap round the four sides ” of the block

and to overlap slightly and in width sufficient “ to form the
“ length of the capsule and to overlook at the ends.” The
compound sheet is wrapped round the block

;
the overlap is

pasted down ;
the end projecting beyond the block “ is turned

‘
‘ in neatly on all four sides the block is set on end, and
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the wedge is forced down so as to strain the sheet tight and

make the corners square. When the capsule is dry, the

wedge is drawn up
;
the block thus rendered slack is lifted

out, and the capsule “ is held down by the weight of the

“ plunger.” The capsules may either be filled with tea or

have packed in them a number of similarly formed small

capsules “ not metal lined ” and each containing a weighed

quantity of tea.

{Printed, Sd. Drawing.']

A.D. 1869, December 7.—ITo. 3534.

JONAS, John.— “Apparatus for packing and consolidating
“ tea and other substances.”

The chest or canister containing the tea is supported on a

stand, and a follower acted on by a screw compresses the

contents. To assist in packing or consolidating the contents
‘

‘ beaters or mallets ” are employed to strike against the
“ sides and bottom” of the chest. The beaters “may be
“ caused to operate in any suitable or convenient manner,”
but the arrangement preferred and described in the Specifi-

cation “ consists of a number of spring arms or strikers

“ which are operated by a peg wheel mounted on an axis to
“ which rotary motion is given in any suitable manner.”

^Printed, 8d. Draiving.]

1870.

A.D. 1870, March 5.—No. 658.

STEVENS, Ebenezek.

—

“ Improvements in the means and
“ utensils employed with apparatus used in cooking, com-
“ billing arrangements for burning a light, forming a
“ complete ‘kitchener.’”

One part of this invention relates to an apparatus for
roasting coffee. It is composed of three parts

;
the outside

one is an iron cylinder having a fixed bottom at one end and
at the other a cover “ similar to a saucepan lid ;” the bottom
and the lid have each a slightly projecting edge. The
cylinder turns round in two hoops arranged round it, one at
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eacli end, and tlie handle of the cylinder is fixed upon a bar

which is carried by the hoops. Inside the cylinder is fitted a

case “ made of sheet iron and iron rods or wire,” and inside

the case is another cylinder made of open wirework and
“ coming up high enough in the outer cylinder of all” that

the one lid serves for them all. The apparatus may either

stand upright on the top of a fire or be laid lengthways
thereon.

[Printed, Is. Qd. Drawing.']

A.D. 1870, June 25.—No. 1809.

NOERIS, Stephen, and GRIFFITHS, Thomas.—“Apparatus
“ for mixing and kneeding dough and other ingredients, and
“ for working the same into bread, biscuits, and other pastry,

“ and also applicable to other purposes.”

One application of this invention is “ for mixing cocoa,”

but no special arrangement of the apparatus for such purpose

is described. The principal parts are a trough, a hopper, a

tank, stirrers, and moulds. The trough is surrounded by
a case containing hot or cold water or steam, or “ by other
“ means found most suitable,” and it is so arranged as “ to

“ render it easy of being capsized or placed in such other

“ position as to readily discharge itself of its contents ” (when

they are kneaded or mixed) into moulds or other suitable

appliances. The bottom of the hopper is provided with re-

volving or oscillating blades to prevent its contents from

passing into the trough “ in a lumpy or coarse condition.”

The tank contains water for mixing with the contents of the

trough. The stiirers or arms by means of handles, levers, or

other convenient appliances, “ dip down into” and “ oscillate

“ or otherwise move about in ” the contents of the trough.

“ As this invention is applicable to a variety of different

“ sized machines having for object the meeting of the ro-

“ quirements of various circumstances, the construction

“ necessarily varies.”

[Printed, &d. No Drawings.]

A.D. 1870, June 28.—No. 1844.

LAKE, William Robert. — (A communication from Henry
Thomas Pratt and John Carver Alden.)—“ Machine for hulling
“ coffee and rice.”
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A hollow cylinder rotates freely in fixed bearings, and its

periphery is pierced with a series of holes, in which coirn"

“ gated or toothed plates” are fitted. Of these plates one

set are attached each to a rod, “which is allowed to slide

“ freely in a bearing,” and the rod has on it a spiral spring,

which has a tendency to keep its plate “ thrust outward to its

“ fullest extent;” the other set operate “ substantially in the

“ same way,” but each “is pivoted at one end” and has a

spiral spring “ bearing against its inner side.” It is proposed

“ to have a space of about one inch in length between the

“ ends of the pressure plates and to have the latter but

“ slightly exceed in width the length of a coffee bean.” A
semicircular or concave plate extends about half way around

the cylinder ;
it is concentric with the cylinder, at such a

distance from it “ that a single bean of unhulled coSee will

“ be held in place without slipping between them,” toothed

or corrugated on its inner side, stationary, and “may be

“ composed of sections bolted to plates,” one at each side of

the cylinder. The unhulled coSee passes from a hopper down

between the concave plate and the cylinder, and “ the effect

“ is to subject the coffee to a constant rolling motion under

“ pressure without grinding or cutting it.”

{Printed, Sd. Drawing.^

A.D. 1870, July 13.—No. 1973.

COFFEY, John Ambkose.—

“

Apparatus employed for drying
“ and roasting coffee, chicory, malt, and other vegetable

“ substances, also applicable to baking and desiccation

“ generally.”

A cylinder, containing the coffee or other substances, re-

volves by means of driving gear in bearings on standards.

Within the cylinder or a jacket surrounding it is a coil of

pipe, through which heated oil or like matter continuously

flows, the coil “being connected at each end” with a pipe

inside a furnace. Sometimes “ a small force pump ” is inter-

posed “ in the return pipe ” leading from the cylinder to the

furnace. A thermometer is inserted into the pipe “ entering
“ the cylinder,” and the heat is regulated by dampers in the

furnace.

Or a bath of oil is heated by a fire beneath it or by the flue

of a furnace passing through it, and a cylinder, containing
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the coffee, is rotated in the bath, or its contents are stirred

“ by fanners rotating within it.”

[Frinted, Sd. Drawing.1

A.D. 1870, July 13.—Ho. 1979.

NEWELL, William. — “ Improvements in cleaning and
“ polishing coffee and in apparatus employed therein, appli-

“ cable also to the cleaning and polishing of grain and other

“ produce.”

The cylinder which holds the coffee is of such size that

about “two-thirds of the capacity” will hold “ about a ton
“ weight.” This cylinder is made of well seasoned hard

wood Avith iron appendages
;

it is mounted on a strong frame

and revolves at a speed “ not exceeding forty-five revolutions
“ in a minute.” The axle of the cylinder is hollow forming

a pipe, so that, if the coffee be damp, hot air or steam may
pass in at one end and out at the other end without touching

the coffee. The ends of the cylinder are closed
;
in the sides

are doors for charging and discharging, and the doors are

“ provided with wirework so that they may act as screens.”

The ends also are “ connected by tie bars supported by cross

“ arms and passing through the interior of the cylinder from
“ end to end.” The bars and arms “ act as rubbers,” and for

this purpose they are covered with canvas. The whole of the

interior of the cylinder is by preference lined with coarse

canvas.

[Frinted, Qd. Drawing.']

A.D. 1870, August 1.—No. 2145.

GIBBS, W^ILLIAM Alfeed.— “Apparatus for drying agri-

“ cultural, animal, and chemical and commercial products.”

The object of this invention is to utilise “ the waste heat

“ from furnaces or chimney shafts or the heat obtainable

“ from stoves and other heat suppliers.” The heated air is

usually drawn “ by means of fans or blowing machines ”

described in No. 3036, A.D. 1866, and No. 289, A.D. 1868,

and two arrangements are described for drying “ damp
“ grain of all kinds, coffee and other beans,” and similar

substances.
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1. “At the exit mouth of a hot blast fan” there is con-

structed “ a hopper into which the substance to be dried is

“ lifted ” by any convenient elevator. The lower part of the

hopper “ is left open both back and front,” so that the hot

air has a free passage through it, and the substance, as it falls

slowly down, is subjected “to the drying action of the hot
“ air.” In order that no portion may remain exposed too

long to the drying action,
‘

‘ pushing machinery ” is employed
;

it consists of “ a pair’ of scrapers ” travelling to and fro hori-

zontally through the open passage at the lower part of the

hopper. The blades of the scrapers are so hinged to the rods

by which they are moved that in their forward movement
“ they move at right angles,” and in their backward move-
ment “they present only a thin edge;” moreover in their

forward movement they pass under two side guides which
form “ inclined planes up which the scrapers in their retiring
“ movement are made to pass.”

2. “A stationary tapering hot air duct with a slit between
“ lips extending along its whole length” is encircled by
a revolving tapering case. The substance enters the case
through apertures in “ a fixed hopper adjusted to the larger
“ end ” and passes out through outlets at the smaller (and
depressed) end. The rotation of the case is effected by any
suitable gearing; by preference it receives an “ intermittent
“ or vibratory motion.” Sometimes an “oscillating ” instead
of a rotating movement is given to the case.

[Printed, lOd. Drawing^]

A.D. 1870, August 3.—No. 2160.

SPEATT, James.—“An improved mixture and preparation
“ of coffee and tea.”

The first part of this invention consists in compressing
ground coffee or roasted coffee berries, either alone or mixed
with concentrated essence of milk or cream and with sugar or
other saccharine matter, “ to such an extent as to render the

same solid,” and in “enclosing the same in tin foil or lead
“ foil or other suitable cases.” Either finely chopped or
ground dried skins of soles or isinglass may be added. It
consists also in compressing and enclosing in like manner tea
mixed with milk and sugar or “without any admixture,
“ either hot or cold in a dry state.”
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The second part consists in making an extract of coffee or

tea (mixed with sugar and milk or cream) “in a liquid and
“ concentrated form ” and securely bottling the extract.

The third (and last) part consists in making bread,

biscuits, &c., of either preparation mixed with flour and
butter or lard.

[Frinted, 4d. No Drawings.^

A.D. 1870, October 20.—No. 2768.

HOWARD, John. — {Provisional protection not allowed.)—
“ The manufacture of a powder from beet, carrot, parsnip,
“ mangold wurzel, or other saccharine roots, to be used as a
“ substitute for chicory for mixing with coffee, or for separate
“ use as a beverage boiled or infused.”

The sugar having been extracted from the above-mentioned

roots, the “ residual pulp ” is dried, roasted, and reduced to

powder.

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.']

1871 .

A.D. 1871, February 26.—No. 605.

BOYES, Ebenezer.—“ Apparatus for roasting coffee, and for

“ cooling it when roasted.”

The roasting and cooling apparatuses are connected. When
the roasting process is completed, the cylinder containing the

coffee is removed from the fire and “ emptied into the cooling

“ vessel or hopper, where it is without further removal at

“ once acted upon by lifting boards, vanes, or agitators.”

The cylinder is provided with longitudinal tubes similar to

those of a tubular boiler and with vertical tubes “ connected
“ and open to ” the longitudinal tubes and “ passing to the

“ periphery of the cylinder.” The ends of the cylinder are

perforated, and caps or covers are placed “ over the ends of
“ the longitudinal tubes.” The heat arising from a furnace, in

addition to acting upon the under side of the cylinder, passes

also into the vertical tubes “ which for the time being are
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“ lowermost,” and tbence “into and through the longi-
“ tudinal tubes ” into “ the spaces enclosed between the

“ perforated ends ” and “ the caps or covers ” Or the fire may
be made “ to play on the ends as well as at the bottom” of

the cylinder; or there may be “a fire at each end and one
“ below ” the cylinder. When the coffee is roasted, the

cylinder (the axle of which is earned by a frame “mounted
“ on axes of motion ”) is raised off the fire and “ turned over
“ the hopper.” During the rotation doors in the cylinder

are unlocked and opened by sliding bolts (having projections

thereon) on the doors coming against inclines on a bar carried

by the hopper, and the cylinder is rocked until all the berries

therein are discharged into the hopper. The arrangement of

the bolts, projections, and inclines, is fully described in the

specification. When the berries are cooled, the hopper,
secured to a base by hooks or catches, is raised therefrom by
chains or other “suitable tackle,” and the berries are dis-

charged through a door at one end. “ Suitable gearing is
“ employed to communicate motion to the roasting cylinder
“ and to the agitators in the cooling vessel.”

[Printed, lOd. Drawing.']

A.D. 1871, October 20.—No. 2806.

McKenzie, William, and CAMERON, Chakles Alexandek.
{Letters Patent void for want of Final Specification.) — “ The
“ manufacture of solidified tea and coffee.”

An infusion of the tea or coffee is made in boiling water,
and the infusion after being filtered is evaporated until “a
“ residual solid or nearly solid substance ” is obtained. This
residue is then mixed with condensed milk and sugar and
formed into tablets. To obtain “ very dry solid extracts ” the
mixture may be exposed to a gentle heat. The extracts may
be prepared without the admixture of milk and sugar.

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.]

A.D. 1871, October 21.—No. 2821.

HAWORTH, William.—“ Machinery for rolling tea leaf.”
The object of this invention is “to exert a variable pressure
on the bag of leaf, commencing the rolling process with a
light pressnre and gradually increasing the pressure as

the rolling proceeds.
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The outer cylinder is supported on side frames
;

it is made
with a door in the bottom and •with an opening opposite the

feeding board. The feeding board can bo “ slidden into this

“ opening until it approaches the inner cylinder,” when the

bag, as it is rolled round the space between the cylindei’S,

“ comes on to this inclined board and rolls out of the
“ machine;” but should this method of delivery fail, the

bag is taken out at the door. The inner 'cylinder is “fixed
“ upon the main shaft” which “turns in brasses.” The
brasses “ are surrounded and supported by a star-shaped
“ block” of vulcanized india-rubber made in halves, and the

points of the block are received into “ recesses formed in the
“ interior of the metal plummer block or bearing which is

“ fixed to the framing.” The brasses are sapported also on

stems attached to weighted levers. “ Conical wheels ”

mounted loosely on the main shaft have their motion to and

from each other controlled by forked levers. “ Conical cups ”

are “ fixed on the frame and concentric with the outer
“ cylinder.” As the wheels are moved towards each other,

they enter the cups, and the main shaft “is brought more
“ and more nearly concentric with the cups^” until the bag of

leaf is fully compressed.

[Frinted, Is. lOc^. Drawings.']

1872.

*

A.D. 1872, January 31.—Ho. 314.

GIBBS, William Alfeed, and BOEWICK, Alfeed.—
“ Apparatus and arrangements for drying.”

This invention relates to improvements on Ho. 3036,

A.D. 1866, Ho. 289, A.D. 1868, and Ho. 2145, A.D. 1870 ; it

consists in combining an air chamber with a revolving

cylinder and air duct. One end of the air chamber “ com-
“ municates with the discharge end ” of the cylinder. The
chamber is “in communication with a compound exhaust and
“ blast fan” (one or more), or with “a chimney shaft,” so

that “ a strong current of air is forced or drawn through the
“ air duct ” into the cylinder and thence “ into and through
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“ the air chamber.” The air is previously heated by passing

through or over a furnace, or other heating apparatus, or

through pipes set in the furnace. The air duct may be

stationary or be caused “
to revolve in a direction contrary ”

to that of the cylinder. Numerous arrangements of the parts

are described, and “ the cylinder and duct apparatus ” is

applicable (inter alia) to the drying of “ raw coffee.”

[Printed, 2s. lOd. Drawings.']

A.D. 1872, February 5.—No. 376.

BONNEVILLE, Hexri Adrien. — (A communication from
Edouard Peckman-Olofson.)—“ A new and improved ali-

“ mentary drink.”

The substances used are about “ one kilogramme of rye or rye
“ malt, fifty grammes of dried barley malt, twenty grammes
“ of natural coffee, and from twenty to twenty-fi.ve grammes
“ of burnt sugar or caramel.” The rye or rye malt and the

coffee are roasted at the same time in adjoining compartments,

and “ the current of vapour emanating ” from the coffee “ is

“ made to pass through” the rye or rye malt. The coffee is

not to be mixed -with the rye, the drink being made from

the malted substances.” The barley malt is roasted
“ without being subjected to the vapour ” of the coffee.

The rye and the barley malt are afterwards mixed together
;

the sugar or caramel is then added, and the compound is

ground in the ordinary manner. The rye and the barley malt
may be ground separately “ before mixture and before the

burnt sugar is added.”

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.]

A.D. 1872, March 9.—No. 724.

GRINLINTON, John Joseph.—(A communication from Pohert

Dawson.) — (Provisional frotection only.) — “ Preparing the
“ several products of the coffee bush (other than the bean) so
“ as to turn the same to use as articles of food.”
“ The pulp, parchment, silver skin, leaves, bark, wood,

“ roots, shoots, twigs, and pith of the coffee bush,” are dried
or partially dried, and decoctions or infusions of the same are

made ‘
‘ either separately or all or any two or more of them

“ mixed together,” thereby turning to use “ the cofleine con-
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“ tained therein.” The invention includes converting to use
“ such coffeine in any form whatever, and either mixed with
“ or separated from the coffee bean.”

\Frinted, Atl. No Drawings^]

A.D. 1872, April 18.—Ho. 1162.

AYAE.RY, Henry.—“ Improvements in various beverages.”

A strong infusion of tea, coffee, cocoa, or analogous sub-

stance, is poured into a steam jacketed evaporating pan
;
the

soluble portion is evaporated
;
when the substance in the pan

becomes quite dry, it is removed into an atmosphere as dry as

possible, “allowed to cool until brittle,” then reduced to

powder, and then put into “ air-tight bottles or other
“ receptacles.” Milk is prepared in the same manner; either

condensed milk or fresh milk mixed with sugar may be used.

The beverage is obtained by dissolving a portion of the

mixture in hot water “ with the usual adjuncts of milk and
“ sugar.”

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.'}

A.D. 1872, June 6.—No. 1713.

CLARK, Charles Frederick, and BRUERTON, George.

—

{Provisional protection only.) — “ Improvements in coffee

“ mills.”

This mill is worked by a handle on the top, and the

grinding is effected by “ a serrated cone working with a

“ hollow cone similarly serrated.” The improvement consists

in being able “ to regulate the distance between the surfaces

“ of the cones.” The spindle of the inner cone works in a

bearing at its upper end and in a cross bar at its lower end.

A lever, “turning upon a hinge ” at one end, supports the

lower end of the spindle
;

its other end is connected to a bar,

“ the upper end of which is screwed, and after passing

through a hole in the top of the mill is fitted with a

“ thumbscrew.” Or the lower end of the spindle is supported

by a screw working through a cross bar. One end of a lever

is fitted to the head of the screw, and the other end passes

through a “ curved opening in the body of the mill.” Or the

bearing of the lower end of the spindle is formed with
“ inclined planes” and the lever with corresponding inclined
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planes. Or the lower end of the spindle is supported- by a

thumbscrew, which can be turned by drawing out the drawer

at the bottom of the mill and introducing the fingers.

\_Printed, Sd. drawing.']

A.D. 1872, June 10.—No. 1743.

DOYEN, Octave.—{Provisional protection only.)—“ Prepara-
“ tion and utilization of coffee in the foiun of tablets for food.”

The coffee is ground to an impalpable powder and mixed

(or not) with sugar.
“ Dry tablets ” are made from the impalpable powder

mixed with sugar.

“ Oleaginous tablets ” are made from a similar mixture with

the addition of “ oily matters,” by preference cocoa nut oil.

[Printed, 4>d. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1872, June 17.—No. 1821.

PEEEY, Alexandek.—{Provisional protection only.)—“ Appa-
“ ratiis for drying and roasting malt, coffee, and other
“ similar substances.”

The object of this invention is to “ consume the vapour
“ instead of letting it escape into the atmosphere.” A rotating

cylinder is placed in a hot air chamber which is connected

with a furnace. In the top or other convenient part of the

chamber there is an aperture, through which the chamber
“ communicates with a pipe which extends down to the
“ bottom of the apparatus and is conducted below the furnace
“ to the ash-pit.” The end of this pipe opens into the ash-

pit, and “ a branch pipe passing up into the furnace opens
“ into the same above the fire-bars.” Either of these pipes
may be opened or closed by means of dampers, and the vapour
be “ made to enter the furnace either through the fire-grate or
“ above the same.” The apparatus has a chimney provided
with a damper

;
hot air is forced into the chamber by a fan

or blower.

[Printed 4d. No Drawings.]

A.D. 1872, August 13.—No. 2405.

McKINLAY, Peter.—“ Apparatus for husking, hulling, or
shelling, and for cleaning and preparing rice and other grain.”
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The husking, hulling, and removal of the refuse “ are all

“ performed at one operation,” and “ the same arrangement
“ of apparatus is equally applicable for removing the pulp
“ from the bean of the coffee berry.”

The drawing shows two oblong vessels resting on a fixed

framing and provided each with a moveable or hinged cover.

In the bottom of each vessel is a groove or channel running
lengthways and fitted with “ india-rubber, wood with its

“ grain endwise, or any other suitable substance.” In each

vessel is a rocker working and guided in slotted uprights of

the framing. The lower part of each rocker “ forms asegment
“ of a circle,” and therein is a groove or channel corresponding

to the one in the bottom of the vessel, and similarly fitted. In

the lower part of each vessel and parallel with the groove

therein are openings on each side, and into the openings are

inserted perforated plates kept in position by thumbscrews

;

there are also “ outlets ” for discharging the grain. The
upper part of the rockers is slotted and fitted with cranks

carried by a shaft which carries also loose and fast pulleys. The

inner uprights are continued upward, and carry an arrange-

ment for lifting the rockers out of the vessels.

[Printed 8d. Drawing.'l

A.D. 1872, September 9.—No. 2667.

ROSS, Edwaed.

—

(A communication from Robert Dawson .)

—

“ Utilizing and giving additional value to the products of the
” coffee bush.”

“The pulp, parchment, silver skin, leaves, bark, wood,
“ roots, shoots, twigs, and pith of the coffee bush, either

“ together with or separated from the coffee bean,” are dried

or partially dried, and decoctions or infusions are made thereof

“ either together or separately or any two or more of them
“ mi.xed together and either with or without the coffee bean.”

The object of the invention is to convert to use “ the caffeine

“ contained in the said several products of the coffee bush,”

and “ to obtain therefrom a beverage or beverages.”

[Printed, 4cd. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1872, September 27.—No. 2854.

BARTLETT, John.—“ Machine for mixing teas, coffees, and

“ granular substances.”
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A vessel made of sheet metal or wood, octagonal or polygonal

in form, closed at the ends, and provided with a sliding door,

rotates on a horizontal shaft w'hich is mounted in bearings in

a frame. Inside the vessel are fixed internally projecting sets

of beaters or deflectors, preferably made of sheet metal, “ of

“ various angular shapes,” and arranged at suitable distances

apart. There maybe “inclined conductors” fixed at each

side of the beaters. The vessel is rotated by changeable

wheel and pinion gear or by power. A sliding drawer for the

reception of the mixed matters may be fitted in guides in the

frame.

{Frmied, 6d. BrawingJ]

A.D. 1872, October 19.—No. 3099.

BOYES, Ebenezer.—“ Apparatus for roasting and cooling

“ coffee, cocoa, and other berries and materials.”

The roasting apparatus is set above the cooling apparatus

“ in a single frame,” so that, when the material is roasted, it

may be immediately discharged into the cooling apparatus.

The roasting cylinder has numerous holes in its periphery

and receives rotary motion by means of a handle and suitable

gearing. In the centre of the cylinder a chamber is formed

wherein an “air burner ” is arranged, and other air burners

are arranged on the under side of the cylinder. The inside

of the cylinder is divided into chambers by means of a number
of perforated discs, which have holes in their centres large

enough “to form the chamber ” for the central air burner.

The discs “ do not extend to the periphery” of the cylinder,

“ but leave a sufficiently large annular space ” for the recep-

tion of the material to be roasted, and they are “ at their

“ centres connected together in pairs by means of rings or

“ short cylinders.” The discs “ are not connected together
“ at their peripheries,” and they may be made either dished

or parallel to each other. The inner surface of the cylinder

is provided with “inclined guides or stirrers.” The lower

part of the cylinder and the air burners are enclosed in a

chamber which has a door and a sliding bottom, and the con-

tents are discharged into the cooling apparatus thi'ough a

door which extends from end to end. “To facilitate the
“ taking of a sample from the cylinder ” a small sliding door
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is so arranged that it “ may be acted upon by a kind of ladle,”

and be opened and shut during the revolution of the

cylinder.

The cooling apparatus consists of a chamber divided into

compartments ” in a somewhat similar manner to the roasting
“ cylinder.” The bottom of the chamber is perforated and
mounted in guides to permit of its being readily removed,
“ Air is drawn or forced through the contents from below
“ upwards” by a rotating fan.

[Printed, Is. Drawing.']

A.D. 1872, October 24.—No. 3156.

GOLDSMITH, George, and DILKES, James.—“ Apparatus
“ for roasting, baking, or cooking by gas.”

This invention, a modification of No. 2063, A.D. 1871, is

now adapted ” for roasting coffee.”

A rectangular or other shaped chamber mounted on a stand

is pierced with a number of holes for the admission of air.

Within the chamber and fitted to the upper part of it

is a flanged cast-iron trough “partially lined with flre-

“ clay or flre-proof cement.” In the bottom of the trough

there is an opening, under which is flxed a burner suitable for

the combustion of a mixture of air and gas. A roasting

cylinder revolves in the trough, the bearings of its axle being

formed on the flange. In the periphery of the cylinder are

two openings ; the one is for charging and discharging
;
the

other is “ fitted with a guard on the inside so as to prevent
“ any material contained therein from escaping while the

“ cylinder revolves in one direction, but permits a small

“ quantity to drop out when moving in the opposite direc-

“ tion.” The whole of the top is covered by a lid provided

with an opening for the escape of vapour, &c. The supply of

gas “ is diminished while nothing is being subjected to its

“ heat” and is increased “immediately the apparatus is

“ brought into active operation,” by means of a valve, a

spring, and a lever. “ The closing of the lid ” produces pres-

sure “ upon the projecting end of the lever, thereby opening
“ the valve and admitting a full supply of gas.”

[Printed, 8cZ. Drawing.]
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A.D. 3872, November 20.—No. 3465.
HEMINGWAY, Samvel.—(Frovistonal protection only)—

Apparatus for packing dry soap, starch, corn flour, bakin
powder, mustard, tea, coffee, or any other article in
powder or granulated state.”
A series of receptacles of suitable size and shape are sup-

ported in a frame
; they are open at top to receive bags orwrapping papers and ” closed at bottom with a false bottom ”

lo each false bottom is attached a stem which passes throuc^ha perforatmn in the fixed bottom. A portable hopper, madewith a series of outlet tubes equal in number and shape tothe receptacles, contains the article to be packed, whichpasses through the tubes into the bags. The hopper beingemoved, the top ends of the bags are closed by hand and
^

en by means of a lever or combinations of levers, screwscams, or other mechanical contrivance brought to bear andoperate on the stems,” the bags are lifted ou“t of the recep
tacles. Or the apparatus may be so constructed that, whfnthe top ends are closed, it may be “ turned over” and the

attendaut operating ou

\Frinted, No Drawings.)

1873.

A.D. 1873, February 25.—No. 701.
LIEBERT Julius. — [Provisional protection only.) ~ “ Animproved mixture of ground substances to be used as asubstitute for cofl-ee, and in the apparatus employed in the“ preparation thereof.”

pioyea in tfie

‘‘A healthy and invigorating infusion ” is obtained from amixture of pelotas berries and coffee berries ” in the proportion by wpight of about 3 parts of the former to 1 part ofthe atter. The berries in their green state are roasted L fcoffee roaster which has two compartments separated by ap rforated partition
; the pelotas berries beincr put into tbp

thoroughly impregnated with the aroma of the coffee"

be

iS
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The roasted berries are ground in an ordinary mill, and the
mixture is ready for use.

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.^

A.D. 1873, March 14.—No, 936.

PUMPHREY, JosiAH.—“Sifters or screens for sifting or
“ screening cinders, and for other like purposes,” including
“ mixing tea.”

A cylindrical case, furnished with a lid, a “jointed handle,”

and a “ fixed side handle,” contains a sifter or screen made of

perforated metal or wire gauze, conical or cylindrical in

shape, and capable of rotating or oscillating therein. Fixed

in the lower part of the sifter is a spindle, the lower portion of

which is hollow, and the upper portion solid, square or

angular and taper, and passing through a cross bar on the top

of the sifter. Fixed to the lower part of the case is a spindle,

the upper portion of which enters the hollow portion of the

sifter spindle, its “ pointed end ” taking into a correspondingly

shaped seat in the bottom of the solid portion. On the lid is

“ a rotating handle,” a part of which “ projecting from the

“ inner side ” is made of “ a hollow key form ” to fit on to the

head of the sifter spindle. The arrangement for “ closing the
“ top” of the case and for “giving motion to the rotating

“ sifter” may be varied.

[Printed, lOd. Dratving.1

A.D. 1873. April 19.—No. 1428.

CLARK, Alexander Melville.—(A communication from IVm.

Helme Ireland Howe.)—“ Cans for preserving fruits and other

“ substances,” namely “spices, teas, coffee,” &c. &c.

The can is “ properly made of tin ;” when filled, a top pre-

ferably of tin foil “ is tightly soldered or fastened to the rim.”

A tin cover is then fitted to the can “ so as to be removed at

“ pleasure ;” the cover may be hinged to the can.

Printed, 6d, Drawing.^

A.D. 1873, May 15.—No. 1783.

LAKE, William Robert.—[A communication from John Ash-

croft.)—{Provisional protection only.)—“Improved processes

“ and apparatus for colouring, refining, and maturing coffee.”
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One improvement consists in “maturing and browning”
coffee by subjecting it “to the direct action of steam ” or “ to

“ the sweating and expanding action of steam and the drying
“ action of beat.” A second consists in “maturing and
“ colouring raw coffee ” by subjecting it to the action of steam

and heat in sacks or in tiers of sacks having free communi-
cation with each other by means of coils of pipe. A third de-

scribes an apparatus “ for colouring and refining raw coffee —
it is composed of (1) a shell or frame, (2) compartments
“ around which steam circulates,” (3)

“ sweating boxes ” per-

forated for the admission of steam into the compartments,

(4) valves to draw off from the compartments the water result-

ing from the condensation of steam, (6) a safety valve. A
fourth describes an apparatus “ for colouring, maturing, and
“ refining” raw coffee:—it has prefei’ably six sides, forming
a chamber wherein to put coffee in bags or bulk

; “it may be
“ held by a frame or receptacle having open sides and a per-
“ forated botttom ;” it may have “ a gate in front and casters
“ or wheels on it.” There are openings at or near the top of

the chamber for the expulsion of the cold air w'hen steam is

admitted.

[Printed, 4d. No Brawings.l

A.D. 1873, June 11.—Ho.,2075.

GTJEHARD, Jos£. — “ Machinery for drying coffee and
“ grain.”

A horizontally revolving drum ‘
‘ works upon two bars with

“ four rollers;” or it is mounted in bearings in the frame-
work, “ having suitable driving gear worked by hand or other
“ power.” The drum is surrounded by two perforated
cylinders, the ends of which are closed by discs, and a space
is left between the cylinders, and another space between the
drum and the inner cylinder. The coffee is put through a
door or lid into the space between the cylinders, and ‘

‘ artificial
“ heat or hot air ” is introduced into the space between the
drum and the inner cylinder. - The heat passes through the
perforations of the inner cylinder and escapes through those
of the outer one. If the drum is mounted upon bars with
rollers the heat is introduced at either end of the inner cylinder
through a pipe

;
if it is mounted in bearings, the heat enters

•
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at any suitable point in either end or through the axle, Tvhich

is hollow and perforated for such purpose.

\Trinted, lOd. Drawing
."I

A.D. 1873, July 12.—No. 2418.

COLE, Frederic.—{Provisional protection only.)
—“ Machinery

“ for crushing and reducing to impalpable powder baryta,

cocoa, refined sugar, and similar substances both vegetable
“ and mineral.”

Iron rollers are mounted in an iron frame, which is “ fur-
“ nished with knives and scrapers to clear each roller as it

“ revolves as well as the iron bed over which the rollers pass.”

When the substance is sufficiently crushed, ” a shovel is

“ lowered by the action of a set screw ” to clear the bed for a
fresh supply. The frame is worked backwards and forwards

by chains “ by means of a hand wheel placed at the end of
“ another iron frame over which the above travels.” The iron

bed lies level on a wooden bed, and weights for increasing the

crushing power of the rollers are placed over them. It is

proposed to adapt the machine “ so as to use steam and water
“ as well as hand power ” in working it.

iPrinted, Ad. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1873, July 17.—No. 2465.

D’HUMY, Paul Eaoul de Fauchedx.—{Provisional protection

only.)
—“ Improvements in tea and coffee caddies or canisters,”

whereby the tea or coffee “ can be measured out as required
“ in given quantities.”

There is attached to the neck of an ordinary caddy or

canister an apparatus, by means of which the tea or coffee

therein can be received “ into a chamber of a given size,”

the communication between the caddy and the chamber be

then closed, and the measured quantity be discharged into

any suitable receptacle. The measuring apparatus may be

cylindrical or otherwise shaped, and it may be made to turn

on either a vertical or a horizontal axis
;
or it may be arranged

to work in guides. Sometimes the caddy or canister is

mounted on a stand, and the measuring apparatus is placed
“ at the bottom thereof.”

[Printed, Ad. No Drawings.']
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A.D. 1873, August 8.—No. 2663.

MORTON, Charles.—“ Improvements in the mode of and
“ apparatus for roasting coffee.”

The coffee is roasted “by reflection of heat.” A strong

reflecting oven, having its inner surface “made perfectly
“ bright,” is supported on an iron frame and placed in position

in front of a fire. The oven is made in two parts hinged or

jointed “ midway at the top,” and the back part opens

upwards, being counterbalanced by weights and pulleys. At
the bottom or lower portion of the oven there is an opening
“ to allow the draught to passthrough the oven and thus form
“ a blower for the purpose of purifying the heat used to

“ roast the coffee.” Within the oven is fitted a perforated

cylinder of galvanized iron or other suitable material, and
the axle on which the cylinder revolves “is fitted in bearings
“ mounted on slides which slide upon the iron frame.”

[Printed, 8d. Prawing.l

A.D. 1873, August 13.—No. 2682.

WETHERILL, James.—“An improved system or method of
“ drying malt, barley, and other grain, also applicable for
“ drying chicory, roots, or vegetable products, and apparatus
“ to be employed therefor.”

The drying is effected by means of heated air obtained “ by
“ passing ordinary atmospheric air through open-ended
“ tubes.” The tubes are arranged horizontally or otherwise
across the fireplace of a kiln

;
their ends rest on supports of

firebrick or other suitable material, and are “ covered with
“ an arch of iron or brickwork ” which “retains the products
“ of combustion and prevents them from having access
“ to the material being dried.” These products find their

exit through a flue or flues to a chimney. The air is

admitted to “an enclosed firing place ” through a grating or
shutters

;
it passes through the tubes to a hot air chamber,

and thence through perforated tiles to the substance being
dried. “ The waste heated air may then pass through a
“ second perforated flooring” so as “to partly dry” the
substance thereon.

[Printed, 8d. Drawing.li
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A.D. 1873, September 16.—No. 3031.

FRANCIS, ‘Walter Penn, and ADDISCOTT, Francis.

—

(Provisional protection not allowed.)—“ The process of manu-
“ facturing coffeetina.”

This article, intended for use as a substitute for coffee or

for mixing with coffee, “ is prepared from the stone of the
“ tamarind.” The stone when roasted and ground “ assumes
“ the character of coffee.”

[Printed, 4d. No Pratvings.~\

A.D. 1873, September 26.—No. 3139.

LIEBERT, Julius.—“ Improved means of and apparatus for

“ treating acorns and beech nuts.”

These substances are rendered suitable “ for consumption

by themselves or with the admixture of coffee.” The
acorns and nuts are freed from their husks and roasted in the

same compartment as the coffee, caramel or other saccharine

substance being added to the mixture. Or the roaster may
be divided by perforated partitions, the coffee being put into

one compartment, the acorns, nuts, and caramel into another.

During the roasting the substances are kept stirred by arms

on a revolving vertical shaft, and when sufficiently roasted,

they are ‘’conveyed from the roaster by a shoot to a cooler.”

The cooler is a wire gauze cylinder revolving horizontally

and having therein longitudinal ribs or projections. The
substances when cooled are ground and “are then ready
“ for use.”

[Printed, 4cZ. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1873, October 24.—No. 3456.

BRANSON, William Powell.—“Improvements in the mode
“ of roasting.coffee, cocoa, and malt, and in apparatus cm-
“ ployed therein.”

The improvements consist in the employment of “ a gas and
‘ ‘ air furnace ” to heat the outside of the roasting cylinder,

and of “ a blast of hot air ” which, being forced into the

cylinder through one of its “hollow necks or axes,” circulates

among the contents, and passes out through the other neck
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and through, perforations in the cylinder, if a wire or per-

forated cylinder is used. A tube, “ coming from the hot air

“ supply,” is fixed rigidly in position opposite the position
“ occupied by the end of one of the hollow necks or axes
“ when the roasting cylinder is over the furnace,” and a
“ sliding or telescopic ” tube is mounted on the fixed tube,

“ so as to permit of its being readily slidden thereon and into

“ and out of the hollow neck.” The hot air is forced into the

tube by any suitable
“
air forcing apparatus.”

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1873, December 11.—Ho. 4089.

LAKE, William Robekt.— (A communication from Edwin
Moorey.)—“An improved metal package for the preservation
“ of meat and other perishable substances,” such as “pre-
“ serves, spices, teas, coffees, powders, and others.”

These packages are so shaped that when emptied “ they can
“ be packed one inside the other, and returned to the original
“ user at a mere fraction of the expense they would otherwise
“ cost.” The shape may be varied

; for example the shape

may be that “ of a basin or of an inverted truncated cone
;

”

the latter is preferable, having the cone “ sufficiently sharp to

“ permit of the packages fitting into each other without
“ jamming.” The inventor does not propose to make any
alteration “ in the method of affixing the top and bottom of
“ these metal packages, or in the material of which they are
“ composed.”

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.]

1874

A.D. 1874, January 14.—Ho. 181.

COLE, Fbederic.—{Provisional protection only.)—“ Machinery
“ for crushing and reducing to impalpable powder baryta,
“ cocoa, refined sugar, and similar substances, both vegetable
“ and mineral.”
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Iron rollers revolve in an iron frame furnislied with scrapers
“ to clean each roller as it revolves,” with knives, and “ some-
“ times with combs to clear the iron bed as the rollers pass
“ over it.” When the substance on the bed is sufficiently

crushed, “ a shovel is lowered by the action of a set screw to
“ remove the same from the bed” for a fresh supply. The
frame is worked backwards and forwards by chains “ by
“ means of a hand wheel placed at the end of another iron
“ frame over which the above travels.” The iron bed lies level

on a wooden bed or on masonry, and weights for increasing

the crushing power of the rollers may be placed over them.

It is proposed to work the machine by “ steam and water as

well as hand power.”

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1874, February 18.—No. 606.

HUNT, Bristow.— (J, communication from the Enterprise

Manufacturing Corrupamj.)—“ Improvements in the construc-
‘

‘ tion of grinding mills.”

The construction of this hand-grinding coffee mill allows of

ready access to the interior, ready removal of the working

parts, and adjustment of the grinding surfaces. The casing

consists of two semicircular halves, pinjointed on one side

and connected on the other by a bolt, lugs, and a thumb nut.

The lower half is attached to a base which contains a drawer.

The coffee, descending from a hopper situate on the upper half,

is ground by passing between “a rotating burr keyed to the

“ spindle and a fixed shell through which the spindle passes.”

The spindle has its bearings partly in each half; in the

annexed drawing it has two fly wheels, one at each end, but

in smaller mills it “is furnished at one end only with an
“ ordinary handle.” The spindle carries at one end a spiral

spring, and at the other a loose collar against which a set

screw bears. The burr is drawn away from or towards the

shell by turning the screw ; it is composed of a soft metal

disc keyed to the spindle and of a “ hard metal grinding

“ portion” secured to the disc. The shell is “rigidly con-

“ fined between the two halves of the casing ” by means of

“ lugs and recesses.”

[Printed, 8d. Drawing.]

E 7648. B
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A.D. 1874, March 14.—No. 922.

NiCOLL, Donald.—“ A compound for making tea, coiFee, and

“ cocoa.”

A tube or case of isinglass or gelatine is filled with “ a pre-

“ paration of cream, or milk, or sugar, alone or in combina-

“ tion,” and is then closed up air-tight. The filled case is

combined “ by moderate pressure with a suitable quantity of

“ dried tea, or ground ccfiee, or crushed cocoa,” and hot

water poured thereon “will produce in a complete condition

“ and without the ordinary waste of the several ingredients

“ the well-known beverages called tea, or coflfee, or cocoa.”

\Frinted, 4d. No Brawings-I

A.D. 1874, March 20.—No. 990.

CLARK, Alexander Melville. — {A communication from
Eugene Anduze.) — “ Mills for grinding coffee and other sub-

“ stances.”

In mills for “ grocery and other establishments ” a flat cir-

cular casing encloses a pair of cast-iron discs ; one of these

is fixed and forma one side of the casing
;
the other is keyed

on a horizontal spindle which turns in bearings in the fixed

disc and in the casing. In the fixed disc above the centre

thei’e is an aperture for the admission of a spout surmounted
by a hopper. Each disc has on its grinding face projecting

teeth “ which mesh with those on the other.” The teeth are
“ disposed in concentric circles, those nearest the centre
“ being alternated with spaces.” The teeth are “ generally

“ quadrangular in form at the base, with the ends inclining
“ towards the centre of the disc, the dimensions of the teeth
“ diminishing from the centre towards the circumference.”

One disc is flat and the other slightly dished ; or both may be
“ dished to accommodate teeth of a greater height in the
“ inner circles.” The coarseness or fineness of the product
is regulated by means of washers, and the ground coffee

escapes “at the edges of the discs,” is collected into the
casing, and falls into a receptacle at the bottom.

In mills “ for domestic use ” the working parts are enclosed
in a casing. “A hollow or female cone ” furnished with teeth
is screwed or otherwise fixed into the bottom of a conical
hopper. A male cone, corresponding to the interior of the
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female cone and furnished with similar teeth (which mesh
together), is keyed on a spindle. The spindle passes up
through a bearing in the cover

;
it carries a handle, and

adjusts the distance between the cones by washers or other

means. The fixed cone has apertures around the central

bearing of the spindle “ to admit the substances between
“ the cones.” The teeth “difler somewhat in form from
“ those of the mill first described,” and their shape will be
“ readily understood from the drawing;” they are alternated

with spaces except in the ” outermost circle ” on the male
cone and “ the two outermost circles ” on the female cone.

[Printed, lOd. BrawingJ]

A.D. 1874, July 14—Ho. 2456.

COLE, Fredekic.—{Provisional 'protection only .)
—“ Machinery

“ used for crushing and reducing to impalpable powder
“ baryta, cocoa, refined sugar, and similar substances, both
“ vegetable and mineral.”

Iron or other rollers revolve in an iron frame, which is fur-

nished with scrapers “ to clear each roller as it revolves,”

with knives, and sometimes “ with combs to clear an iron bed
“ over which it passes.” When the substance is suflSiciently

crushed, “ a shovel is lowered by the action of a set screw ”

to remove it into a sieve, “ which is also connected by another

“ action with the iron frame.” The frame is worked back-

wards and forwards by chains, by means of “ a hand wheel

“ placed at the end of another iron frame, over which the

“ above travels.” The iron bed lies level on a wooden bed or

on masonry, and weights for “ increasing the crushing

“ power of the rollers may be placed over them.” It is pro-

posed to work the machine “by steam or any other motive

“ power as well as hand power.”

[Prmted, 4d. No Drawings.']

A.D. 1874, July 22.—Ho. 2559.

PERRY, Alexauder.—“ Apparatus for drying grain, roast-

“ ing malt and cofiee, and for other like purposes.”

An outer casing, preferably of a cylindrical form, is com-

posed of any suitable material “ surrounded with boiler plate
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“ or steet iron,” and vrithin the casing is a cockle or fire-

place having a dome-shaped top. The castings which form
“ the said cockle and its dome-shaped top have a number of

“ tubes, whose lower ends communicate with horizontal air
“ passages” formed through the casing below the grate,

whilst their upper ends “ open into the space above the
“ cockle.” There are also “vertical air passages communi-
“ eating with the said horizontal passages and extending up
“ outside the said tubes into the space above the cockle.” In

the centre of the dome there is an aperture, and in the ar-

rangement “adapted for the roasting of malt, coffee, and the
“ like ” a series of discs, each having a central aperture cor-

responding with that in the dome, form “ a continuous

“ passage or flue ” from the cockle to the top or chimney of

the apparatus.
“ At or near the top ” of the apparatus is

arranged a cylinder, double-cased (with sand or like substance

between the cases), provided with an aperture (and cover) for

the admission of the coffee, &c., with an exit spout at the

bottom, and with a pipe at the top for the escape of

vapour, &c., and communicating by a pipe or passage (con-

trolled by a damper or valve) “ with the chamber containing
“ the aforesaid discs.” A drum, containing tubes and having
a surface of wire gauze or perforated metal, rotates inside

the cylinder, and the coffee, &c., “ is carried round in the
“ annular space” between the cylinder and the drum to the
spout, its discharge from the spout being controlled by a
slide.

[Printed, Is. 4d. Drawings.'}

A.D. 1874, October 6.—Ho. 3406.

GEDGB, William Edwakd.—(A communication from Messrs..

Redon and Company.)—{Provisional protection only.)—

“

An
“ improved self-acting mill for grinding coffee and other
“ substances.”

This mill stands on a wooden framing, a plate supported by
four pillars “ carrying the entire arrangement.” A cylinder,
wheroon a cord attached to a counterweight winds, is con-
nected to a toothed driving wheel, which gears with a pinion,

communicating the requisite power to the other pieces.”
This power comes first on to a toothed wheel, carrying excen-
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ti'ic plates ; these, connected to connecting rods and cranks,

give to the axle of a bevel wheel (supported by pillars) the

rotary motion required to turn a cone inside a receiver. A
brake is provided, by turning the handle of which “ the
“ manipulator can regulate the speed of the mechanism.”

The cord is rewound by means of a handle fitted to the

cylinder.

[Prtnfed, 6cL Drawing.^

A.D. 1874, October 10.—Ho. 3485.

PATTEESOH, John. — “Improvements in machinery for

“ pulping and expressing juice from vegetable substances,

“ and improvements in the construction of beetling, stamp-
“ ing, and crushing machines.”

This invention, an improvement on Ho. 872, A.D. 1866 and

Ho. 527, A.D. 1871, renders the machines “applicable to

“ various other purposes for which they were formerly in-

“ applicable 4
” they can now be used inter alia for “pulping

“ or husking coffee berries, cocoa fruit and beans.”

The first part of the invention is described in its appli-

cation to “ an ordinary sugar cane crushing mill.” The
stamps are suspended to metal springs which are attached by
connecting rods to a cam shaft actuated by power. A parallel

motion is secured by “ sliding blocks, connecting rods, or

“ other mechanical equivalents.” The connecting rods or

stamps, “ as the case may require,” pass or work through

guides. The canes are guided by a trough to a roller, above

Avhich the stamps work. The stamps bruise and partially

crush the canes, which are thence carried forward through

another trough “ to the ordinary crushing rollers.”

The second part consists of “ contrivances of shields and a
“ tray,” whereby any dropping of oil from the upper parts is

“ prevented from reaching the material operated upon.” The

upper edges of short tubes are attached “ to a swell” on

.each of the connecting rods, “which are thus surrounded

“ by shields like inverted cups, over which any spark or drop

“ of oil must pass in its descent.” A shallow rectangular

tray “ is secured in a horizontal position to the sides of the

“ machine;” its bottom is perforated with circular openings

“ corresponding in positions with those of the connecting
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“ rods,” and of such diameter as to allow the rods to work
freely through them

;
round each opening is a collar which

its shield overlaps, and any drop of the lubricating oil falls

into the tray.

[Printed, Is. 2d. Drawings.']

A.D. 1874, November 7.—No. 3845.

MANNING-, Augustus, and TYDEMAN, Brice.—“ Improve-
“ ments in the method of and apparatus for beating coffee

“ and other seed casks,” in order to “ reduce the bulk of the

“^coffee or other seed contained therein.”

A ring is made with pairs of lugs, which form bearings for

hinge pins “ carrying beaters.” The beaters are vertical

“ double-armed levers,” each lower arm forming a hammer
acted upon by a spring, and each upper arm cariying at the

top a loosely mounted roller. The ring is also made with

brackets for supporting the axles of other loosely mounted
rollers, whereon the under surface of an upper ring bears,

and this ring is retained in a horizontal position between
overlapping projections on the brackets and the rollers, “ at
“ the same time that it is free to rotate upon its own axis.”

The upper ring “ has formed on its inner periphery a series

“ of cam or ratchet projections,” which work against and in

contact with the rollers of the beaters, and on its under side

an annular rack, with which a pinion gears. The pinion is

mounted on a centre, which is supported in brackets formed
on the lower ring, and is provided with a handle. This appa-
ratus is carried by the arms of a forked lever

;
the lower ends

of the arms are fitted to the axles of the ring-bearing rollers,

and the upper ends are mounted on pins “ supported in bear-
“ ings in a frame or carriage.” The outer extremity of the
straight arm of the lever is attached to a chain which is con-
nected with a windlass on the carriage. The carriage is

mounted on wheels, and hooked levers which “ engage with
“ the chime of the cask ” are carried by the hinge pins of
the beaters. The method of operating with the apparatus
is explained

;
and as modifications the cams may be hinged to

the ring
;
the beaters may be arranged to strike horizontally

;

and the apparatus may be stationary and the cask be moved
to it.

[Printed, Is. 4d. Drawings.]
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A.D. 1874, November 27.—No. 4068.

LYLE, William Stewaet.—{Letters Patent void for want of

Final Specification.)—“Machinery for rolling tea leaf.”

The axle of the inner and revolviug cylinder ” runs in

“ bearings fixed fast to the frame of the machine,” so that
“ the axis of revolution is always in the same straight line.”

Instead of an outer cylinder lined with ribs a frame is used
“ of cylindrical shape,” the two ends being “ of a disc shape”
and having “ slots or recesses radiating from the centre.”

The outside of the frame is “ composed of bars of suitable

“ section,” and their ends “
fit freely in the slots of the frame

“ ends, in which they can be moved either towards or away
“ from the centre by adjustable springs or other means.”

Sometimes the slots are curved, and “at each outside end”
of the axle there is placed “ another disc, in which are

“ curved slots corresponding to those in the frame ends.”

The bars are long enough to allow of their ends projecting

through the slots, and “ by turning the moveable discs partly

“ round the whole of the bars can be brought towards the

“ centre or vice versa.”

[Printed, 4<L No Praxvings.']

A.D. 1874, December 2.—No. 4133.

PRIDHAM, Tueodohe. — “Apparatus for drying tea and
“ other substances.”

A number of tubes are fastened at each end into “ tubular

“ rings,” and the rings “being thereby united,” the whole

structure forms a cylinder. The cylinder is lined with Avire

gauze, or a perforated plate may be attached to it by means

of three rings “ fitting on the tubes and perforated with small

“ holes near their inner peripheries.” Steam, hot water,

or hot air is admitted at one end through a pipe and “ cir-

“ culates through the tubular parts,” and at the opposite

end is an outlet provided with a regulating tap. Inside the

cylinder there is “a spiral running through from end to end.”

The tubular rings rest on four rollers, one pair being united

by a spindle carrying a baud wheel. On turning the hand

wheel the rollers “ communicate frictional revolving motion ”

to the cylinder, and the tea put into the cylinder will during
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the rotary movement of the cylinder be carried to the other

end and fall out into a receptacle. The whole apparatus

may, if desired, be surrounded by a casing ; air drawn in at

the bottom becomes heated by contact with the tubes, passes

through the tea, dries it, and is drawn off by a fan or other

means. The cylinder “ may be made to revolve in many other

“ ways,” and “the circulation may be effected by other

“ tubular arrangements.”

{Printed, 8d. Prawing.']

1875.

A.D. 1875, January 12.—No. 110.

COLE, Fredehick.—

“

Machinery for crushing or reducing to
“ impalpable powder barytas, cocoas, refined sugar, and
“ similar substances, both vegetable and mineral.”

A frame supports a bed plate having “raised side edges,”

between which the “crushing rollers” of “a travelling re-

“ ciprocating frame” are free to move. To the travelling

frame are attached comb plates or knife blades for loosening

the material on the bed plate, scrapers to prevent the rollers

from becoming clogged, and “ a shovel blade ” which by “ the
“ pressure of a threaded rod” will press upon the bed plate

and “scrape the crushed substance along it” into a sieve.

The frame 'and its rollers are drawn to and fro on the bed
plate by chains attached to the frame and “to an end pulley
“ or drum,” one chain “giving off while the other is being
“ wound on alternately ” by turning a crank handle. The
frame may however be made to reciprocate “by the action
“ of steam, water, or other power, suitable reversing gear
“ being fitted thereto.” On the top of the travelling frame
is a box containing stones, pieces of iron, &c., to increase the
crushing power of the rollers. The sieve is fitted “at one
“ end of the main frame it is agitated “by the machine
“ while at work,” and the finer particles pass through into
a receptacle beneath

;
or it may be detached by hand and be

shaken.

{Printed, lOd. Dratving.~\
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A.D. 1875, March 25.—Ho. 1103.

LIDCERWOOD, William Van Vleck.— “ Coffee pulping
“ machines.”

The pulping cylinder and other parts of the machine are

mounted on a frame. The cylinder is of metal
; dovetailed

grooves extend from end to end of its outer surface
;
strips of

wood are driven into the grooves
;
and “ the roughened sheet

“ copper” forming the pulping surface is fastened to the

strips. The hopper is “ arranged in the proper position for

“ delivering the cherry coffee to the cylinder,” and it is pro-

vided with a reciprocating slide operated by an excentric

rock shaft and rods. The “ chops ” are arranged “ adjacent
“ to the surface” of the cylinder; they are attached to

“ adjustable blocks;” the upper chop is foi'med wholly or

partly of india-rubber or elastic material, and the lower one

preferably of iron faced with brass. “ The excess of water
‘

‘ from the coffee ” passes away through a sheet of fine wire

gauze or perforated metal. The chops discharge the berries

through an inclined trough into the upper end of a rotating

screen, “ which is more or less inclined downwards towards
“ the opposite end of the machine.” The pulp passes away
down a shoot. The trough “ receives a supply of water
“ through the said wire gauze.” The axle of the screen is

in gear with the axle of the cylinder and receives motion

from it. The coffee berries which have been freed from their

pulpy covering “ escape in their passage down the screen ;”

but “the unripe and other coffee cheiTies which cannot pass
“ through the perforations ” of the screen are carried along

and discharged from its lower end into “ a second set of

“ pulping mechanism ” similar to that above described.

[Printed, 8cZ. Drawing.
']

A.D. 1875, May 22.—No. 1886.

WALKER, Andrew Barclay.

—

“ Improvement inmachineiy,

“ plant, utensils, arrangements, and buildings of breweries
“ and distilleries, and in the working of such machinery and
“ plant, which improvements are also applicable in whole or

“ in part to other purposes.”
“ The ninth operation of my process,” the patentee states,

“ relates to the treatment of slack or damp malt” and other
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substances, the process being also applicable “to coffee

“ roasting.” In a strong cylindrical case, having an annular

case secured outside of it, is placed one of tbe patentee’s

“ tubular •worms ” (described in the specification), “ the end
“ of "which reaches down into a reservoir,” whereinto the

substance “is collected by the revolutions of the screw.”

The sxibstance “ is passed over the surface ” which is heated

by steam or hot air, and “ is discharged into a suitable

“ receptacle.”

{Printed, lOd. Drawings.']

A.D. 1875, May 28.—No. 1959.

HAWORTH, William.—“ Machines or apparatus for rolling

“ tea leaf.”

This invention is an improvement on No. 2821, A.D. 1871

;

the bag of tea leaf is placed between and acted upon by pre-

ferably “ three rollers revolving in the same direction.” Two
of the rollers are “supported at the same height” in bearings

in the side frames of the machine
;
the third is carried “ above

“ the other two ” by a pair of levers mounted on a shaft
;

all

revolve horizontally
;

the upper I’oller is “ completely or
“ nearly counterbalanced ” by a weight “fixed to the back
“ ends” of the levers, and when it is in its lowest position,

it “ has its axis in a vertical plane midway between ” the

lower rollers. All the rollers are formed with “ end flanges ”

to prevent any thing “ from being improperly caught and
“ drawn in,” and “ at the ends of the central space ” revolv-

ing discs prevent either end of the bag “ from creeping
“ beyond” the ends of the rollers. The “ most efficacious”

form of roller is one “ with deep smoothly rounded flutings ;”

the bags are cylindrical “with the ends gathered together;”
they may be of vulcanized rubber covered (or not) with canvas.

One or more of the rollers maybe made “ to reciprocate longi-
“ tudinally as well as rotate.” At the front of the machine a
board is supported by legs and by hooked arms “engaging on
“ the shaft ” of the front lower roller

;
the bag is laid on the

board, which is then tilted by handles “ so as to tip the bag
“ into the space between the rollers,” the upper roller being
capable of being “ turned up on its carrying rollers.”

A modification is described, in which ‘
‘ only two acting or

“ main rollers ” are used. The upper roller “ may be a plain
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“ cylinder mounted so as to revolve freely or one of tho

main rollers may be placed above tbe other, both revolving in

tbe same direction “ so as to produce rotation in the bag be-

“ tween them.” The bag is prevented “ from getting from
“ between the two rollers by two smooth antifriction rollers

”

or two smooth plates “ placed a little to each side of the middle
“ space.” The main rollers “may be grooved annularly
“ and be made to reciprocate longitudinally in opposite
“ directions.”

The gearing required for connecting and driving the rollers

is explained but not specially claimed.

[Trinted, Is. 4d. Drawings.^

A.D. 1875, June 2.—Ho. 2010.

LYLE, James. — (A communicaiion from William Stewart

Lyle.)—“ Machinery for rolling leaf tea.”

The tea is put into bags, and the bags are passed round a

ribbed or corrugated barrel which revolves within a cylin-

drical frame. This frame has circular or disc-shaped ends

and “ for its periphery a series of bars which fit into slots in

“ the frame ends so as to be capable of being moved either

“ towards or away from” the barrel. In the Provisional

Specification one mode of working the bars is by “ springs
“ and adjusting screws in the Final Specification

‘
‘ two out-

“ side discs,” one at each end of the axle cf the barrel, “ are

“ left loose to revolve as far as may be required to expand or
“ contract ” the bars. Each disc “ has radial slots to receive

“ the ends” of the bars, and when the outsieJe discs are

turned round, the bars “ are carried to or from the centre and
“ alter the space ” between the barrel and the cylindrical

frame. “Any means can be used to turn the outside discs,”

and the inventor describes the method which he prefers.

“ There are three ribs of outside cylinder left out opposite

“ the feeding board for the bag containing the tea to be
“ inserted.”

[Frinted, lOd. Drawing.']

A.D. 1875, June 24.—No. 2307.

HYATT, Thaddeus. — “ Improvements in the treatment,

“ preparation, and preservation of substances or bodies for
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“ dietary and medicinal uses and sanitary purposes (partly

“ applicable in tbe arts), and in the processes and machinery
“ or apparatus for effecting the same.”

Under the head of “ drying or desiccating,” the patentee

states that he roasts coffee by laying it on a bed of “ clean
“ sand, the heat being gradually raised to the roasting point,

“ the sand being afterwards screened out but by preference

the bed is “a food absorbent,” such as “ dried sweetened
“ bran,” the bran “ becoming caramelized while imbibing
“ the flavour of the roasting coffee.”

Under the head of “ pulverising or comminuting, collect-

“ ing, and compressing,” tea or coffee is reduced to “an
“ impalpable powder ” and compressed into tablets or other-

wise “to be consumed bodily instead of infusion.” Cocoa
also is reduced to “varying grades of dust” by a process

similar to that “ employed for obtaining refined plumbago
the dust is compressed into cakes, tablets, and other forms,
“ using sugar in dust form to combine with it when making
“ sweetened cocoa.”

\Frinted, lOd. Drawing^

A.D. 1875, November 11.—No. 3929.

LAKE, William Robert. — (A communication from George

Lafayette Squier.)—“Machinery for hulling, cleaning, polish-
“ ing, and separating coffee and other grain or seed.”

Two modes are described, (1) subjecting a charge of coffee
“ repeatedly to the action of one hulling and polishing
“ mechanism until finished,” (2) passing the coffee “ through
“ two or more hulling and polishing mechanisms.”

1. A rectangular frame is supported on legs. A “ double
“ hulling screw,” consisting of a right hand and a left hand
screw joined at the middle, is secured to a horizontal shaft

turning in bearings in the frame. The screws, “ each com-
“ posed of two or more sections,” are so arranged on the
shaft that “ the ends of the threads of one section will coin-
“ cido with the spaces” of the adjacent section. “Two
“ propellers or end sections” having “ threads of less pitch”
are arranged “ at the feed ends ” of the screws, and the
Bcrews nearly fill a cylinder made of a lower part secured to
the frame and an upper part bolted to the lower part, and
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having angular corrugations on its inner surface. The shaft

of the screws is “ preferably arranged a little below the
“ centre ” of the cylinder. The lower ends of “two feeding
‘

‘ chambers ” communicate with the ends of the cylinder, and
“ an intermediate pressure chamber of hopper form ” is con-

nected with the cylinder by an opening over the point where
the screws meet; the size of the opening may be adjustable.

Between the middle and the feeding chambers there is on
each side a “ sliding partition ” to increase or diminish the

height. All parts of each chamber are “ tapering at an acute
“ angle towards the opening in the cylinder that belongs to

“ that compartment.” In working the machine, the three

compartments being filled with unhulled coffee, a constant

circulation is kept up
;
the coffee is forced up into the middle

compartment and thence over the partitions into the end or

feeding chambers. If “ greater pressure” is desired, balls or

weights are placed on the coflee in the middle compartment.
“ A V shaped deflector” placed across the middle compart-

ment prevents the coffee from accumulating in a heap, and
“ an adjustable finger or agitator” prevents it from packing

and clogging at the bottom of the middle compartment. The
coffee “mixed with the husks and silver skins” is finally

discharged through an opening in the cylinder opposite the

one in the upper half into “ a shaking separator ” beneath, in

which are arranged a series of removable screens having

meshes of graduated sizes. The shaking may be done by
hand, bnt preferably by mechanism connected to the shaft of

the screws.

2. Two cylinders contain each a hulling screw. Both

screws and cylinders may be constructed as before described,

the screws being mounted on the same revolving shaft. The
unhulled coffee passes from a hopper into the first cylinder

and thence into a “ discharge hopper ” at the other end

thereof. The discharge hopper has “ its rear side ” inclined

to facilitate the forcing up of the coffee
;

it is provided with,

a mouthpiece and a discharge spout. ‘
‘ A vibrating sepa^

“ rator ” is arranged below the spout and above the feed

hopper of the second cylinder
;

it consists of an upper and a

lower screen. The meshes of the upper screen “ retain all

“ the grain,” permitting the dust, &c.to fall on “ an inclined

“ plate” whence it is discharged by a spout. “The grain
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“ will pass over the tail end ” of the screen and fall on a

second screen, which is made with “ oblong and round or

“ square holes in alternate rows, through which the oblong
“ and round hulled grains are passed into the feed hopper.”

The unhulled grains “ pass over the tail end ” of the second

screen through a spout “ to an elevator,” which returns them
to the feed hopper of the first cylinder. At the outer end of

the second cylinder there is a discharge hopper similar to the

former one. The separator vibi’ates by means of a cam engag-

ing with a rock lever
;
the elevator is driven by a belt from a

pulley on the screw shaft. Each arrangement admits of

slight modifications which are described in the specification.

[Frmted, Is. JDrawmc/.j

1676.

A.D. 1876, January 7.—No. 75.

BARLOW, Charles.

—

(A communication from Thomas Cook.)—“ Machinery for manufacturing blocks of concrete, artificial
“ stone and fuel.”

The heating apparatus described is applicable to various
purposes including “ drying grain, roasting coffee, &c.”
A furnace with its appendages “ is arched over,” the arch

“ forming the heating chamber,” in which a heater, sup-
“ ported upon friction rolls” and driven by “suitable gearing,”
rotates on a hollow axle. The heater consists of “ a series of
“ concentric cylinders having screw threads arranged in the
“ spaces enclosed therein.” The coffee, &c. is fed into the
central cylinder through a shoot, is forced backwards and
forwards into each space by means of a “conveyor screw,”
and is discharged from an opening or series of openings in
the outermost cylinder on to an inclined floor, whence it
“ runs off by a lateral passage ” into receptacles. Heat from
the furnace passes round and over and into (through the open-
ings) the heater, finally escaping through the hollow axle
into a chimney. In a modification the heater “consists in
“ mounting a volute or scroll upon the central cylinder,” the
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inner end of the volute communicating with “ the interior
“ of the cylinder” and its outer end with “the heating
“ chamber.” “The heads of the heater ” are perforated for

the passage of hot air “ through the different convolutions”
of the scroll.

{Frinted, 6d. Drawing^

A.D. 1876, January 29.—Ho. 362.

HATTON, J.\MES Greene. — “An improved packing
“ material.”

This material, useful for many purposes, is “ especially
“ applicable for lining cases, bales, boxes, tea chests, coffee,

“ sugar, or other bags.” The material consists of “vege-
“ table parchment” combined by means of paste or other

adhesive substance with Hessian canvas, cotton, or other

cloth, or “with other fibrous woven or textile material, or
“ with ordinary brown or other paper.” If ihe joints of the

linings, bags, &c. are made with waterproof cement, the

articles will be found to be impervious to water, oil, or other

fluid.

[Frinted, 2d. No Drawings.^

A.D. 1876, February 9.—No. 517.

MACKENZIE, Francis William. — {Frovisional protection

only) — “ Improvements in drying tea and in apparatus
“ connected therewith.”

The improvement consists in passing a current of hot air

through trays of wire cloth or other perforated material, the

current and temperature being regulated “by means under
“ control of the attendant.” The air is heated by passing it

“ through tubes, chambers, cells, or passages of metal passing

“ through a metal chamber containing steam.” The trays

are laid in drawers or frames fitting into the chamber through

which the hot air ascends, and the drawers are so constructed

that when a tray is “ withdrawn laterally from time to time
“ for inspection,” the ends of the drawers “close the aper-

“ tures of the hot air chamber sufficiently air-tight so as not

“ to disturb the upward current.”

[Frinted, 2d. No Brawings.l
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A.D. 1876, February 24.—No. 769.

THOMPSON, Andrew Charles Guy.—“ Apparatus for

“ cleaning, softening, and separating the fibre of flax, hemp,
“ rhea or China grass, and other fibrous substances, also

“ applicable to rolling tea leaves.”

A drum revolves in horizontal bearings, and narrow

grooves are formed ” across the periphery.” Frames curved

to fit the drum have their inner sides formed of “ transverse

“ strips ” adjustable so that they may be pressed towards

the periphery, and having grooves ‘‘parallel or nearly so”

with those on the drum. The frames are not ‘‘ concentric
“ with the drum,” the intervening space being greater at

one end than at the other
;
they may be fixed or be made ‘‘ to

‘‘ vibrate backward and forward
;

” or the drum may be

arranged ‘‘to reciprocate backward and forward round its

“ centre during its revolution.” Sometimes a similarly

constructed apparatus is placed “underneath or adjoining”

the above, “but having its drum revolving in the opposite
“ direction.”

Or two endless belts, carrying on their outer surfaces

transverse grooved strips, are stretched over rollers
;

the

surfaces of the belts “ are in contact with each other or
“ nearly so

;

” the bearings of the rollers are adjustable, and
the belts

‘
‘ travel in the same direction,” but not at the same

speed.

Or one endless belt, having transverse grooves or grooved
strips and stretched on rollers, is pressed into contact with a
drum, which either is fixed or made to revolve at a greater or
less speed than the belt.

An “arrangement of crank and wheels” (which may be
applied to one or both ends of the drum) is described, whereby
“ the squeezing and rolling action may be made more
“ effective.”

Tea leaves are placed in the space between the drum and
the frames “ either loose or in bags.”

[Printed, 8d. Drav:ings.'\

A.D. 1876, March 1.—No, 878.

NICOLL, Donald.—“ Gelatine capsules or cases for contain-
“ ing and preserving food, medicine, and various substances,
“ solid and liquid.”
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These capsules are intended to enclose inter alia tea, coffee,

cocoa, milk, &c.

Sheets of gelatine, cut into the requisite size and shape,
are placed successively in an envelope-making machine, which
is so constructed that heat (most conveniently obtained from
a jet of gas) may be applied to the flap-folding plates. If the
temperature of the atmosphere is high, the application of heat
may bo dispensed with. When the sheet is placed upon the
machine, the quantity of ingredients to be sealed up is laid

on the sheet
;
the edges of the sheet are moistened with

water ; and the flaps are folded over by the automatic folding

action of the machine, the edges being thereby brought into

contact and pressed together. In some cases it is preferred

to make the capsules by hand, and in others to make them
“ upon a suitable mould.”

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.

A.D. 1876, March ll._No. 1075.

LOBB, Nicholas William.

—

“ The preparation of farinaceous
“ food and other alimentary substances.”

All the moisture is evaporated by heat from condensed

milk
; the “ solid dry substance ” which remains is ground to

powder, and the powder is then readily mixed with any
alimentary substance

;
among the substances mentioned are

tea, coffee, cocoa, and chocolate. The mixture may be packed

in tins and hermetically sealed. The substance may bo

combined with the milk “ previous to its being evaporated to

“ dryness.”

[Printed, 2d. No Draioings.~\

A.D. 1876, April 15.—No. 1596.

HOOKER, JoHK.—“ Mixing cocoa, corn flour, and other
“ substances with milk.”

Milk condensed or preserved with sugar is combined with

cocoa either pure or mixed with farinaceous or other sub-

stance, “ so that the mixture when well worked together shall

“ become solid and capable of being sold in blocks or tablets.”

The proportions preferred are one part of cocoa or cocoa

R 7ftt8. C
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mixture and four parts of milk. The ingredients are incor-

porated in “a steam jacketed pan fitted with a stirring

“ apparatus.”

[Printed; 2d, No Drawings.']

A.D. 1876, May 3.—No. 1865.

LLOYD, Aethuk,— “ The preparation of articles of food and
“ drink.”

This invention relates to the combination of “ cuca or
“ coca ” with articles of food and drink. Clean dry leaves of

cuca or coca (the “ Erythroxylon coca”) are ground “until
“ the powder will pass through a fine sieve.” In preparing

chocolate or cocoa “ about three quarters of an ounce of
“ extract of cuca or coca ” is added to about one pound of

chocolate or cocoa. In preparing syrup of cocoa a mixture is

made of about one pound of cocoa syrup and “ the extract
“ obtained from about two ounces of cuca or coca leaves
“ digested in about two ounces of proof spirit.” The
patentee describes also the manufacture of cuca or coca

biscuits and lozenges and of several beverages.

[Printed, 4d. No Drawings.]

A.D. 1876, June 17.—No. 2522.

DOWNINCx, Geobge.

—

(A communication from Edtoard Henry
Cradock Monckton.)— “Improvements in the treatment of
“ vegetable fibres, and in the application of certain vegetable
“ matters to useful purposes, and in the machinery necessary
“ for carrying the same into effect.”

The inventor describes various methods of treating the
plant called in Arabic “ daum,” and in French “palmier
“ nain,” the fibre of the bark of the mauve plant, the African
nettle, the wild mint, the stalks of the rye, and the roots of
the trefoils, and clovers of various descriptions

;
he explains

also the appai’atus which he employs without confining him-
self “ to any particular form of construction of machinery,”'
and then states that he uses “ the wild peppermint ” for

making a decoction to ))c drunk “as a substitute for tea,
“ especially where there is pain in the stomach,” and “ the
“ essential oil of this mint with a similar intent on sugar.”

[Printed, 4(Z. No Drawings.]
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A.D. 1876, July 4.—No. 2739.

CLARK, Alexandek Melville.—(A cornimumcation froin Jos4

Antonio Mosquera.)
—“An improved coffee pulping machine.”

A cylinder, revolving by steam or other power, is made
with “longitudinal concaved grooves” of about “the width
“of a coffee beiTy,” and “forming teeth” into which
“ notches are cut transversely to the grooves.” The berries

are fed to the cylinder by a hopper, and are carried by the

grooves and notches “against a pulping or breaking knife.”

A second or separating knife is placed “ below the breaking
“ knife and nearer to the circumference of the cylinder to

“ separate the beans from the pulps by the action of the
“ cylinder thereon.” The mashed or broken pulps are

carried by the grooves and notches “past the separating
“ knife,” while the soft and elastic beans “ escape through a
“ channel between the upper and lower knives.”

^Printed, 4d. Dravnng.']

A.D, 1876, August 5.—No. 3119.

THOMSON, William Richard Middlemore.—{A communica-

tion from Francis William Mackenzie.)—“ Improvements in

“ diying tea and in the apparatus employed therefor.”

A current of hot air ascends through trays of wire or per*

forated metal which are “ spread over with the tea leaf.”

The trays form the bottoms of drawers or frames, which lit

air-tight into the upper part of a hot air chamber “ by making
•“ their ends to overlap the front openings through which they

“ slide.” In the apparatus described there are “ four sets”

of drawers (two sets opening from the front and two from the

back), and at the top of the chamber there are “ ventilating

“ openings ” and “ regulating slide doors.” Below the

drawers and mounted on a frame stands “ a close steam heat-

“ ing cylinder chest ;
” it is closely fitted with Vertical tubes

“ open right through from the bottom ’ to the top, and steam

admitted to the lower part of the chest heats the outside of all

the tubes and “ the air passing through them.”. The chest is

closed in by'“ angled boarding,” and is provided with a con-

densed-steam pipe. “ The small tea ” which escapes through

the trays descends by means of a “ conical plate ” through the
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tubes into a “ save-all tray or slide.” The inventor does not

confine himself to “ the precise details ” described in his

specification.

[Pri/nted, fid. Drawing. ]

A.D. 187fi, August 23.—No. 8302.

GRIFFIN, George Featherstone.—“,Boxes for matches and
“ other articles.”

Three of the figures in the sheet of drawings “show a
“ canister made on the same principle and intended to hold

tea, coffee, and similar articles.” An outer case and an
inner case or lining are formed each with an orifice “ in the
“ same radius and almost the same position.” Indentations

in the outer case forming projections therein, and correspond-

ing grooves in the inner case allow “ a portion of the box to
“ turn slightly,” so that the orifices “ are brought one over
'* the other when anything is wanted out of the box.” A
guide piece “ in conjunction with the curvature of the box ”

leads the contents to the orifice.

[Printed, fid. Drawing.']

A.D. 1876, August 23.—No. 3310.

WHITE, William.—(Provisional protection only.)—“ The
“ treatment of cofiee and cocoa beans for the preparation of
“ the beverages of coffee and cocoa.”

The beans, roasted in the usual manner, are put into “ a
“ strong box or die, widening slightly to the lower end or
“ otherwise adapted to facilitate removal of the formed cake.”
When pressure is applied by means of a closely fitting

plunger, the beans are “ crushed to powder and compressed
“ into a friable cake,” in which “ the savour of the bean is

“ better preserved ” than in ordinary ground beans. The
usual adjuncts may be “ introduced with the beans ground or
“ unground.”

[Printed, 2d. No Drawings^

A.D. 1876, September 28.—No. 3778.

GOUNDRY, Richard.—(Provisional protection only.)—“ The
“ treatment of cofiee to prepai’e it for the market.”
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The roasted berries are pressed in metal moulds into blocks
about an inch thick, and weighing each about a quarter of a
pound. The coffee when submitted to yery high pressure

exudes a liquid,” which is to be reabsorbed by protecting
the blocks from the air. When the blocks are quite dry, they
are wrapped in tin foil. Powdered sugar mixed with the
coffee “serves to give greater tenacity and firmness to the
“ block.”

[Prmfed, 2d. No Drawings.J

A.D. I87fi, October 14.—No. 3985.

FARQUHAR, Akthuk Andrew.—(A comm'U/nication from
John Alexander Farquhar.)—{Provisional protection only.)

—

“ Machinery for rolling tea leaves.”

Two furmels, by preference octagonal and of wood, are

mounted concentrically on a vertical spindle. The inner

funnel is fixed on the spindle and revolves with it, whilst the

outer one is capable of revolving freely round it. The inner

funnel is closed at the top and bottom, and the top and bottom

of the outer one are open. The lower end of the outer funnel
“ is supported by arms radiating outwards from a collar

“ loose on the spindle,” and the two funnels by means of bevel

gearing revolve in opposite directions. The tea leaves are

put into the space between the funnels at the top
;
they are

rolled over and over, and descend to the bottom of the space

between the funnels. Below the bottom of the outer funnel is

a circular table, which revolves with the spindle and can be

raised or lowered on it.

[Printed, 2d. No Drawingsf\

A.D. 1876, October 31.—No. 4214.

KINMOND, James Crichton.—“ Apparatus for rolling tea

“ leaves.”

The framework is of angle iron, and “ in the shape of a

“ triangle, when viewed downwardly ;” its sides are provided

“ both exteriorly and interiorly with plummer blocks or bear-

“ ings.” The rolling is effected between horizontal plates,

the inner faces of which are recessed and corrugated. The

luider plate is mounted on “ three strong cranks ” arranged at
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equal distances apart “ in the form of an equilateral triangle,”

their shafts being “ carried by the exterior plummer blocks.”

One of the shafts has revolving motion imparted to it by bevel

gearing from a driving shaft, and the under plate “ thus
“ receives a horizontal rotatory motion, but has no circular

“ motion around its ovrnaxis, neither has it a vertical or rising

“ and falling motion.” The upper plate is suspended from

three equidistant cranks “ connected by a triangular frame,”

their shafts being carried by “ the interior pluminer blocks,”

and one of the shafts receiving revolving motion from the

driving shaft by means of spur and bevel gearing. The upper
plate is connected by a rod to a lever carrying an adjustable

weight, so that it may be raised when the tea leaves are fed

in between the plates, and lowered to effect the rolling and to

adjust its pressure
;

it revolves in an opposite direction to the

lower plate. The aiTangemeut of the upper plate admits of

modifications which are described in the specification. The
upper plate is “ encircled by a loose iron ring,” which rests

on the lower plate and prevents the escape of the leaves while
being rolled

;
it is provided also with a hole for the admission

of the lower end of a hopper. The lower plate is furnished

with a door for the exit of the rolled leaves into a sieve. The
method of working the apparatus is explained by the patentee.

[Printed, 6ci. PrawingJ]

A.D. 1876, November 28.—No. 4605.

McKAY, Richard.—(Provisional 'protection only.)—“ Tins ot*

“ canisters for containing paints, preserved meats, fish, fruit,
” coffee, and other, similar substances, or liquid mixtures.”
The lid is cut out of sheet tin “ in a flat circular form with

“ a lug-like extension at one side,” its diameter being slightly

less than that of the canister to which it is to be applied. The
body of the canister is formed in the usual way, but preferably
corrugated round the sides near the top and bottom, “ leaving
” a slight bead at the extreme edge and narrow flange pro-
“ jecting inwards to form a rest for the flat lid.” When the
canister is filled, the lid is placed on the flanged end (with a
sprinkling of resin between the two) and “ soldered down
flat.” The lug-like extension “

is then turned over and pressed
“ down flush against the side ” of the canister. The opening
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is effected by taking bold of the lug with the finger and

thumb “ and giving it a smart pull upwards.” Or the lid

may be soldered on before the canister is filled. In this case

a hole is formed in the bottom, through which the coffee or

other substance is poured in, and the hole is then covered over
“ with a button or cap and sealed or soldered down air and
“ liquid tight.”

\^Printecl, 2d. No Drawings.']





INDEX OF SUBJECT MATTER

[The numbers refer to the pages on whirh the Abridgments commence. The
names printed in Italic are those of the persons by whom the Itiveutions

have been communicated to the Applicants for Letters Patent.]

“ Breakfast powders ” and
substitutes for tea, coffee,

&c.

:

Howard, 17.

Bonneville (Beckman-Olof-
son), 20.

Grinlinton {Bateson), 20.

Ross (Bateson), 2.3.

Liebert, 26.

Francis and Addiscott, 31.

Liebert, 81.

Hyatt, 43.

Downing (Monckton)

,

50.

Chicory

:

Drying and roasting;
Coffey, 14.

Wetherill, 30.

Substitutes for

;

Howard, 17.

Chocolate or cocoa

:

And milk concentrated

;

Lobb, 49.

Hooker, 49.

Combined with malt, &c.

;

King, 1,

Combined with milk, &c. in

gelatine cover;
Nicoll, 34.

Comiwunding, methods of

;

King, 1.

Norris and Griffiths, 13.

Hooker, 49.

Lloyd, 50.

Compressing into cakes

;

Hyatt, 43.

M hite, 52.

Concentrated extract of

;

Pearson, 3.

M'arry, 21.

Grinding, pulverising, and
crushing

;

Cole, 29.

Cole, 32.
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Chocolate or cocoa

—

cont.

Grinding, pulverising, &c.—cont.
Cole, 35.

Cole, 40.

Hyatt, 43.

White, 52.

Packing, systems of

;

Nicbll, 34.

Nicoll, 48.

Powdered and compressed

;

Hyatt, 43.

White, 52.

Pulping or husking

;

Patterson, 37.

Roasting and cooling

;

Boyes, 24.

Branson, 81.

Coffee

:

And milk, concentrated

;

Spratt, 16.

McKenzie and Cameron, 18.
Lobb, ‘19,

Aroma, preserving. See Pack-
ing.

Aroma of roasting coffee, uti-
lising;

Hyatt, 43.

Canisters and metal cases for;
Clark (Ilotoe), 27,
D’Humy, 29.

Lake (Moorei/), 32.
Griffin, 52.

McKay, 54.

Capsules or covers of gelatine
for

:

Nicoll, 34.

Nicoll, 48.

Compressed into cartridges with
concentrated m jlk ana sugar

;

Spratt, 16.

Nicoll, .34.

Concentrated

;

Spratt, 16.

McKenzie and Cameron, 18.
Warry, 21.

D
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Coffee

—

cont.

DryinfT

;

Coffey, 14.

Gibbs, 16.

Gibbs and Berwick, 19,

Perry, 22.

Lake {Ashcroft) , 27

.

Guenard, 28.

Grinding

;

Wilson, 2.

Newton {Di^tZ’Monmn). 7.

Clark and Bruerton, 21.

Hunt (Enterprise Manu-
facturing Co.), 83.

Clark 34.

Gcdge (Redon and Co.), 36.

White, 62.

Hull or inner skin, removing.

See Milling.

Husk or outer skin, removing.

See Pulping.

Milling, winnowing, sifting, and
sorting;
Davies {MctTshall aucl

Jones) ^ 4.

Angell, 8.

Hunt {Marshall and
Jones), 9.

Lake (Prirtce), 10.

Lake {Pratt atid Alden),\^.

Newell, 15.

McKinlay, 22.

Lake {Squier), 44.

Mixing coffees, machine for

;

Bartlett, 23.

Packing, apparatus for use in

;

Jonas, 12.

Hemingway, 26.

Manning and Tydeman, 38.

Packing, gelatine covers for

;

Nicoll, 34.

Nicoll, 48.

Packing, material for

;

Hatton, 47.

Packing, metal cases and canis-

ters for

;

Clark {Howe), 27.

H’Uumy, 29.

L.'ike {Moorey), .32.

Grillin, 62.

McKay, 54.

Packing, various systems of

;

Spratt, 16.

Nicoll, 34.

Lobb, 49.

Goundry, 62.

Parchment or inner skin, rc'

moving. See Milling.

Polishing. See Milling.

Preparations of

;

Doyen, 22
Hyatt, 43.

Coffee

—

cont.
^

Pulping

;

McKinlay, 22.

Patterson, 37.

Lidgerwood, 41.

Clark {Mosquera), 51.

Boa.sted coffee, compressed and

packed in tin-foil

;

Spratt, 16.

Goundry, 52.

Roasted coffee, mixed or packed

up with concentrated milk,

&c.

;

* Spratt, 16.

Nicoll, 3-1,

Lobb, 49.

Roasted coffee, pulverised and

made into tablets

;

Doyen, 22.

Hyatt, 48.

Roasting and cooling

;

Myers {Mueller), 1.

Heywood, 2.

Lake {Bowers), 7.

Goodbody and Donovan, 10.

Stevens, 12.

Coffey, 14.

Boyes, 17.

Perry, 22.

Boyes, 24.

Gfoldsmith and Dilkes, 25.

Morton, 30.

Branson, 31.

Perry, 35.

Walker, 41.

Hyatt, 43.

Barlow (Cbo^:), 46.

Sifting and sorting. /Sec Milling.

Substitutes for

;

Bonneville {Beckman-Olof-
son), 20.

Grinlinton {Dawson), 20.

Ross {Dawson), 23.

Liebert, 26.

Francis and Addiscott, 31.

Liebert, 31.

Hyatt, 43.

Wing, removing. See Milling.

Winnowing. See Milling.

Tea

:

And milk concentrated

;

Spratt, 16.

McKenzie and Cameron, 18.

Lobb, 49.

Aroma, preserving. See Pack-
ing.

Canisters and metal cases tor

;

Clark {Howe), 27.

D’ Humy, 29.

Lake {Moorey), 32.
Griffin, 52.

McKay, 54.
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Tea

—

cont.

Capsules or covers of gelatine
for packing

;

Nicoll, 3-1.

Nicoll, 48.

Compressed into cartridges

;

Spratt, 16.

Nicoll, 34.

Concentrated

;

Spratt, 16.

McKenzie and Cameron, 18.

Warry, 31.

Firing and withering

;

Dickinson, 6.

Pridham, 39.

Mackenzie, 47.

Thomson (Mackenzie), 51.

Mixing, apparatus for

;

Thompson, 3.

Bartlett, 23.

Pumphrey, 27.

Packing, apparatus for use in;
Jonas, 12.

Hemingway, 26.

Manning and Tydeman, 38.

Packing, gelatine covers used in

;

Nicoll, 84.

Nicoll, 48.

Packing material for

;

Hatton, 47.

Tea

—

cont.

Packing, metal cases and ca.nis*

ters for

;

Geeves, 11.

Clark Ulotoe), 27.
D’Humy, 29.

Lake (Moorey), 32.

Griffin, 52.

Packing, various methods of;
Spratt, 16.

Nicoll, 31.

Lobb, 49.

Powdered and compressed for
i)acking

;

Spratt, 16.

Hyatt, 43.

Itolling

;

Dickinson, 5.

Haworth, 18.

Lyle, 39.

Haworth, 42.

Lyle (Lyle), 43.
Thompson, 48.

Farquhar (Farquliar), 53.
Kinmond, 53.

Screening, cutting, and mixing

;

Thompson, 3.

Bartlett, 23.

Pumphrey, 27.

Substitutes for

;

Downing (Monckton), 50.

Withering. See Firing.
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OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONEES
OF PATENTS.

All communications relating to the Patent Office, IVIuseum,

Registry of Designs, or Registry of Trade Marks, to be ad-

dressed to Mr. H. Reader Lack, Clerk ofthe Commissioners

of Patents^ Superintendent of the Patent Museum, Regis-

trar of Designs, and Registrar of Trade Marks, at the

Office of the Commissioners of Patents, 25, Southampton

Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

LIST OF WORKS printed by order of The Commis-

sioners OF Patents for Inventions, and sold at

their Sale Branch, 38, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane,

London, E.C.

I.

1. SPKCIFICATIONS of PATENTS for INVENTIONS, DIS-
CLAIMERS, &c„ enrolled under the Old Law, from A.D. I<il7

to Oct. 18.52, comprised in 13,561 BlueBooks,or 690 thick vols.

imp. 8vo. Total cost price about 600/.

2. SPECIFICATIONS of INVENTIONS, DISCLAIMERS, &c.,

deposited and filed under the Patent Law Amendment Act from

Oct. 1, 1852, to Dec. 31, 1882, comprised in 119,620 Blue

Books, or 2,945 thick vols. imp. 8vo. Total cost price

about 3,370/.

E 7648. E



ir.

'The prices of the Indexes of Patents, Old and Nets Law for the years

1617 to 1870, have beenredueed to thefollowing uniform rates.

INDEXES to PATENTS of INVENTION under the Old Law, from
A.D. 1617 to October 1852 ;

—

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX. 2vols. (1554 pages.) Price 10s. ; bj
post, 1 3s. 2d.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX. 1 yoI. (647 pages.) Price 5s. ; by
post, 6s. 5d.

SUBJECT-MATTER INDEX. 2 yoIs. (970 pages.) Second Edi-

tion. 1857. Price 10s. ; by post, 12s. Bd.

REFERENCE INDEX of PATENTS of INVENTION, pointing

out the Cfi&ce in which each enrolled Specification may be con-
sulted and the Books in which Specifications, Law Proceedings
connected with Inventions, &c. have been noticed. 1 vol. (710
pages.) Second Edition, 1862. Price 5s. ; by post, 6s. 5d.

APPENDIX to the REFERENCE INDEX, containing abstracts from
such of the early Patents and Signet Bills as describe the nature
of the Invention. 1 vol. (91 pages.) Price Is.

; by post. Is. 6rf.

INDEXES of APPLICATIONS for PATENTS and PATENTS
GRANTED under the Patent Law Amendment Act, 1852 :

—

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEXES :
—

For 1852 (Oct. 1—Dec. 31) and 1853. (258 pages.)
b}’ post, 3s.

.V. d. s. d.

[1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1 858 out ofprhit.^

1859 (196 pages), price 2 0; by post 2 7

1860 (209 „ )
o 0 2 >

1861 (215 „ )
0 0 2 7

1862 (237 „ ) „ 2 0 99 2 8

1863 (220 „ ) M 2 0
? 9 2 7

1864 (222 ,, ) M 2 0 99 2 7

1865 (230 „ ) „ 2 0 2 7

1866 (239 „ ) » 2 0 99 2 8

1867 (254 „ ) » 2 0 9} 2 8

1838 (274 „ ) » 2 0 2 8

ALPHABETICAL INDEXES :
—

Price 2s. j

For 1852 (Oct, 1—Dee. 31) and 1853. (181 pages.) Price 2s. 6</. j

by post, 3s. 2d.

s. d, s. d.

1854 (119 pages), price 2 6 by post 3 1

1855 (129 „ ), „ 2 6 „ 3 1

2



alphabetical INDEXES-coni.

s. d. s. d.

1856 (143 pages’), price 2 6 ; bv post 3 I

[1857, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1862‘'o«t ofjyrhit.']

1863 (218 ) 99 2 6 3 2

1864 (220 n ) 99 2 6 3 2

1865 (236 99 ) 99 2 6 3 2

1866 (243 9-9 ) 99 2 6 3 2

1867 (258 99 ) 99 2 6 3 2

1868 (291 9 9 ) 99 2 6 3 4
1869 (272 99 ) 99 2 6 3 3

1870 (242 99 ) 99
0 6 3 2

1871 ( .52 99 ) 99 2 0 2 U
1872 ( 61 99 ) 99 2 0 2 U
1873 ( 62 99 ) 9 9 2 0 2

2

'

1874 ( 54 „ )

[1875 out ofprint.]
99 2 0 2

1876 (135 „ )

[1877 out ofprint.'
99 2 0 2 3

1878 (156 99 ) 99 2 0 2 4

1879 (173 99 ) 99 2 0 2 4i.

1880 (176 99 ) 99 2 0 2 4i

1881 (190 99 ) 99 2 0 2 4—

1882 (183 99 ) 99 2 0 2

1 oo Q 5* J ft*n* 1 to ^

i Sep. 30 3
99 0 3 0 6

SUBJ ECT-iMATTER INDEXES :
—

For 1852 (Oct. 1—Dec.31). (132 pages.) Price 5s.
;
bj’ post, 5s. 7<^-

s. d. s. d.

1853 (291 pages), price 5 0; by post 5 11

1854 (311 „ ) „ 5 0 „ 6 0

1855 (311 „ ) 5 0 „ 5 11

[1856,1857, 1858, 1859, 1860,1861, 1862,

1863, 1864 out ofprvit.']

1865 (474 „ ) „ 5 0 „ 6 1

1866 (465 „ ) „ 5 0 „ 6 0

[1867, 1868,1869, 1870, 1871, 1872,1873,

1874 out ofprint.']

1875 (103 „ ) „ 20
1876 (143 „ ) „ 20

\2nd edition^

1877 (159 „ ) „ 20
\_ind edition.']

1878 (184 „ ) „ 2 0

1879 (187 „ ) „ 2 0

1880 (209 „ ) „ 2 0

1881 (238 „ ) „ 2 0

1882 ( 99 „ ) „ 2 0
\_Fnr temjiorar’j me.']

n883 „ 0 3

2 2 *-

2 Zk

4.i

5

5
o

E 2
3

* See notice on page 18.



III.

ABRIDGMENTS (iu Classes and Chronologically arranged) of

SPECIFICATIONS of PATENTED INVENTIONS, from the

earliest enrolled to those piihlished under the Act of 1852.

These books are of 12mo. size, and each is limited to inventions of
one class only. They are so arranged as to form at once a Chrono-
logical, Alphabetical, and Subject-matter Index to the class to

which they relate. Inventors are strongly recommended, before

applying for Letters Patent, to consult the classes of Abridgments of
Specifications which relate to the subjects of their inventions, and b)’

the aid of these works to select the Specifications they may consider it

necessary to examine in order to ascertain if their inventions are new.
I’he preface of each volume explains (in most cases) the scope of
the series of Abridgments which it contains.

The following series of Abridgments (except Nos. 5, 6, 9, 10, 1 2, 13, 14 , 1 9,

20, 26, 34, 37, 47, 53, 61, 62, 70, 72, 75,79, 81, 82, 85,86, 87,89, 90, 91,
92, 93, 94, 95, 96, and 97) do not extend beyondi the end of the year
1866 ; but it is intended, to continue them to the end of the year 1876.
Until that is done the Inventor can continue his search by the aid
of the Subject Matter Indexes and the Specifications.

The classes already published are,

—

1. Dkxiss and Sewers ; includino the Manufacture of Drain Tiles
AND Pipes, price Is., bj' post Is. id.

i Sewing and Embroidering (ind edition), x>v\c.e is. G<f.,b.v post is. 9d.
3. Manure.—Part I., A.D. 1721-1855, price 4,d„ by post 5d.—Part II., A.D. 1856-

1866, price Is. id., by post Is. Sfd.

4. Preservation of Pood.—Part I., .\.D. 1691-1855. price 4ci., by post hd

—

Part II., A.D. 1856-1866, price Gd„ by post Td,

5. Marine Propulsion (excluding .sails) .—Parts I., II., & III., A.D 1618-1857
price Is. lOrf., by post 2,s. l^i.—Part IV., A.D. 18.57-1866, price l.s. 10<i. bv
post 2.9. 2c£. Continued JTODi A.D. 1806, in comhincition with SteeeixgAND Manujuvring VESSELS [Series No. 75, under the title of—Marine Propulsion (including steering and maua'uvring vessels-

but excl^udirig sails). Part II., A.D., 1867-1876, price Is. 6<7., bv
post Is. 8Jd.

’

6 . Manufacture of Iron and Steel.—Part I., A.D. 16-20-1860 (2nd edition),
price 3s. 6d., by post 4s. O^d. Part II., A.D, 1867-1876, price 4s. 6d by
post 5s. 24a. •'

7. Aids to Locomotion, price 6d„ by post Id.
8. Steam Culture, price 8d., by post 94d.

9. Watches, Clocks and other Timekeepers.—

P

art I.'A D ]66i-is--,6pncp Sd..by post94d.—P.-irt la.. A.D. 1857-1866, price 8d., by post94d —
Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price 8d., by post 9d.

post jja.

10. Fire-arms AND other Weapons, Ammunition, and .Accoutrements

—

Part I., A.D. 1588-1858, price bs. 4//.. by post Is. 74d.— Part In. A D 1 S 5S-
1 866. price 2s id., by post 2.s. Od. Continued from A.D. 1 866 in two Divi-
sions, asfoUoto

:

Fire-arms, Ammunition, Ac. :

Dia’^ision I., Fire-.arms and similar Weapons — P-irt it
A.D. 1867-1876. price 4s. 6d., by po.st 5.s. 4.|d.

'

Division II Cartridges, Projectiles, ajtd Explosives —
P.art II., A.D. lSt)7-1876, price 2s. cd., by post 2s. lO-Jd.

11. Manufacture OF Paper. Pasteboard, and PAPiEu-MAcnft —Part TA D. 1665-1857 price lOd., by post Is.-Part II., A.D. 1858-1866 (2«deddsoN), price Is. 4d., by postls. 64d.
12. Cutting, Folding, and Ornamenting Paper; (incliidiut the generaltreatment of paper after its manufacture).-Part I. A.D 1636-18̂ ?-

SafetyS n-A.ai867-,sV6,'“ico

4



13. Lktteepeess and Similar Printing.—Part I., A.T). 1«17-1SS7.
24.8rf.,by post 3,4. Srf.—Part Ta. A.D. IS.-iS-ISee. (2»rf edition), price 2s. M.
by post 2s. 9c/.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price 2s. 3rf., by post 2s. 7id.

14. Bleaching, Dyeing, and Printing Calico and other Fabrics and
Tarns.—Part I., A.D. 1617-1857, price 3s. 4rf., by post 4s. Irf.—Part II.
A.D. 1858-1866 (2nd edition), price 3s. 6c/., by post 3s. lOc?.—Part III.
A.D. 1867-1876, price Is. 6c/., by post Is. 9d.

15. Electricity and Magnetism, their Generation and Applications.—
Part I., A.D. 1766-1857, price 3s. 2d., by post 3s. 11c/.—Part la., A.T). 1858-
1866 (2ac/ edition) price 2,s. 8c/., by post 3s. 2d. For continuations from
A.D. 1867-1876 see series Nos. 92. 93,’94, 95. 96 and 97.

16. Preparation of India-rddbee and Gutta-percha (2nd editio7i),
price Is. 2d., by post Is. 4ic/.

17. Production and Applications op Gas.—Part I., A.D. 1681-1858, price
2s. 4c/., by post 2s. 11c/.—Part II., A.D. 1859-1866 (2nd edition) , price 2s. 4c/.,

by post 2s. SH-
IS. Metals and Alloys, price Is. 10c/., by post 2s. 8H.
19. Photography.—

P

arti., A.D. 1839-1859, price 8c/., by post lOc/.—Part II.,

A.D. 1860-1866 (2nd edition), price 10c/., by post Hie?.—Part III., A.D.
1867-1876, price 9c/„ by post lOic/.

20. 'Weaving.—Part I., A.D. 1620-1859, price 4s., by post 4s. Hie/.—Part la., A .D.

1860-1866, price 2.s. Sc/., by post 3s. Ic/.—Part II., A.D., 1867-1876, price
3s. Gd.. by post 3s. Hie/.

21. Ship Building, Repairing, Sheathing, Launching, &c.—

P

art I., A.D.
1618-1860, jerice 2s. 4c/., by post 2s. He?.—Part II., A.D. 1861-1866, price

2s. Gd., by post 2s. He/.

22. Bricks and Tiles.—Part I., A.D. 1619-1860, price l.s.,by post is. 3ic/.—Part
II. A.D. 1861-1866, price 8c/., by post Oic/.

23. Plating or Coating Metals tyith Metals,—

P

art I., A.D. 1687-1860,

price 10c/., by post Is. OH.—Part II., A.D. 1861-1866 (2md edition), price 6c/.

by post 7c/.

24. Pottery.—Part I., A.D. 1626-1861, price 10c/.,bypost Is.—Part II., A.D.
1862-18i!6, price Gd., by post 7c/.

25. Medicine, surgery, and Dentistry (2nd edition), price is. 10c/.,by post
2s. lie/.

26. Music and Musical Instruments, Part I., A.D. 1694-1836 (2«c/ edition).

price Is. 10c/., by post 2s. lid.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price Is. 6c/., by
post Is. 8c/.

27. Oils, Fats, Lubricants, Candles, and Soap (2nd edition), price 2s.l0c/,,

by post os. 4d.

28. Spinning; including the Preparation of Fibrous Materials,
AND THE Doubling OP Yarns AND TiiREADs.-Part 1., A.D. 1624-1863

(out ofprint) .—Vaxt, II., A.D. 1864-1866, price 2.4. by post 2s. 4c/.

29. La cE-MAKiNG, Knitting, Netting, Braiding, and Plaiting (includ-

ing also the manufacture of fringe and chenille), (2nd edition), price 7s.,

by post 7s. Id.

30. Preparation and Combustion of Fuel (ovd ofprint).

31. Raising, Lowering, AND 'M'^eighikg (2«c/ ec/i/iem). price 8.4. 8c/., by post

4s. 3ic/.

32. Hydraulics (2nd edition), price 4s. Gd., by post 5s. 5c/.

.33. Railways (2nd edition) , price 2s. Gd., by post 2s. He?.

34 Saddlery. Harness, Stable Fittings, &c.—

P

art I., A.D. 162.5-1866, price

Is., by post 1.4. 2c/.—Part II., A,D. 1867-1876, price Is. 2d., by post Is. 4ci.

35. Roads and Ways, price Is., by post is. 2d.

36. Bridges, Viaducts, and Aqueducts, price lOd., by post is.

37 Writing Instruments and Materials.-Part I., A.D. 1635-1866, price

is. 4c/., by post Is. 7c/.—

P

art II., A.D. 1 867-1876, price Is., by post Is. 1 ic/.

38. Railway Signals and Communicating Apparatus (out ofprint).

.39. Furniture and Up.holsteey price 2s., by post 2s. id.

40. Acids, Alkalies, Oxides, and Salts, price 3s. 8c/., by post 4s. 3c/.

41. Aeronautics, price 4c/., by post Gd.

42. Preparation and Use of Tobacco, price 10c/., by post 1.4.

43. Books. Portfolios, Card-cases, 4c., price 10c/., by post, l-s.
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‘ti. Lamps, CAyntBSTrcirs, CirA^’nELrT.pa, aitd othke Ielujiixating Appa-
EATCS, price 2s. Cd.. by post 2s. lOfd.

4C. Neeples and Pins, price 6d., by po.st 7d.

46. Carriages and otiiee Vehicles foe Railways, price 5s. 6d.,by post

6s. 4d.

47. tlMBEELLAS, PARASOLS, AND WALKING STICKS.—Plvrt I., A.l). 17S0-1866,

price lOd., by post 11 id.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price Is., by post Is. licT.

+8. Sugar, price Is. lOd., by post 2s. lid.

40. Steam Engine.—Part I. (in 2 vols,), \.D. 1618-186.0, price 9s. 4d.. by post

10s. lOid.—Part II. (in 2 vols.), A.D. 1860-1806, pri<* 4s. lOd. by jiost 5s. 7d,

r.o. Paints, Colours, and Varnishes, price Is. lOd., by post 2s. lid.

51. Toys, Games, and ExERCi&ESrprice Is., by post Is. 2d.

52. Ventilation, price is. lOd., by post 2s. Oid.

5.I. Farriery ;
including the Medical and Surgical Treatment of

Animals.—

P

art I. A.D. 1719-1866, price Is., by post Is. lid.—Part II.

A.D. 1867-1876, price Is., by post Is. lid.

r>4. Artists’ Instruments and Materials, price lOd., by post 1 s.

.".5. Skins, Hides, and Leather, price Is. 6d., by post is. 8id.

.50. Preparing and Cutting Corr; Bottling Liquids; Securing a ni>
Opening Bottles, Ac., price is 6d. by post is. 9d.

57. Brushing and Sweeping, price Is., by post l.s. 2d.

58. Nails, Ritets, Bolts, Screws, Nuts, and Washers, price ls.,8d., by
post Is. Hid.

59. Hinges. Hinge Joints, and Door Springs, price 8d., by post 9id.

60. Lochs, Latches, Bolts, AND similar Fastenings, price Is. 6d.,by posi
Is. fid.

61. Cooking, Bread-making, and the Preparation of Confectionery.—
Part I. A.D. 1631-1806, price Is. lOd., by post 2s. lid.—Part II. A.D. 1857-
1876, price Is. 6d., by post Is. Sid.

02. Air, Gas, AND other Motive Power Bngines.—Part I., A.D. 1635-1866,
price Is. lOd., by post 2s. lid.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, jiriee 3s. 6d., by
post 4s. Oid.

63. Water Closets, Earth Closets, Urinals, &c., price lOd., by post Is.

64. Safes, Strong Rooms, Tills, and similar Depositories, price 6d., by
post 7d.

65. M’earing Apparel. Division I.—Head Coverings, price Is. 4d., by
post 1 s. 6id.

66. Wearing Apparel. Division II.—Body Coverings, i)rice 2s. 4d., bv
post 2s. 8id.

67. Wearing Apparel. Division III.—Foot Coverings, price ls.l0d.,by
post 2s. lid.

63. Wearing Apparel. Division IV.—Dress Fastenings and Jewel-
lery, price 2s. lOd., by post .3s. lid.

69. Anchors, price 6d. by post 7d.

70. Metallic Pipes and Tubes.—

P

art I., A.D. 1741-1866, price Is. 8d.,by post
Is. lid.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price Is. .3d., by post Is. 5id.

71. Mining, Quarrying, Tunnelling, and Well-sinking, price Is. 4d., by
post l.s. 6id.

72. Milking, Churning, and Cheese-making.—Part I, A.D. 1777-1866, price
6d., by post 7d.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price 8d., by post fid.

7-3. Masts, Sails, Rigging, &c.; including Apparatus for Raising ani>
Lowering Ships’ Boats, price l.s., by post Is. 2d.

74. Casks and Barrels, price 8d., by post 9id.

75. Steering and Manoeuvring Vessels, Part I., .i.D. 176.3-1866, price is,
by iiost Is. 2d. Continuedfrom A.D. 1866, in combination with Marine
Propulsion (excluding sails) fSerics Ko. .5], under the title of—
Marine Propulsion (includiiiK steering and manoeuvring i-essels ;

but excluding sails), Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price Is. 6d., by
post Is. 8id.

76. Optical, Mathematical, and other Philosophical Instruments,
INCLUDING Nautical, Astronomical, and Meteorological In-
struments, price 2s. lOd. by post Ss. 2d.
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V7. HAEBotTES, Docks, Canals, kc., price Is. Zd., by post Is. id.

VS. Gbisbing Geain aitd Deessing Flouk and Meal, price 2s. W., by post
2.S. Girf.

79. PUEIFTING AND FILTERING WATER.—Fart I., A.D. Ifi75-1866, price is. 2 (/m
by post Is. Sid.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1870, price 6d., by post 7d.

80. Artificial Leather, Floorcloth, Oilcloth, Oilskin, and othbk
Waterproof Fabrics, price is. 10d.,by post 2s. Oid.

61. Agriculture. Division I.—Field Implements (including methods of
tilling and irrigating land).—Part I, A.D. 1618-d8G0, price 5s. 8d., by pofrt

6s. 2id.—Part II. A.D. 1867-1876, price 2s., by post 2s. 3id.

32. Agriculture. Division II.—Barn and Farmyard Implements (in-

cluding the cle.ansiug, drying, and storing of grain).—Part I., A.D. 1636-

1866, price 3s., by post 3s. 3id.—Pai’t II., A.D. 1867-1876, price Is. 3d., by
post. Is. 5d.

63. Agriculture. Division III.—Agricultural and Traction Engines
{tvill shortly he published\.

6-t. Trunks, Portmanteaus, Boxes, and Bags, price Is., by post Is. lid.

85. Ice-making Machines, Ice Safes, and Ice Houses (including the
use of freezing agents for preserving alimentary substances).—Part I.,

A.D. 1819-1866. price 6d.,by post 7d.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price Is. 6d.,

by post is. 7id.

66. Unfermented Beverages, Aerated Liquids, Mineral Waters, &c.
—Part I., A.D. 1774-1866, price Is., by post Is. lid.—Part II., A.D. 1867-

1876, price 6d., by post 7d.

37. Tea, Coffee, Chicory. Chocolate, Cocoa, &c.

—

P.art I., A.D. 1704-1866,

price 8d., by post 9d.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price Cd., by post Id.

68. Fire Engines, Extinguishers, Escapes, Alarms, Ac. (including fire-

proof dresses and fabrics), price 2s., by post 2s. 2id.

89. Washing and Wringing Machines.—

P

art I., A.D. 1691-1866, price

Is. 6d., by post Is. 8d.—Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price 9d., by post lOid.

90. Chains, Chain Cables, Ac.—Part I., A.D. 163-1-1860, price 9d., by post lOd.

Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price 6d., by post 7d.

91. Dressing and Finishing Woven Fabrics, and Manufacturing
Felted Fabrics (including folding, winding, measuring and packing).

—Parti., A.D. 1620-1866, price 3s. 6d., by post 3s. lOid.—Part II., A.D.
1867-1876, price Is. 6d., by post Is 8id.

92. Electricity and Magnetism. Division I.—Generation of Elec-
tricity AND Magnetism, A.D. 1766-1860.—Parti., see Series No. 15. ;

—

Part II., A.D. 1807-1870, price Is., by post Is. lid.

93. Electricity and Magnetism. Division II.—Conducting and Insu-

lating, A.D. 1766-1866.—Part I., see Series, No. 15.—Part II., A.D.

1867-1876, price Is., by post Is. lid.

91 Electricity AND Magnetism. Division III.— Transmitting and
Receiving Signals, Controlling Mechanical Action and Ex-
hibiting Electric Effects, A.D. 1766-1866.—Part I., see Series

No. 15. Part II., A.D. 1867-1876, price 2s., by post, 2s. 3d.

95 Electricity and Magnetism. Division IV.— Electric Lighting.

Igniting, and Heating.—

P

arts I. and II. (in one vol.) A.D. 1839-1876

price 9d., by post lOid.

06 . Electricity and Magnetism. Division V.-Electro-depositi^
AND Electrolysis.

—

P.arts I. and II. (in one vol.) A.D. 1805-18(0,

price Is. 6d., by post Is. 8id.

97. Electricity and Magnetism. Division 'VI. — Electp.tc Motive
Power Engines and Similar Apparatus.—Parts I. and II. (in one

vol.) A.D. 1837-1876, price Id., by post 8d.

98. Carriages AND other Vehicles for Common Roads, price 5s., by post

5s. S\d.

"99, Brewing, Wine-Making, and Distilling Alcoholic IjIQuids, price

3s. 6(f., by post 3s. lOd.

A Key te the contents of the above volumes of Abridgments tcill befound on

pages 20 to 32.
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IV.

COMmSSIOmRS of patents’ journal, pablished on tPi

evenings of Tuesday and Friday in each vreek. Price 2rf. ; by

Post, S<l. Annual Subscription, including postage, 25s. -which luay

be remitted by Post Office Order, made payable at the Post Ofiice,

Chancery Lane, to Mr. H. P.eader Lack, Clerk of the Commissioners

of Patents.

Subscriptions to the Commissioners of Patents’ Journal -will not be

received for a shorter period than three months, such period to com-

mence on either of the folio-wing dates:—
1st January, 1st July, or

1st April, 1st October.

Annual subscriptions to date from 1st January in each year. All

subscriptions must be paid in advance.

CONTBNTS

1. Ayiplications for Letters Patent.

2. Grants of Provisional Protection

for six months.
3.

1

11 veiitions protected for six month s

by the deposit of a Complete
Specification.

4. Notices to proceed.
5. Patents sealed.

(1. Specifications filed.

7. Patents ; confirmation and exten-

sion of.

a. Patents cancelled.

9. Lists of Disclaimers and Memo-
randa of Alterations.

10. Patents on which the third year’s

stamp duty of SOL has been paid.

11. Patents which have become void

by non-payment of the stamp

OF JoriRNAi..

duty of SOL before the expiration
of the third year.

12. Patents on which tlwi .seventh

year’s stamp duty of lOOL has
been paid.

13. Patents which have become void
by non-payment of the stamp
duty of lO'OL before the expira-
tion of the seventh year.

14. Lists of Colonial Patents.
15. Lists of Foreign Patents.
16. Designs registered.
17. Trade Marks registered.

18. AVeekly price lists of printed
Specifications, &c.

19. Olficial i^vertisemenfs and notices
of interest to Patentees and In-
ventors generally.

V.

1. PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACTS (15 & 16 Viet. cap. 83,

A.D. 1852; 16 Viet. cap. 5, A.D. 1 8.53 ; and 1 6 & 1 7 Viet. cap. 115,

A.D. 1853) ; together with the RULES, REGULATIONS, and
ORDERS for the passing of Letters Patent for Inrentions.

Price Gd.
;
by post, 7d.

2. CATALOGUE of the LIBRARY of the PATENT OFFICE,
arranged alphabetically, in two volumes. Vol. I.—Authors.
Price, 31s. Gd. ;

by post, 33s.

A’^ol. II.—Subjects (im course of preparation').

3. INDEX to ALL INVENTIONS PATENTED in ENGLAND
from 1617 to 1854 inclusive, arranged under the greatest
number of heads, -with parallel references to INVENTIONS and
DISCOVERIES described in the scientific works of VARIOUS
NATIONS, as classified by Professor Schubarth. By B. Wood-
croft, F.R.S. Price Is.

; by post, Is. \d.

The foreign works thus indexed form a portion of the Library of
the Commissioners of Patents, where they m-ay be consulted.
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4. SUPPLEMENT to the SERIES of LETTERS PATENT auiS

SPECIFICATIONS, from A.D. 1617 to Oct. 1852; consietin;;
for the moat part of Reprints of scarce Pamphlets, descriptiye of
the early patented Inventions comprised in that Series.

CONTENTS.
1. Metallica; or the Treatise of Metallica, brieflycomprehending the doctrine

of diverse new metallical inventions, iStc. By Simon Stdetevant, (Let-
ters Patent, dated tSith February lull.) Price 1». id. ; by post, 1«. 5<i.

2. A Treatise of Metallica, but not that whioli was published by Mr. Simon
Sturtevant, upon his Patent, Ac. By John IIovenzon. (Letters Patent
granted A.D. 1U12.) Price id.-, by post,

S. A Commission directed to Sir Ricliard Wynne and others to inquire upon
oath whether Nicuolas Page or Sir Nicholas Haxsk was the first in-
ventor of certaine kilnes for the drying of malt, Ac. icc. (Letters Patent
Nos.llb and 85, respectively dated ioth July \6Zi,and i'ird July IdSb.)
Price id.-, by post, 2id.

4. Dud Dudlev’s Metallum Martis
; or iron made with pit-coale, sea-coale,

Ac. (Letters Patent, Nes. 18 and in,respeotiveLy dated iitid February
1620, and ind May 1638.) Price 8d. ; by post, 8.id.

St, Description of the nature and working of the Patent Waterscoop Wheels
invented by William Whelkr, as compared with the raising wheeis
now in common use. By J. B. W. Translated from the Dutch by
Dr.Tolhausen. (Letters Patent, No. liT , dated iUhJune \<ai-i.) Price 2«,;

by post, 2a. Ijrf.

6. Anexact and true definition of the stupendous Water-commanding Engine
invented by the Bight Honourable (and deservedly to be praised and
admired) Edward Somerset, Lord Marquis of Worcester, Ac., Ac.
(Stat. 16 Car. 11. c. l2. A.D. 1663.) Price id.-, by post, 4irf.

7. Navigation improved ; or the art of rowing ships of all rates in calms with
a more easy, swift, andsteady motion than oars can. By Thomas Saverv .

(Letters Patent, No. 347, dated With Jan, 1696.) Price 1«. ; by post. Is. 04d.

8. The Miner’s Friend; or an engine to raise water by fire, described, Ac.
By Thomas Savert. (Letters Patent, No. 356, dated iSth July 1698, and
Stat. 10 <fe 11 Will. 111. No. 61, A.D. 1699.) Price Is. ; by post. Is. Id.

9. Specimina Ichnographica; or a brief narrative of several new inventions
and experiments, particularly the navigating a ship in a calm, Ac, By John
Allen, M.D. (LettersPatent No.SVi,datedlth Augxistlli^.) PriceSd.

;

by post, 9d.

iO- A description and draught of a new-invented Machine for carrying vessels

or ships out of or into any harbour, port, or river against wind and tide, (.r

inac^m, Ac. By Jonathan Hulls. (Letters Patent,No.oSQ,datedi\st
December 1736.) Price 8d. ; by post, 9d.

11. An historical account of a new method for extracting the foul air out of
ships, Ac., with the description and draught of the machines by which it is

performed, Ac. By Samuel Sutton, the Inventor. To which are aii-

nexed two relations given thereof to the Royal Society by Dr. Mead and
Mr. Watson. (Letters Patent.No.WL, dated 16f/t March 1744.) Price Is. ;

by post. Is. Id.

12. The letter of Master William Drummond for the constructionofmachines,

weapons, and engines of war for attack or defence by land or sea, Ac.

Dated the 29th September 1626. (Scotch Patent, temp. Car. II.) Price 4d.

;

by post, 4jd.

23. Contributions to the History of the Steam Engine,being two deeds relating

to the erection by Messrs. Boulton andWatt of steam engines on the United
Mines at Gwennap, Cornwall, and at Werneth Colliery, near Oldham.Lnn-
cashire From the originals in the Patent Office Library. Price 10d.,-l)y

, post, lOJd.



A FREE LIBRARY and READING ROOMS are open to the

Public daily, from 10 till 4 o’clock, in the Office of the Commis-
sioners of Patents, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

Ill addition to the printed Specifications, Indexes, Abridgments,
and other publications of the Commissioners, the Library includes

a collection of the Patent Laws and Regulations and Trade
Marks Laws and Regulations of Foreign States and of the British

Colonies it also contains the leading British and Foreign
Scientific Journals and text-books in the various departments of
science and art.

The Commissioners’ publications can also be consulted daily at

the Patent Museum, see page 20.

Complete sets of the Commissioners of Patents’ publications
(each set including more than 3,890 volumes and costing for print-
ing and paper upwards of j^4,030) have been presented to
the authorities of the most important towns in the kingdom, on
condition that the works shall be rendered daily accessible to the
public, for reference or for copying, free of all charge. The following
list gives the names of the towns, and shows the place of deposit
of each set of the works thus presented :

—

Aberdeen (Meehanies' Institution)

.

-Belfast (Queen's College).
Birmingham ( Cmitral Free Library^
Reference department, Ratcliff Pi.)

Blackburn (Free Library and Mu-
seum, Library Street)..

Bolton-le-Moors (Public Library, Ex-
change Buildittgs)

.

Bradford, Yorkshire (Public Free
Library).

Brighton (Free Library, Town. Hall).
Bristol (Free Library, King Street)
Burnley (O.ffice of the Rumley im-
provement Commissioners).

Bury. (Athonceum).
Carlisle (Pub. FreeLih^, Police Office).
Cork (Royal Cork Instn, Nelson Place).
Crewe (Railway Station)

.

Derby (Free Library and Museum).
Dorchester (County Museum and Li-
brary).

Dublin (National Library ofIreland,
Kildare St.)

Dundalk (Free Library).
Gateshead-on-Tyne (Mechanics' In-

stitute) .

Glasgow (Stirlina's Libv, Miller St.)
nnXitViTi. (Town Hall).
Iludderstield (Corporation Office^.

,

Hull (Mechanics’ Inst., George St.)
Ipswich (Museum Library, Museum

Street).
Keif;X\\ey (Mechanics’ In.st.,North St.)
Kiddernii lister (^Public Free Library,
Public Buildings, Vicar Street).

Leamington (Free Public Library,
Bath Street).

Leeds (Public Library, Infirmary
Buildings)

.

Leicester (Free Library, Wellington
Street)

.

Liverpool (Free Public Library , Wil-
liam Brown Street),

London (British Museum)

.

Alaccleslield (Useful Know. Society).

i

Maidstone (Museum atid Public
Libryiry).

I

Manchester (Free Reference Library-
i King Street).
Newcastle-upon-Tyne (Public Li-
brary, New Bridge Street).

Newport, Monmouth (Commercial
Room, Town Hall).

Northampton (Museum, Guildhall).
Nottingham (Free Public Libraries)

.

Oldham (School of Arts and Sciences'
Lyceum).

Paisley (Government School of Re-
sign, Gihnour Street)

.

Plymouth (Free Library).
Preston, Lancashire (Hr. Shepherd’.

s

Library, the Institution,Avenham)
Reading (Literary, Scientijie, ana
Mechanics’ Institution. London St.)

i

(Free Public Library,
I

Toum Hall).

I

Rotherham (Board of Health Offices,
Howard Street)

.

Salford (Royal Museum and Library,.
Peel Park).

Sheffield (Free Library, Surrey-
Street).

Soutliamptou (Hartley Institution).
Stockport (Central Free Library)
Swansea (Free Library).
Wakefield (Mechanics’ Institution,
Barstow Square).

Wariington (The Museum and
Library).

^^®5iford (Mechanics’ Institute,.
Crescent Quay).

Wigaiv
Wolverhampton (Free Library)

.

Wolverton (Railway Station).
YoTk(Lower Council Chamber, Guil-L-
hall).



The Commiesioners’ publicatioiH; have alco been presented to the
following Public Offices, Seats of Learning, Societies, British Colonies,
Aud Foreign States :

—

Public Offices, &c.

Admiralty—Chatham Dockyard.
Sheeriiess ditto.
Portsmouth ditto.
Devouport ditto.

Pembroke ditto.

Jloyal Artillery Institution, 'Woolwich.

War Office, Pall Mall.
Small Arms Faotory.Eufield.

India Office.

Royal School of Miives, Ac., Jermyn
Street, Piccadilly.

Dublin Castle Dublin.
Record and Writ Office, Chancery
Dublin.

Oilice of Chancery, Edinburgh.
Museutn of Science and Art, Edin-
burgh.

(Sertf.v of Learning a,nd Societies.

Queen’s College, Glal way.
Incorporated Law Society, Chancery
Lane, London.

Cambridge University,
'i'rinity College, Dublin.

.Barbados,

British Guiana.
<.^auada—Library of Par-

liament, Ottawa.
Bureau of Agri-

culture, Toronto.
Board of Arts

and Manufactures,
Montreal.

<’ape of Geod Hope.
•Ceylon.

British Colonies.

India—Bengal.
Bombay.
Madras.

Jamaica,
Malta.
Mauritius.
New Brunswick.
Newfoundland.
Ne%v South Wales.
New Zealand.
Nova Scotia.
Prince Edward Island.

Queensland.
ftouth Australia—Colonial

Institute, Adelaide.
Tasmania.
Trinidad.
Victoria—Parliamentary

Library, Mel-
bourne.

Patent Office,

Melbourne.
Public Library.,
Melbourne.

Foreign States.

Argentine Republic—Buenos Ayres.
Austria—Polytechnic University, Prague.

Polytechnic University, Vienna.
Belgium—Ministere de I’lnterieiir, Brussels.

Mus6e do I’Industrie, Brussels.
France—BibliothOque Nationale, Paris.

Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, Paris.
Germany—Kaiserliehee Patentamt, Bertin.

Alsace—SociOte Industrielle Mulhouse.
Bavaria—Konigliche Bibliothek, Munich.
Gotha—Ducal Priedensteiu Collection.
Prussia—'’Konigliche Polytochnische Schule, Aix-Ia-Ohapeila.

Kbnigliche Bibliothek, Berlin.
. Konigliche Polytechnische Schule, Hanover.

Saxony—Konigliche Polytechnische Schule, Dresden.
Wiirtemberg—Bibliothek des Musterlagers, Stuttgart

Italy— Ufficio delle Privative, Rome.
Netherlands-Harlem

.

Russia—Bibliothequo Imperiale. St. Petersburg.
Polytechnic School, Riga.

Opain—Madrid.
Sweden-Teknologiska Institutet, Stockholm

.

United States—Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
Astor Librairy, New York, N.T.
State Library, Albany, N.Y.
Franklin Institute, Pliiiadelphia, Pa.
Free Public Library, Boston, Mass.
Public Library, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Free Public Library, Chicago, 111.

Peabody Institute, Baltimore, Md.
Historical Society, M.adison, Wis,
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
Mercantile Library, St. Louis, Mo.
Mechanics’ Institute, San Francisco, CaL
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ttitANTS of complete series of Abridgments of Specifications have becE

made to the undermentioned Mechanics’ Literary and Scientific

Institutions:—
Aberystw'ith {Literary and Working
Men’s Reading Room).

Alnwick (Scientific a7id Mechanical
Institutioti)

.

Alton (Mechanics’ Institution).
Altrincham (Altrinsham andBowdon
Literary Institution).

Ashburton (Ashlmi'ten LibraTy, East
Street).

Ashby-de-la-Zouch (Mutual Improve
me7it Society).

Ashton-under-Lyne, (Free Library,
Town Hall).

(Mechanics' In-
stitution) .

Aston, near Birmingham(Astow-Afawor
Public Library)

.

Aylesbury (Kingsbury Mechanics’ In-
stitute).

Bacup (Mechanics’ Institution).

Banbury (Mechanics’ Institution).

Barnstaple (Literary and Scientific
Institution).

Barrow-in-1'’urness (BarrowWorkin

g

Men’s Club and Institute).
Basingstoke (Mechanics’ Institute
and Club).

Bath (Athentsum).
(People’’s Club and Institute)

.

(Royal Literary and Scientific
Institution).

Batley (Mechanics’ Institution).
Battle ( Young Men’s Christian A.sso-

ciation).
Belfast (AthencBum).

(Northern Law Club)

.

(People’s Literary Institute).

Berkhampstead, Great (Mechanics’
Institute).

{ Working Men’s
College).

Birkenhead (Literary and Scientific
Society).

Birmingham (Bloomsbury Institu-
tion).

(Central Lending Libra-
ry).

(Free Library and News
Boom, Gosta Green).—— (Graham Street Institu-
tion).

Bodmin (Literary Institution).

Bolton (Mechanics’ Institute).
(School of Art).

Bournemouth (Library omd Reading
Room).

BvBAtorAfIOTks\\\r^(ChMrchInstitute)

.

(Library and
Literary Society)

.

(Mechanics’
Institute)

.

Braintree (Braintree and Backing
Literary and Mechanics’ Institu-
tion).

Brampton, near Chesterfield (Local
Museum and Literary Institute)

.

Breage, Cornwall (Institution).
Brigg, Lincolnshire (Reading So-

ciety).

Bristol lAtheneeum)

.

(Institution),
(Law Library Society).
(Museum and Library,

Queen’s Road) .

Bromsgrove (Literary and Mecha-
nics’ Institute'y.

Burnley (Literary Institution).
(Mechanics’ Institution).

Burslem (Wedgwood Institute)

.

Bury (Athenaiwn).

Bury St. Edmund’s (Athenceum)

.

(Mechanics'Inst.)

Caine (Literary Institution).

Canterbury ( Westgate Towers)

,

Carharrack (Literary Institute).

Carmarthen (Literary and Scientific
Institution)

.

Cheddar (Literary Institution).
Cheltenham (Permanent Library).
Chertsey (Literary and Scientific
Institution)

.

Chester (City Library and Reading
Room).

Chesterfield (Mechanics’ Institution)

.

Chichester (Literary Society and
Mechanics’ Institute).

Chippenham (Literary and Scientific
Inktitution)

.

Christchurch ( Working Men’s Insti-
tute).

Cockermouth (Mechanics’ Institu-
tion) .

Coggeshall (Literary a.nd Mechanics'
Institution).

Colchester (Literary Institution)

.

(Young Men’s Christian
Association)

.

Compstall (Atheneeum).
Coventry (Free Library).

(Institute).
(School of Art)

.

Crewe (Mechanics’ Institution)

.

Deal (Beal and Walmer Institute).
Derby (Mechanics’ Institution).
Devonport (Mechanics’ Institute).
Dewsbury (Mechanics’ Institution).
Diss (Reading Room and Library).
Doncaster (Free Library).

——(Great Northern Mecha-
nics’ Institute)

.

(Young Men’s Christian
Association).

Dorchester (County Museum and
Libra/ry).

(Working Men’s Institute).
Dudley (Mechanics’ Institution).
Dnkinfield (Village Library and
Reading Room).

Dumbarton (Philosophical and Lite-
rary Society).

Dumfries (Mechanics' Institution),.



Dundee {Young Men's Christian As-
sociation and Literary Inst.)

Durham (J/ecUanics’ Institute),

Eagley, Bolton-le-Moors (Library and
Institute)

.

Ealing (Young Men’s Institute).
East Retford (Literary and Mutual
Improvement Society).

Ebbw Vale (Literary and Scientific
Institute).

Eocles, -near Manchester (Provident
Industrial Co-operative Society).

Edinburgh (Advocates Library).— (Association of Science
and Art)

.

(Philosophical Institution),
(Jtoyal Scottish Society of

Arts).
( Watt Institution and

School of Art).
( Working illen’s Club)

.

Egham (Literary Institute).
Egremont (Mechanics’ Institute).

{ Workmen’s Institute).

Exeter (Devon and Exeter Albert
Memorial Museum. School of Sci-
ence and Art, and Free Library).

(Devon and E.veter Institution).

Farnham ( Young 3Ien’s Association)

.

Favershain (Institute).
Fowey (Working Alen’s Beading
Booms).

Fronie (Literary and Scientific Insti-

tution).
(Jlechanics’ Institution)

.

Gainsborough (Literary, Scientijic

and Mechanics’ Institute)

.

Garforth, near Leeds (Working Men’s
Club).

Glasgow (Athenceum).
(Central Working Men’s Club

and Institute)

.

(City Industrial Museum,
Kelvingrove Park).

(Institution of Engineers in

Scotland).
( Mechanics’ Institution, Bath

Street).
( Philosophical Society)

.

Godmanchester ( Working Men’s
Beaditig Boom)

.

Gosport (Gosport and Alverstoke

Literary and Scientific Institution)

.

Grantham (Public Literary Institn.)

Gravesend (Gravesend and Milton
Library and Beading Booms).

Greenock (Library, Watt Alonument)
Guernsey (Working Men’s Associa-

tion) . ^ ,

Guildford ( WorkingMen’sInstitution)

.

Hadleigh ( The Beading Boom)

.

Halesworth (Mechanics’ Institute).

Halifax (Literary and Philosophical

Society).
(Mechanics’ Institute)

.

(Working Men’s College).

Halstead (Literary and Mechanics’
Institute).

Handsworth (Free Public Library).

Haslingdon (Institute).
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Hastings (Literary and Scientijic In-
stitute) .

(Mechanics’ Institution).
Hebden Bridge, near Todmorden (Me-

chanics’ Institution).
Helston (Beading Boomand Library)

.

Uemel Hempsted (3Iechanics’ Inst.)

Hereford (Natural History, Philoso-
phical, Antiquarian, and Literary
Society).

Hertford (Literary and Scientijic
Institution).

Heywood (Public Free Library).
Hitchin (Alechanics’ Institute).
Holbeck (Mechanics’ Institution).
Hollingwood ( Working Men’s Club)

.

Holt, Norfolk (Literary Society).
Holywell Greeji (Mechanics’ Instil.)
Horncastle (Mechanics’ Institution)

.

Huddersfield
Hull (Church Institute).

(Literary, Scientijic, and Mecha-
nics’ Institute)

.

(Lyceum Library).
(Boyal Institution, Albion Street).

( Young People’s Institute)

.

Huntingdon (Literary and Scientijic
Institution)

.

Inverness (The Free Library).
Ipswich (Working Aten’s College).

Kendal (Christian <£• Literary Instit.)

(Highgate Mechanics’ Inst.)
(Working Alen’s Institute).

Kilmarnock (Library).
Kingston - on - Thames ( Workmen’s
Club and Institute, Fairjield Boad)

.

Lancaster (3fechanics’ Institute and
School of Science)

.

Lee, Kent (Working Men’s Instit.)

Leeds (Chapeltown Branch Library).
(Church Institute)

.

JHolbeck Branch Library)

.

' (Hunslet Branch Library )

.

(Leeds Library)

.

(Mechanics’ Institution and
Literary Society).

(Philosophical and Literary
Society).

( Working Men’s Institute)

.

(
Young Men’s Christian Asso-

ciation) .

Leek, Staffordshire (Literary and
Mechanics’ Institution)

.

Leicester (Laio Society).
Leighton Buzzard ( Working 3Ien’s
Mutual Improvement Society)

.

Leith (Mechanics’ Subscription Li-
brary) .

Lewes (Fitzroy Memorial Library).
(Mechanics’ Institute)

.

(School of Science and Art).

Lincoln (Mechanics’ Institute)

.

Liverpool (Institute).

( Medical Institution)

.

(Polytechnic Society)

.

Llanelly (Chamber of Commerce and
Heading Boom)

.

Lockwood (Mechanics’ Institution)

.

Loudon (Bank of England. Library
and Literary Association)

(Beaumont lust.. Mile End).



r

Lcndon {BirTcheck Institution, South-

ampton Buddings, Chancery Lane),

{Bow and Bromley Institute,

Bow Road).
{Christchurch Working Men's

Club, New Street Lark Hall Lane,
Clapham).

(Free Public Library, Great
Smith Street, Westminster)

.

{Hackney Working Men’s
Club).

{King’s College).

{Literary and Scientific Insti-

tution, Walworth).
{London Association of Fore-

men Engineers and Draughtsmen )

.

{London Institution, Fins-

bury Circus).
{London Library, St. James )

.

{Parkes Museum of Hygiene,
University College)

.

{Royal Architectural^ Mu-.
seum and School of Art, Tufton
Street, Westminster).

{Royal Institute of British
Architects, Conduit Street.Hanover
Square)

.

{St. James and Soho Working
Men’s Club, Rupert Street, Soho).

( Working Men’s Club, Brix-
ton Hill).

{Working Men’s Club and
Institute, Battersea)

.

{Working Men’s Club and
Institute Union, Strand).

( Working Men’s College.Great

Ormond Street).

Longwood {Mechanics’ Institution)

.

Lowestoft {Library and Reading
Room)

.

Lj'e (Institution).

Madeley ,
Shropshire {Ansiiee Memo-

rial, Workmen’s Club andinstitute)

.

Maidstone fiSL Paul’s Literary Inst.)

(Working Men’s Club and
Institute)

.

Manchester (Ancoats Branch Free
Library).

(Campfield Free Lending
Library)

.

(Cheetham Branch Li-
brary).

(Chorlton and Ardwick
Branch Free Library)

.

(Hulme Branch Free
Library).

(Law Library),
{Mechanics’ Institution).
{NaturalHistoryMuseum,

Peter Street)

.

( Oicen’s College)

.

{Portico Library Mos-
ley Street).

(Rochdale Road Branch
FreeLibrary).

(Royal Exchange Li-
brary).

(Scientific and Mechani-
cal Society).
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Manningtree ( Manningtrseand 3lis>
ley Literary and Scientific Institu-

tion) .

Mansheld (Co-operative Industrial
Society)

.

, ,

(Mechanics’ ,
Artieans ,and

Apprentices’ Library).
IMechanics’ Institute).

Marlborough (Reading and Mutua:-
Improvement Society)

.

(Working Men’s Hall).

Melton Mowbray (Literary Institute).

Mere, near Bath {Literary Associa-

tion).
Middlesborongh (hum and Steel In-

stitute).
(Mechanics’ Institu-

tion).
Middlewieh (Literary and Scientific

Institution).

Mildeiihall (Suffolk Literary Inst.)

Newark (Mechanics’Institute)

.

Newbury (Literary and Scientifis
Institution).

Newcastle-upon-Tyne (Mechanics’ In-
stitution).

(Working 3Ten’s
Club).

New Mills, near Stockport (Mechanics’
InstUute)

.

Newiiort, Isle of Wight (YoungMen’.'i
Society and Rending Room).

Northampton (Mechanics’ Institute)

.

North Shields (Free Library).

Nottingham (Mechanics’ Institution )
-

(Subscription Library,
Bromley House)

.

Oldham (Mechanics’Institution, Wer-
neth)

.

Old Kilpatrick, near Glnsgcw (Public
Library).

Orinskirk (Public Library)

.

Oswestry (Institute).

Over, Cheshire (Working 3Ien’s In-
stitute) .

Patricroft (3Iechanics’ Institution)

.

Pembroke Dock (Mechanics’Institute )

.

Pendleton (Free Library).

Penzance (Institute).

(Penzance Library).

( Working hlen’sAssociation ).

Perry Barr, near Birmingham (Inst.}

Perth (hlechanics’ Library, High
Street).

Peterborough (Mechanics'In.stitution)

,

Poole (Literary and Scientific Insti-
tution) .

Port Glasgow (Public Library).
Portsea Island (Young Men’s Chris-
tian Association).

Preston (Institution)for the Diffusion
ofKnowledge)

.

Redruth (Redruth Institution)

.

Beigate (Mechanics’ Institution)

.

Richmond, Surrey (Free Public Li-
brary).



Rotlrerlmm {Rothe-rham and Masbro’
Literary and Mechanics’ Institute)

.

Royston (Institute).
Rusbolme (PublicHall and Library)

.

Ryde, Isle of Wight (Philosophical
and Scientific Society).

( Young Mmi’s
Christian Association andLiterary
Institute)

.

Saffron Walden (Literary and Scien-
tific Institution)

.

St. Helens (Public Libra)^).
St. Just (Institution)

.

St. Leonards (Mechanics’ Institution)

.

Salford ( Working Men’s College).
Salisbury (Literary and Scientific
Institution).

Saltaire (Literary Institute).

Scarboroughf and Literary
Institute, Vernon Place).

Selby (Mechanics’ Institute).
Sevenoaks (Literary and Scientifla

Institution).
Shaftesbury (Literary/ Institution).
Sheeruess (Litera-ry Institute).
Sheffield (Branch Free Library)

.

(BrightsideBranchLibrary)

.

(Literary and Philosophical
Society, School of Arts).

Shepton Mallet (Reading and Mutual
Improvement Society)

.

Sidmouth (Mechanics’ Hall).
Skipton. Yorkshire (Mechanics’ Inst.)

Slough (Mechanics’ Institute).

Smethwick, Staffordshire (Library,
Reading Room:, and Literary Insti-

tute).
Southampton (Polytechnic Institu-
tion).

( Workmen’s Hall)

.

Southend (Mechanics’ Institute).

South Shields (Public Free Library)

.

Southwell (Literary Institution)

.

Spalding (Christian Young Men’s As-
sociation).

(Mechanics’ Institute)

.

Stafford (Mechanics’ Institution)

.

Staines (Mechanics’ Institute)

.

Stalybridfre. Cheshire (Mechanics'
Institution).

Stamford (Institution).

Stockton-on-Tces ( Young Men’s
Christian Association).

Stourbridge (Associated Institute)

.

(Church of England
Association).

(Iron Works Reading
Room and Library).

(Mechanics’ Institution).
( Working Men’s Inst.)

Stowmarket (Literary Institution).

Stratford ( Working Men’s Hall).

Sudbury^ Suffolk (Literary and Me-
chanics’ Institute).

Swansea (Royal Institution of South
Wales)

.

(South Wales Institute of
Engineers).

( Working Man’s Institute).

Tavistock (Mechanics' Institute),
(Public Library).

Thornton, near Rradford (Mechanics’
Institute).

Truro (Comtoall County Library)

.

(Institution)

.

(Royal Institution ofCornwall).
Tunbridge (Literary and Scientific

Institute).

(Mechanics’ Institute)

.

Tunbridge Wells (Mechanics’ Institu-
tion).

(Society ofLiterature
and Science)

.

Turton, near Bolton (Chapel Town
Institute)

.

Tynemouth (Free Public Library).
TJlverston ('Temperance Hall).
Uttoxeter (Mechanics’ Literary Insti-

tute).

Usbridgo (Uxbridge and Hillingdon.
Reading and Newsroom Institute).

Wakefield (Mechanics’ Institute).
Wallingford (Mechanics’ Institute).
Walsall (Free Library).
Walsham-le-Willows, Suffolk (Inst.)
Ware (.Institute)

.

Warminster (Athenaeum).
Watford (Literary Institute).

(Public Library).
Wedneebury (Free Library).
W'^ellingborough ( Working Men’s

Club).
Wellington (Young Men’s Christian

Association)

.

Wells,Somerset(I'o?/«j7/V<?MV7focie!!j/).
West Bromwich (Free Library).
WhaJeybridge (Mechanics’ Institute).
Whitby (Institute).

(Museum).
(Subscnption Library)

.

Whitehaven (Mechanics’ Institute).
Whitstable (Institute)

.

Wilton (Literary Institute).
Winchester (Mechanics’ Institution).

(Training College).
Winsford ( Town Hall Reading Room).
Wirksworth (Mechanics’Institution ).

Wisbeach (Mechanics’ Institute).
Witham (Literary Institution)

.

Witney (Athenceum).
Wolverhampton (ioto TAbrary).

(Library).
Wolverton (Institute).

Woodbridge- (Literary and Mechanics’
Institute).

Worcester (Public Library and Has-
tings Museum).

(Railway Literary Inst.)
(Workman’s Hall).

Workington (Mechanics’ Institute).
Yarmouth, Great (Parochial Library
and Museum)

.

Yeovil (Mutual Improvement So-
ciety).

York (Institute of Popular Science,
&c.)

(North Eastern Railway Li-
brary and Reading Room).
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pKESENTATiONS of poriions of tli6 Works, pui)iislied by ot*der of tLe

Commissioiiers of Patents, have been made to the follovring

Libraries :

—

Armagh {Town Clerk’s Office).

Aylesbury {Mechanics' Institution and
Literary Society, Kingsbury)

.

Boston, Lincolnshire {Public Offices

Market Place)

.

Cambridge(i<Vee Xiftrarj/, irtwe)

.

Cardiff {Free Library and Museum).
Chester {Mechanics' Institute, St.

John Street).
Coalbrookdale {Literary and Scien-

tific Institution)

.

Coventry ( Watchmakers’Association)

.

"Dublin {Lublin Library. L’Olier St.)

Dundee {Association of Watchmakers
and Jewellers)

.

{Public Library)

.

Gloucester {Working Men's Institute,

Southgate Street).

Guernsey {Public Record Office).

Guildford f Mechanics’ Institute)

.

Ipswich {Mechanics’ Institute, Tavern
Street).

Kew (Library of the Royal Gardens).
Leominster (Literary Institute).

London (Ilnu.se of Lords).
{House of Commons)

.

(Hon.Soc.ofGray’s Inn).

( „ ,, Inner Temple).
( „ „ Lincoln’s Inn).
( „ ,, Middle Temple)

.

(Aeronautical Society).
(British Rorological Instit.)

British Colonie.s

British Columbia—Mechanics’ Insti-

tute, Victoria.
Public Library,

New Westminster.
Prance—Academy of Science. Paris._

Germany— Imperial and Provincial
Library of the University, Stras-

burg.
• Imperial Statistical Office,

Berlin.
Pol.>dcjhnic School, Carls-

ruhe, Baden.
Italy—Communal Library, Palermo.

Royal Institution for the En-
couragement of Science, Naples.

Netherlands — Library of the Poly-
technic School. Delft.

New Zealand—Athenfcnm and Me-
chanics’ Institute, Dunedin.

Russia—Imperial Technological Insti-

tute, St. Petersburg.
Switzerland — Federal Polytechnic

School, Zurich.
Turkey—Literary and Scientific Insti-

tute. Smyrna.
United States—American Academy of
Arts and Sciences. Boston.

• American Institute,
New York.

London (General Post Office).

(Guildhall Library)

.

{Institute of British Car-
riage Manufacturers).

(Inst, of Civil engineers).
(Institution of Mechanical

Engineers).
(Metallurgical Department ,

King’s College).
( Odontological Society)

.

• (Royal Society) .

(Society of Arts).
(Society of Telegraph En-

gineers).
(United Service Museum).

Manchester (Literary and Philoso-
phical Society, George Street)

.

(Mechanics’ Institution,
David Street)

.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne (North of Eng-
land Institute of Mining- Engi-
neers).

Over Darwen (Free Public Library)

.

Oxford (Bodleian Library).
Stretford, near Manchester (Mecha-

nics’ Institute).
Swindon, New (Alechanies’ Insti-
tution) .

Tamworth (Library and Reading
Room, George Street) .

Yarmouth, Norfolk (Public Library.
South Quay).

nd Foreign States.

United States—American Society of
Civil Engineers, New York.

City Library Associa-
tion, Springfield, Massachusetts.

Indu.strial University.
Champaign, Illinois.

Law Association .

Philadelphia.
Mercantile Library

Association, San Francisco.
MercantileLibrary As-

sociation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Miunesota Historical

Societs', Saint Paul, Minnesota.
Odd Fellows’ Library

Association, San Francisco.
P.atent Office Bar As-

sociation, Washington.
Public Library, De-

troit, Michigan.
Rose Polytechnic In-

stitute, Terre Haute, Indiana.
Smithsonian Insti-

tute, Washington.
Wabash College,

Crawfordsville, Indiana.
Young Men’s Chris-

tian Assoc.. Scranton, Pennsvlvania
Victoria— School of Mines, Bahuarat.
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NOTICE KESPECTING THE DRAWINGS ACCOiMPANYING
PROVISIONAL, COMPLETE, AND FINAL SPECIFICA-
TIONS.

Office of the Commissioners of Patents,

25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
The Commissioners of Patents having decided that the Drawings

accompanying the provisional, complete, and final Specifications of
187G and subsequent years shall be copied by the process of photo-
lithography, the regulations prescribing the mode in which the extra
copy of such Drawings shall be prepared must be strictly observed, in

oi'der that correct copies may he made.
All Specifications and Drawings filed in pursuance of Letters Patent

should be left at the Ofiice of the Commissioners at least six days
before the expiration of the time for filing the same, in order that the
Officers may examine the extra copy of the Drawing and ascertain
that it has been prepared in conformity with the rules.

By Order, II. Reader Lack,
1st June 1876. Clerk of Commissioners of Patents, &c.

NOTICE RELATIVE TO NEW EDITIONS OF PRINTED
SPECIFICATIONS OF EXPIRED PATENTS.

Office of the Commissioners of Patents,

25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
In every case where the Specification of an expired Patent is out of

print, the Commissioners of Patents will be willing to reprint the same
and supply copies thereof at cost price, on the prepayment of a sum of
money sufficient to cover the cost of reprinting by the person requiring

them. By Order, H. Reader Lack,
23rd November 1876. Clerk of Commissioners of Patents, &c.

NOTICE RELATIVE TO FULL-SIZE COPIES OF DRAWINGS
BELONGING TO THE SPECIFICATIONS OF PATENTS.

Office of the Commissioners of Patents,

25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
For legal or other purposes the Commissioners of Patents are

willing to supply, at the undermentioned rates, full-size copies of

Drawings belonging to Specifications printed under the new system by
the process of Photo-lithography.

No. of Copies.
Half-sheets
Imperial.

Whole .sheets

Imperial.

s, d. s. d.

Single Copies - . - - 25 0 15 0

Not exceeding 6 copies - - 28 0 18 0

„ 12 - - 30 0 20 0

.,25 - - - 32 0 22 0

In cases where from the use of color or other causes a satisfactory

Photograph cannot be obtained from the original Drawing, an extra

charge will be made to cover the expense of taking a tracing.

There will also be a small additional charge for coloring the copies

of colored original Drawings.

Applications stating the number of copies required and accompanied

by a remittance sufficient to cover the cost should be addressed to the

Clerk of the Commissioners. By Order, H. Reader Lack,

24th April 1877. Clerk of Commissioners of Patents, &c.
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ISSUE OF MONTHLY ALPHABETICAL AND SUBJECT-
MATTER INDEXES OF APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.

Office of the Commissioners of Patents,

25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

In consequence of the inconvenience occasioned to intending

Patentees by the long interval which necessarily elapses between the

expiration of each year and the publication of the alphabetical and

subject-matter indexes of patents for that year, the Commissioners of

Patents have decided to issue for temporary use, until the annual

indexes are ready, a monthly index of names of applicants for patents,

and also a monthly index of subjects of invention compiled from the

“ titles” only of the inventions (as the Provisional Specifications

cannot be referred to), each succeeding monthly index from the second

month to the twelfth month of the year, including and superseding the

preceding index.

This arrangement came into force with the applications for patents

of the year' 1882, rendering unnecessary the publication of the indexes

.
previouslj’ printed with each volume of Specifications.

The Indexes for the year 1883 will be published in monthly parts, and

sold either sinsjl}^ or by annual subscriptions at the undermentioned rates

;

Price of Single Copies.
Annual Subscriptions
(ijayable in advance).

Months. Alpha-
Vietical

Index.

Subject
matter
Index.

Alpha-
betical
Index.

Subject
matter
Index.

.Tanuary to November, in-

elusive ....
December (Index for the
year)

Per Copy.
M.

2s.

Per Copy.
3d.

2s.

Per Annum.

1
3s.*

Per Annum.

3s.*

If sent by post 2s. extra per annum will be charged.

By Order, H. Readeh Lack,
8th February 1883. Clerk of the Commissioners of Patents, &c.

TRADE MARKS JOURNAL; INDEXES TO APPLICATIONS,
RULES, ACTS, &c.

The Trade Marks Journal is issued by the Registrar of Trade Marks,
in numbers, royal 4to., price One Shilling each. This publication

contains illustrations of all the trade marks applied for under the

Trade Marks Registration Acts, as well as the name and calling of
each applicant, the description of goods, and the length of time for

which such mark has been used, thus affording all persons interested

iu the use of trade marks authentic information as to the nature of
the marks applied for in their respective trades. The first number
was published on Wednesday the 3rd of May 1876. The Journal is

sold by Knight & Co., 90, Fleet Street, E.C.
;
Stevens & Sons, 119,

Chancery Lane, W.C. ; E. Stanford, 55, Charing Cross, S.W.; Shaw
Sons, Fetter Lane, E.C.

;
Waterlow & Sons, “ Limited,” 25, 26 and

27, Great Winchester Street, E.C., 95 and 96, London Wall, E.C., and
49, Parliament Street, S.W. ;

Waterlow Bros, and Layton, 23, 24, and
25, Birchin Lane, E.C., and 28, 29 and 30, Lime Street, E.C. ;

Butter-
worths, 7, Fleet Street, E.C. ; George Downing, 8, Quality Court,
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Chancery Lane, E.C.
;
Truhner & Co., 57 and 59, Ludgate Hill, E.C.;

J. M. Johnson & Sons, “Limited,” 1, Castle Street, Holhorn, E.C.

;

Palmer & Howe, 73, 75 and 77, Princess Street, Manchester; Alex.
Thom, 87 and 88, Abbey Street, Dublin

;
and Adam & Charles Black,

Edinburgh. Copies will be sent by post by any of the above firms on
receipt of an application, giving the name and address of the sender,
and accompanied by a Post Office Order for the amount due in respect
of the copies required.

Indexes to the Applic.ations for the Registration of Trade Marks, and
Lists of Proprietors of Trade Marks registered, which have been
advertised in the Trade Marks Journal, have been published in
volumes as follow :

—
Alphabetical List of Proprietors of Trade Marks registered from

1st .January 1876 to 31st December 1880, price 3s., by post 3s. 2d.
Indexes to applications from

—

January to December 1876, price 3s., by post 3s. 2d.
•January to June 1877
.July to December 1877
January to June 1878
.July to December 1878
.January to December 1879
.lanuary to December 1880
January to December 1881

(including alphabetical list of proprietors of trade marks registered
from Dec. 17, 1880, to Dee. 14, 1881), price 4s. 8d., by post 4s. lO^d.

January to December 1882.
(including alphabetical list of proprietors of trade marks registered
from Dec. 15, 1881, to Dec. 1.3, 1882; and also alphabetical list of
subsequent proprietors of trade marks registered from Jan. 1,1876,
to Dec. 31, 1882), price 4s. e.d., by post 4s. 9^d.

3s., 99 3s. 2d.

39 3s.,
99 3s. Ud.

99 3s., 99 3s. l|d.

99 3s.,
99 3s. 1 jd.

99 3s., 99 3s. 2d.

99 3s., 99 3s. 2d.

A pamphlet containing the Trade Marks Registration Acts, 1875-7,
and the Rules made' thereunder, has also been published, price Is.

Copies of this pamphlet and of the Indexes can be obtained of the
firms who sell the Trade Marks Journal. The pamphlet is also on
sale at the Commissioners of Patents’ Sale Branch, 38, Cursitor Street,

Chancery Lane, E.C. Eorms for making application for the regi.s-

tration of tr.ade marks may be obtained, free of ch.arge, at the Trade
Marks Registry Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C., and at the Trade ^Marks Branch Registry, 48, Royal
Exchange, Manchester. The number of trade marks intended to be
applied for, and the class or classes in which they are to be claimed,
should be stated when applying for forms.

PATENT MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON.
Tirns Museum is open to the public daily, free of charge. The hours

of admission are as follow :
—

Mondays, Tuesdays, and Saturdays, 10 a.m. till 10 i*.m. through-

out the year.

Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, during the months of

November, December, January, and February from 10 till 4.

"Wednesdays, T’hursdays and Fridays during the months of
March and October from 10 a.m. till 5 i\m.

Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays during the months of
April, May, June, July, August, and September from 10 till C.
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If any Patentee should be desirous of exhibiting a model of his

invention in London, he may avail himself of this Museum, which has

been visited since its opening on the 22nd June 1857 by more than

5,760,000 persons. The model M'illbe received either as a gift or loan
;

if deposited as a loan, it will be returned on demand. Before sending a

model it is requested that the size and description of it shall first be

given to the Superintendent of the Patent Museum. No charge is

made for the exhibition of models.

THE LIBRAllY OF THE PATENT MUSEUM
contains a complete set of tl)e Commissioners of Patents’ publications,

which can be consulted by the public daily, free of charge, during the

above-named hours.

Abridg'ments of Specifications.

The following is a KEY to the classes already published. The
numbers refer to the list of Abridgments on pages 4, 5, G, and 7, where
the full titles, prices. See.., are given

A.

Accordions. See Music, &c., 2C.
Acetic acid. See Acids, 40.
Acid.s, &c.. 40.

.Vorated liquids. See Uufermented
bevera^?es, &c., 86.

Aerating water. See Purifying, &c.,
water, 79.

Aeronautics, 41.

Ageing fabrics. /See Bleaching, &c.,14.
Agricultural engines. See Steam en-

gine, 49.

Agricultun;—barn and farmyard im-
plements (including the cleansing,
drying, and storing of grain), 82.

Agriculture—field implements and
processes, 81.

Agriculture, steam. See Steam cul-
ture, 8.

Air, &c., engines, 62.
Air guns. See Pire-arms, 10.
Air pumps of steam engines. See
Steam engine, 49.

Alarum clocks. See Watches, &c., 9.

Alarums, electric. See Electricity, 15,
94.

Alarums, fire. See Fire engines, &c.,
88 .

.Vlarums, gas. See Gas, 17.
Albums. /See Photography, 19 ;

Books,
43.

Alcoh distilling. /See Brewing, &c., 99
Alkalies. See Acids, &c., 40.

Alloys. See Metals, &c., 18.

Alum. /See Acids, &c.. 40.

Alumina. See Acids, &c., 40.

Aluminium. See Metals, &c., 18;
Acids. &c., 40.

Amalgamating metals. See Metals,
&c., 18.

Ambulances. See Medicine, &c., 25 ;

Common road carriages, 98.
Ammonia. See Acids, Ac., 40.
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Ammonium. /Sec Acids, &c., 40.

Ammunition. See Fire-arms, 10.

Anchors, 69.

Anchors for steam ploughing. See
Agriculture, 81.

Anemometers. See Optical, &c., 76.
Aniline. See Bleaclung, &c., 14.

Animal charcoal. See Sugar, 48.

Animals, medical and surgical treat-
ment of. See Farriery, &c., 53.

Annealing. See Ii'on, &e.. 6 ; Fuel, Ac.,
30.

Anthracite furnaces. /See Fuel. Ac., 30.

.Vntimony. See Metals, Ac., 18 ; Acids,
Ac., 40.

Aqueducts. See Bridges, Ac., 86.

Arches. See Bridges, Ac., 36.

Armour plates, rolling. See Iron and
Steel, 6.

Armour plates, shaping. See Ship-
building, 21.

Arsenic. See Metals, Ac., 18; .Vcids,
Ac., 40.

Arsenic acid and arsenious acid. See
Acids, 40.

Artificial leather, 80.

Artists’ instruments, Ac., 54.

Asphalte. See Roads, Ac., 36.
Astronomical instruments. See Opti-

cal, Ac., 76.
Avellers. See Agriculture, 82.
Axles, axletrees, and axleboxes, for
common road carriages. See Com-
mon road carriages, 98.

Axles, axletrees, and axleboxes, for
railway caiTiages, Ac. /See Carriages
for railways, 46 ; Steam engine, 49.

B.

Bagatelle tables. See Toys, Ac., 51.
Bags. See Trunks, Ac., 84.
Bags, paper. See Cutting. Ac., 12.
Baking-powders. See Cooking, 61.



balances. See Raising, &c., 31.
Balancing, &c. millstones. See Grind-

ing grain, 78.
Balloons. jSea Aeronautics, 41.
Balloons, toy. See Toys, 51,
Balls. See Toys, 51.
Band boxes. See Trunks, &c.. 84.
Bands and belts. Wearing appa-

rel, 66.
Barium. See Acids, &c., 40.
Barley hummellers. >SeeAgriculture,82.
Barley mills. See Grinding grain, 78.
Barometers. See Optical, Ac., 76.
Barrels, 74.
Barrows. See Common road car-

OQ

Barvta. ' See Acids, &c., 40.
Baskets. Trunks, Ac., 84.
Bath chairs. See Common road car-
nages, 98.

Baths for medical use. See Medicine,
Ac., 25.

Bayonets. See Fire-arms, 10.
Beacons. See Harbours, Ac., 77.
Beads. See Wearing apparel, 68.
Beds and bedsteads. See Furniture, 89.
Beds and bedsteads for invalids. See
Medicine, Ac., 25 ; Furniture, 89.

Beer engines. See Hydraulics, 32.
Beetling. A'ee Dressing, Ac., 91.
Bellows. See Fuel, Ac., 30.
Bells, church and musical. Music,

Ac., 26.

Belts, surgical. See Medicine, Ac., 25.

Beverages, unfermented, 86.

Bicycles. See Common road car-
riages, 98.

Billiards. See Toys, Ac., 51.
Bins for corn, Ac. See Agriculture, 82.
Biscuits. See Cooking, 61.

Biscuit ware. See Pottery, 24.

Bismuth. See Acids, Ac., 40.
Bits. See Saddlery, 84.

Blacking. See Skins, Ac., 55 ; Wearing
apparel, 67.

Blast furnaces. See Iron and steel, 6.

Blasting. See Fire-arms, 10 ; Mining,
Ac., 71.

Bleaching, Ac., fabrics, 14.

Bleaching fibrous substances. See
Paper 11 ; Spinning, 28.

Blinds. See Furniture, 89.

Blinds, ventilating. >S'eeVentilation,52.

Blocks. See Raising, Ac., 31.

Blotters. See Writing, 87.

Boas. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Boat-building. See Ship-building, 21

.

Boats, raising and lowering. See
Raising, Ac., 31 ; Masts, Ac., 7.3.

Bobbin net. See Lace-making, 29.

Boiler plates. See Iron and steel, 6.

Boiler tubes. See Metallic pipes, 70.

Boilers of steam engines. See Steam
engine, 49.

Bolting, Ac., flour. See Grinding grain.

78.

Bolts. See Locks, Ac., 60.

Bolts. See Nails, Ac., 58.

Bonnet boxes. See Trunks, Ac., 84.

Bonnets and bonnet boxes. See
Wearing apparel, 65.

Books, Ac., 43.
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Boot-cleaning machines. See Bnish-
iiig, 57.

Boot hooks. See Wearing apparel, 67.

Boot jacks. See Wearing apparel, 67.
Boots. (See Wearing apparel, 67.
Boraeic acid. See Acids, 40.
Bottles, caps and capsules for. Sea
Preparing and cutting cork, Ac., 56.

Bottling. See Preparing, Ac., cork
Ac., 56.

Boxes for pens, leads, Ac. Nee Wri-
ting, 37.

Boxes. See Trunks, Ac., 84.
Bracelets. See Wearing apparel, CS.

Braces. See Wearing apparel, 66.
Braid. See Lace-making, 29.
Brakes. See Carriages for railways,

46; Steam-engine, 49 ; Mining, 71;
Electricity, 15; 94; 97.

Brakes for common road carriages.
See Common road carriages, 98.

Brass. Nee Metals, Ac., 18.

Bread-making. See Cooking, Ac., 61.

Breakfast powders. See Tea, Ac., 87.

Breakwaters. See Harbours, Ac., 77.

Breast pins. See Wearing apparel. 68.

Breeches. See Wearing apparel. 66.

Brewing, wine-making and distilling

alcoholic liquids, 99.

Bricks and tiles, 22.

Bricks,ventilating. Nee Ventilation, 62.

Bridges, Ac., 86.

Bridles. See Saddler3’, 34.

Broadshares. Nee Agriculture, 81.’

Bromine. See Acids, Ac., 40.

Brooches. See Wearing apparel, 68.

Bruising mills for beans, grain, gorse,
Ac. See Agriculture, 82.

Brushes for artists. Nee Artists’ in-

struments, 54 ; Brushing, 57.

Brushing, Ac., 67.

Buckles. See Wearing apparel, 68.

Buffers.- See Carriages, Ac., for rail-

ways, 46.

Bugles. See Music, Ac., 26.

Bullet-making machines. See Fire
arms, 10.

Bungs. See Preparing and cutting
cork, 56.

Buoys. Nee Harbours, Ac., 77.

Bustles. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Butter and artificial butter. See
Milking, Ac., 72.

Buttons. See Wearing apparel, 68.

c.

Cable stoppers. See Raising, Ac., 31 .

Cables, telegraphic. See Electricity.

15 : 93.

Cabs. See Common road carriages, 98.

Caddies. See Trunks, Ac.. 84.

Cadmium. See Acids, Ac., 40.

Cages, miners’ safety. See Mining, 71.

Caissons. See Harboxirs, Ac., 77.

Cake breakers. See Agriculture, 82.

Calcining furnaces. See Metals, Ac.
18 ; Fuel, Ac., SO.

Calcium. See Acids, Ac., 40.

Calculating machines. See Optical,
Ac., 76.



Cnlcmlerinfr. See Dressing and finish-

ing, &.C., Ul.

Calico, bleaching, dyeing, and print-
ing, 14.

Cameras. See Photography, 19; Op-
tical, &c., 76.

Canal navigation. See Marine pro-
pulsion, 5.

Canals. See Harbours, &c., 77.

Candles. See Oils, &c., 27.

Candlesticks. See Lamps, &c., 44.

Canes, walking sticks, &c. See Um-
brellas, &c., 47.

Cannon. See Pire-arms, 10.
Canvas. See Weaving, 20.

Capes. See Wearing apparel, 66.
Caps and cap fronts. See Wearing

apparel, 65.
Caps and capsules for bottles. See
Preparing and cutting cork, 56.

Capstans. /See Raising, &c., 31.
Carbon. See ilcids, &c., 40.

Carbonic acid. See Acids, 40.
Cardboard. See Paper, 11.
Card cases. See Books. &c., 43.

Carding engines. See Spinning, 28.

Cards. See Cutting, &e. paper, 12;
Letterpress printing, &c., 13.

Cards, playing. See Toys, &c., 51.

Cargoes, ventilating. See Fire engines,
&c., 88.

Carpetbags. /S'ee Trunks, &c., 84.

Carpets. /S'ee Weaving, 20.

Carriage lamps. See Lamps, 44.

Carriages and other vehicles for com-
mon roads, 98

.

Carriages, &c., for railways, 46.
Carriages for guns. See Firc-arm.s. 10.

Carriages for invalids. See Medicine,
&c., 25.

Cartridges. See Fire-arms, 10.

Cartridges, miner’s. See Mining, 71

.

Carts. Sec Common road carriages, 98.

Cask stands. /S'ee Casks, 74.

Caskets. See Trunks, &c., 84.

Casks, 74.

Casks, cleaning. See Brewing, &c., 99.
Castors. See Furniture, 39.

Cattle food, medicated. See Farriery,
&c., 53.

Cattle food, preparing on the farm, not
manufacturing for sale. See Agri-
culture, 82.

Cattle medicines. See Farriery, &c.. 53.

Cement, brush maker’s. See Brushing,
57.

Centre boards. See Steering, 75.

Cesspools. See Waterclosets, &c., 63.

ChalT-cutters. See .Agriculture, 82.

Chains, chain cables, &c., 90.

Chains, jewellery. See Wearing Ap-
parel, 68 ;

Chains, &c., 90.

Chairs. See Furnitiu’e, 39.

Chairs, invalid. See Medicine, 25

;

Furniture, 39.

Chalybeate waters. See Unfer-
mented beverages, &c., 86.

Chamber utensils. See Waterclosets,
Ac., 6.3.

Chandeliers. See Lamps, Ac., 44.

Charcoal, animal. See Sugar, 48.
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Cheese. /S'ee Milking, Ac., 72.

Chemises. See AVearing ai)parel, 00.

I

Chenille. See Lace-making, 29.

I
Chess. See Toys, 51.

I

Chests. See Trunks, Ac., 84.

Chicory, manufacturing and preparing
for sale. See Tea, Ac., 87.

Chimes. See Music, 26.

Chimneys and chimney tops. See
Fuel, Ac., 30.

Chimneys sweeping. /See Brushing, 57.

Chinaware. See Pottery, 24.

!
Chlorine. See Acids, Ac., 40.

i Chocolate or cocoa, concentrated ex-
' tracts of. See Tea, Ac., 87.
I Chocolate or cocoa, manufacturing and

preparing for sale. See Tea, Ac., 87-

Chocolate, preparing as a drink. See
IJuferraented beverages, Ac., 86.

Chromium. /See Acids, Ac., 40.

Chromo-lithography. See Letterpress
and similar printing, 13 ; Ornament-
ing paper, Ac., 12.

Churning. See Milking, Ac., 72.

Cigars, cigarettes, and cigar holders.
See Tobacco, 42.

Cinder sifters. See Fuel, Ac., 30.

j

Cisterns. See Hydraulics, 32.
‘ Citric acid. See Acids, 40.

! Clasps and clips. See Writing, Ac.,

37.

Cleaning grain. See Agriculture, 82.

Clinometers. /See Optical, Ac., 76.

Clipping and shearing animals. See

I

Saddler 34 ; Farriery, Ac., 53.

I

Cloaks. See Wearing apparel, 66.
I Clocks. See Watches, Ac., 9.

I Clod crushers. /S'ee Agriculture, 81.
' Clogs. /See Wearing apparel, 67.

j

Coal scuttles. See Fuel, Ac., 30.

;

Coating metals. See Metals, Ac., 18.
Plating, Ac., metals, 23.

Coats. /See AVearing apparel, 66.

:
Cobalt. /See Metals.lS; Acids, Ac.,40.

i
Cocks. /See Hydraulics, 32.

1
Cocoa or chocolate, concentrated ex-

j

tracts of. See Tea, Ac., 87.

!

Cocoa or chocolate,manufoctunng and

j

preparing for sale. See Tea, Ac., 87.

1
Cocoa, preparing as adrink. /See Un-
fermented beverages, Ac., 86.

I Coffee, concentrated' extracts of. See
Tea, Ac., 87.

Coffee, manufacturing and preparing
for sale. See Tea, Ac., 87.

i Coffee mills. See Tea, Ac., 87.

I
Coffee, preparing as a drink. See Un-
fermented beverasres, Ac., 86.

I

Coffer dams. /See Bridges, 36; Har-
bours, Ac., 77.

Coke ovens. See Fuel, Ac., 30.
Collars. See Wcariiig apparel, 66.
Collars for horses. See Saddlery, 34.
Colours. See Paints, 50.
Colours, artists’. See Artists instru-
ments, Ac., 64.

Combing machines. See Spinning, 28.
Commodes. See Furniture, 39 ; AA'ater-

closets, Ac., 63.
Compasses, drawng. See Optical, Ac.

76.



Compasses, magnetic. See Optical,
&e., 76.

Compasses, mariners’. See Optical,
&c.,76.

Concertinas. See HI usic, &c.. 26.
Condensers of steam engines. See
Steam engine, 49.

Conduetors, electric. See Electricity,
&c., 15 ; 93.

Confectionery. See Cooking, &c., 61.
Confectionery ices. See Ice-making,

&c., 85.
Conveying water. See Hydraulics, 32.
Cooking, &c.,61.
Copper. See Hletals, &c., 18.
Copper oxides, &c. See Acid s, &c.,

40.

Copying presses. See Writing, &c.,
37.

Copying writings. See Writing, 37.
Corkcutting, &c.,56.
Corkscrews. See Preparing and cut-
ting cork, 56.

Corn,thrashing,cloansing, drying, and
storing. See Agriculture, 82.

Cornets. /See Music, 26.

Cots and cradles. See Furniture, 39.
Cotton gins. See Spinning, 28.

Couches. See Furniture, 39.

Counting number of passengers in
common road carriages. See Com-
mon road carrimies, 98.

Couplings for tubes. See Metallic
pipes, &c., 70.

Covers of vehicles. See Common road
carriages, 98.

Crab-winchos, steam. See Eaising,
&c., 31 ; Steam engine, 49.

Cranes. See Raising, &c., 31.

Cranes, hydraulic. See Raising, &c.,

31 ;
Hydraulics, 32.

Cranes, steam. See Eaising, &c., 31

;

Steam engine, 49.

Crates. See Trunks, Ac., 84.

Cravats. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Crayons. See Artists’ mstrnments,
&c., 54.

Crayons and crayon holders. See
\Vriting, Ac., 37 ; Artists’ instru-
ments, Ac., 54.

Cricket. /See Toys, Ac., 51

.

Crinolines. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Crochet needles and holders. See
Needles, 45.

Croquet. See Toys, Ac., 51.

Crushing, breaking, Ac., ores, Ac. See
Iron, 6 ;

Metals, Ac., 18 ; Roads, 35.

Crushing grain, Ac. See Grinding
grain, 78.

Crushing mills for beans, gorse, grain,

Ac. See Agricul ture, 82.

Cultivators. See Agriculture, 81.

Curricle b.ars. See Common road car-

riages, 98.

Currycombs. /See Saddlery, 34.

Curtains. See Furniture. 39.

Cutting, Ac. paper, 12.

Cutting metallic pipes. See Pipe.s, /O.

Cutting roots. Straw Ac. See Agri-

culture, 82.

Cyanogen. S^ce Acids, Ac.,40.
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D.

Dampers for stamps, envelopes, copy-
ing paper Ac. See Writing, 37.

Dams. See Harbours, Ac., 77.

Dash wheels. See llleaeliing, Ac., 14.

Decoctions, uncoiicentrated. See Un-
fermented beverages, Ac., 86.

Decorticating grain and seeds. See
Grinding grain, 78.

Dentistry. See Medicine, 25.

Derricks. /See Raising, Ac., 31.

Derricks, steam. See i^ising, Ac., 31

;

Steam engine, 49.

De.sks, despatch bo.'cos, and stationery
cabinets. /Se« Writing. 37.

Despatch boxes. See Writing, 37 ;

Trunks, Ac., 84.

Detonating signals. See Railway sig-

nals, 38.

Dibbles. See Agriculture, 81.

Dies. See Ornamenting yiaper Ac.
12 .

Diggers and digging machines. See
Agricultui-e, 81.

Distance indicators for common road
carriages. See Common road car-
ri:p?es, 98.

Distilling alcoholic liquids. See Brew-
ing, Ac., 99.

Diving apparatus. See Raising, Ac., 31.

Docks. See Harbours, Ac., 77.
Dolls. See Toys, 51.

Door-springs. See Hinges, Ac., 59.

Drags. See Common road carriages,
98.

Draining mines. See Mining, 71.

Drain pipes, laying. See Agriculture,
81.

Drain ploughs. See Agriculture, 81.

Drain tiles and pipes. See Drains,
Ac.,1.

Drains and sewers, 1.

Dniughts and draughtboards. See
Toys, 51.

Drawers. SeeWearing apparel , 66.

Drawing instruments. See Writing,
Ac., 3/; Artists’, Ac., 64; Optical,
mathematical, Ac., 76.

Dredgers, steam. See Steam engine,
49 ; Harbours, Ac., 77.

Dredging. /See Raising, Ac., 31 ; Har-
bours, Ac., 77.

Dress fastenings. See Wearing ap-
parel, 68.

Dressing and finishing woven fabrics,

Ac., 91.

Dressing cases. See Trunks, Ac., 84.

Dressing flour and meal. See Grinding
grain, 78.

Dressing millstones. See Grinding
grain, 78.

Drills, seed and manure. See Agri-
culture, 81.

Drums. See Music, Ac., 26.

Dry docks. See Harbours, Ac., 77.

Dr.Ving grain, hops, roots, hay, Ac.
See Agriculture, 82.

Dyeing. See Bleaching, Ac., 14.

Dynamometers. See Ojitical, Ac., 76.



E.

Earrinsjs. See Wearing apparel, 68.

Barth closets. See Waterclosets, &c.,

63.

Earthenware. /See Pottery, 24.

Easels. See Artists’ instruments, .54.

Effervescing drinks. See Unfermented
beverages, &c., 86.

Elastic bands. See India rubber, 16

;

Lace-making, 29.

Elastic fabrics. See Weaving, 20

;

Lace-making, 29.

Electric generators, 92.

Electricity, &c., 15; 92; 93; 94 ; 95

;

96; 97.
Electric lighting, &c., 95.

Electro-deposition, &c., 96.

Electro-etching. See Electro-deposi-
tion, &c., 96.

Electrolysis, 96.

Elevators or stackers. See Agricul-
ture ,82.

Embankments. See Harbours, &c., 77.

Embossing. See Ornamenting paper,
12 ; Letterpress printing, 13 ;

Dres-
sing, &c. fabrics, 91.

Embroidering. See Shewing, 2.

Emery cloth, &c. See Cutting, &c.,

paper, 12.

Endless travelling railways. /S«e Aids
to locomotion,? ; Common road car-

riages, 98.

Engraving, embossing, and printing
rollers. See Ornamenting paper. 12 ;

Bleaching, &c. fabrics, 14.

Engravings See Letterpress printin g
&c., 13 ; Artists’ instruments, 54.

Envelope-fasteners. See Writing, &c.,

37.
Envelopes. See Cutting, folding, &c.

I/aper, 12.

Epaulets. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Erasers, See Writing, 37.

Excavating. See Harbours, &c., 77.

Exercises. See Toys, &c., 51.

Explosive compounds. /S’eePire-arms,

10; Mining, &c., 71
Extracts of hops, &c. See Brewing,

&c., 99.

Extracts, unconcentrated. See Un-
fermented beverages, &c., 86.

Eyelets. See Wearing apparel , 68.

F.

Fan blowers. See Fuel, &c., 30.

Fans, rotary. See Ventilation, 52.

Fares, checking, &c. See Common
road carriages, 98.

Farriery, &c.. 53.

Fats. See Oils, &c., 27.

Feeding bottles. See Medicine, 26.

Feeding troughs. See Agriculture, 82.

Felting. See Dressing and finishing,

&c.,91.
Fermented beverages, &c. See Brew-

ing, &e., 99.

Field implements and processes for
agriculture, 81.

Files, binders, clips, and holdei'S for
paper. See Writing, &c., 37.
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Filters, sugar. See Sugar, 48.

Filters, water. See Purifying, ic.

water, 79.

Finings for malt, &c. See Brewing,
&c., 99.

Finishing fabrics. /See Dressing, &c.91.

Fins, steering. See Steering, &c., 75.

Fire-arms, 10.

Fire-arms, toy. See Toys, 51.

Fire bars. See Fuel, <kc., 30.

Fire engines, 88.

Fire escapes, 88.

Fire extinguishers, 88.

Fire-grates. /See Fuel, &e., 30.

Fire-proof depositories. See Sates, &c.,

64.

Fire-proof dresses and fabrics. See
Fire engines, &c., 88.

Fireworks. See Toys, 51.

Fittings lor metallic pipes. See Pipes,

70.

Flageolets. See Music, &c., 26.

Flesh brushes. See Brushing, 57.

Floating docks. iSee Harbours, Ac., 77.

Floorcloth, 80.

Flues, ^ee Fuel, &c., 30.

Fluorine. See Acids, &c., 40.

Flutes. See Music, &c., 26.

Fog signals. See Railway signals, 38.

Folding fabrics. See Dressing, &c., 91.

Folding paper. See Cutting, &c„ 12 ;

Letterpress printing, ic., 13.

Food for cattle, preparing on the farm,
not manufacturing lor sale. See
Agriculture, 82.

Food, preservation of. 4.

Footways. See Roads, &c., 35.

Fountains. See Hydraulics, 32.

Fraud, preventing. See Paper, 11 ;

Ornamenting, 12 ; Printing, 13.

Freezing mixtures and processes. See
Ice-making, &c., 85.

Frills and frillings. See Wearing afi-

p.arel, 66.

Fringe. See Lace. 29 ; Weaving, 20.

Fruit-cleaning machines. See Brush-
ing, 67.

Fruit, machinery for paring, slicing
&c. See Cooking, cStc., 61.

Fuel, 30.

Fulling. See Dressing and finishing,
&c., 91.

Funeral carriages. See Common road
carriages, 98.

Furnaces. See Iron and steel, 6 ; Metals
and alloys, IS ; Fuel, &c., 30 ; Steaan-
engine, 49.

Furniture, &c., 39.

Furze crushers. See Agriculture, 82.

Fusees and fusee cases. See Tobacco, 42
Fuses for firing. See Fire-arms, 10;
Mining, 71.

G.

Gaiters. See Wearing apparel, 66.
Galvanic action. See Electro-deposi-

tion, &c., 96.
Galvanic batteries. See Electricity,

15 ; 92.

Games. See Toys. 51.



Garfcrs. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Gajs, 17.

Gas engines. See Air, &c., enarines, 62.
Gas lighting, automatic. See Elec-

tricity, 91; 95.
Gas meters. See Gas, 17.
Gasometers. SesGas, 17.
Gas stoves. See Gas, 17 ; Enel, &c., 80.
Gas tubes. See Jletallic pipes. 70.

Gates, dock. See Harbours, &c., 77.

Gates, lock. See Harbours, &c., 77.
Gauges, air. See Ventilation, 52.

Gauges, steam. See Steam engine, 49.

Gauges, water. See Hydraulics, 32 ;

Steam engine, 49.
Gig mills. "See Dressing, &c.. 91.

Gilding, &c. paper. See Ornamenting,
12 .

Girths. See Saddlery, 34.

Glass paper, &e., 12.

Globes. See Optical, &c., 76.

Globes for lamps. <See Lamps, 4-1.

Glove fastenings. See Wearing ap-
parel, 68.

Gloves. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Gloves of thread. See Lace-making, 29.

Gold. /SeeMetal8.Ac.,18; Acids, Ac., 40.

Goloshes. See Wearing apparel, 67.

Gorse and grain crushers. See Agri-
culture, 82.

Giuin, preparing for brewing, Ac.

See Brewing, Ac., 99,

Grain, thrashing, cleansing, sorting,

measuring, weighing, preserving,
storing, Ac. See Agriculture, 82.

Granaries. <Sfee Agriculture, 82.

Graphometers. See Optical, Ac., 76.

Grates. See Fuel, Ac., 30.

G eaving docks. See Harbours, Ac., 77.

Gridirons for repairing ships. See
Harbours, Ac., 77.

Gridirons. See Cooking, &c., 61.

Grinding grain. 78.

Grooming horses by machinery. See
Brushing, 57.

Grubbers. See Agriculture, 81.

Guitars. See Music, Ac., 26.

Gunboats. /See Ship-building, 21.

Gunpowder. See Fire-arms, 10,

Gutta-percha. See India-rubber. 16.

Gutters. /See Drains, 1; Roads, 35.

Gymnastics. See Medicine, Ac., 25 ;

Toys, 51.

H.

Habits. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Hair-brushing machinery. See Brush-
ing, 57.

Haircloth. /See Weaving. 20.
_

Hairpins. /See Needles, Ac., 45.

Hammers, steam. . See Steam engine,

49.

Hammers, tilt. See Iron, Ac., 0.

Hammocks. /See Furniture, 89.

Hand barrows. See Common road

carriages, 98.

Harbours, Ac.,77. ^
Harmoniums. See Music, Ac., 26.

Harness. /See Saddlery. 34.
.

Harps and harpsichords, /See Music,

Ac., 26.

25

Harrows. See Agriculturr, St.

Harvesters. See Agriculture, si.

Hassocks. See Furniture, 39.

Hat boxes. See Trunks, Ac., 84.

Hats, hat bands, and hat boxes. See
Wearing apparel, 65.

Haymakers. See Agriculture, 81.

Hay rakes. See Agriculture, SI.

Hay, stacking, packing, and cutting.
See Agriculture, 82.

Head coverings. See Wearing ai>-

parel, 65.

Hearses. See Common road car-
riages, 98.

Heating by electricity. See Elect-
ricity, 95.

Heckling machines. /See Spinning, 28.

Heliography. See Photography, 19.

Helmets. See Wearing apparel, 65.

Hides. See Skins, 55.

Hinges and hinge joints, 59.

Hoes. /See Agriculture, 81.

Hoists. See Raising, Ac., 31.

Hoists, steam. See Raising, Ac., 31

;

Steam-engine, 49.

Hooks and eyes. See Wearing ap-
parel, 68.

Hop cultivation. See Agriculture, 81

.

Hops, drying and pocketing. See
Agriculture, 82 ; Brewing, Ac., 99.

Horns. See Music, Ac., 26.

Horse clipjicrs. See Saddlery, 31;
Farriery, 53.

Horse gear. See Agriculture, 82.

Horse medicines. See Farriery, 53.

Horse shoes and horse shoe nails.

See Farriery, 53.

Hose pipe-s. See Fire engines, Ac., 88.

Hosiery. See Wearing ariparel, 66.

Hospitals. See Medicine, Ac., 25.

Hot pressing. See Dressing, Ac., 91.

House carts. See Common road car-

riages, 98.

Hulling, Ac., grain. See Grinding
grain, 78

.

Hummellers. See Agriculture, 82.

Hydrants. See Hydraulics, 32.

Hydraulics, 32.

Hydrochloric acid. See Acids, 40.

Hydrocyanic acid. See Acids, 40.

Hydrogen. See Acids, Ac., 40.

Hydrometers. See Brewing, Ac., 99.

Hydro-propulsion. See Marino pro-

pulsion, 6.

Hygrometers. See Optical, Ac., 76.

I.

Ice creams. See Ice-making, Ac., 85.

Ice houses, 85.

Ice-making machines, 86.

Ice pails. /See Ice-making, Ac., 85,

Ice safes, 86.

Ice wells. See Ice-making, Ac., 85.

Igniting by electricity. See Elect-

ricity, 95.

India-rubber, 16.

India-rubber horse-shoes. See Far-
riery, 53.

Indicators for common road carriages.

See Common road carriages, 98.



Iniusions, unconoentrafced. See Un-
fermented beverages, &c., 8C.

Ink, printers’. See I’rintinR, &c., IS.

Ink (writing, copying, and marking)
and inkstands. See Writing, ic., 37

Insulation, electric. See Electricity,
15 ; 9S.

Invalid bedsteads. See Medicine, &c.,
25 ; Eurniture, 39.

Invalid carriages. See Common road
carriages, 98.

Iodine. /See Acids, &c., 40.
Iron and steel, 6.

Iron oxides, &c. See Acids, &c., 40.

Ironing. See Dressing and finishing,
&c.. 91.

Irrigating and watering land. See
Agriculture, 81.

J.

Jackets. See “Wearing apparel, 6C.

J acks, hydraulic. See Hydraulics, 32.

Jacks, roasting. /See Cooking, 61.

Jacks, screw. /See Raising, &c., 31.

Jacquard machines. See Weaving,
20 : Lace, 29.

Jewellery. See "Wearing apparel, 68.

Joints and connections. See Pipes, 70.

K.

Kaleidoscopes. See Optical, &c., 76.
Kamptulicon. See Artificial leather,

&c.,80.
Keels, sliding. See Steering, 75.
Kegs. See Casks, 74.

Kettles for tlic table. See Unfer-
mented bevei-ages,&c., 86.

Kilns for drying hops, grain, malt, &c.
See Agriculture, 82 ; Hrewing,&c., 99.

Kilns. See Bricks and tiles, 22 ; Pot-
tery, 24 ;

Puel, &c., 80.

Kites. /See Aeronautics, 41 ; Toys, 51.

Kneading machines. See Cooking, &c
61.

Knife cleaners. See Brushing, 57.
Knitting machines. See Lace, 29.

Knobs. See Furniture, &c.. 39 ; Locks,
60.

L.

Labels, separating, distributing, damp-
ing, and applying. See Writing,
&c., 37.

Lace-making, knitting, netting, &c.,
29.

Lampblack. See Paints, 50.
Lamps, &c., 44.

Lamps, cooking. See Lamps, 44

;

Cooking, 61.

Lasts for making boots and shoes. See
Wearing apparel, 67.

Latches. See Locks, &c., 60.

Launching vessels. See Ship-build-
ing, 21.

Lead. See Metals, &c., 18.
Lead tor paints. See Paints, 50.
Lead, oxides, &c. /See Acids, &c., 40.
Leather. See Skins, &c., 55.
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Leather cloth. See Artificial leather,
80.

Lee boards. /See Steering, &c.,75.
Leggings. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Lemonade. See Unfermented beve-
rages, &c., 86.

Lemon and other fruit squeezers. See
Unfermented beverages, &c., 86

Lenses. See Optical, &e,, 76.

Letterpress printing, 1.3.

Levels. See Optical, Ac., 76.
Lifts. See Raising. 31.

Lifts, steam. See Raising, 31 ;
Steam

engine, 49.

Light, electric, &c., 95.

Lighthouse lamps. See Lamps, 44.

Lighthouses. See Hnrhoure, &c., 77.

Lighting mines. See Mining, 71.

Limbs, artificial. See Medicine, &e.,
25.

Lime. See Acids, &c. 40.
Lime light. See Lamps, Ac., 44.
Links. See Chains, Ac. 90.

Linoleum. See Artificial leather, Ac.,
80.

Liqueurs. See Unfermented beve-
rages, &c., 86.

Lithography. /See Printing, 13 ; Orna-
menting paper, 12.

Loading haj', straw, Ac. See Agricul-
ture, 81.

Lockets. See Wearing apparel, 68.
Locks, Ac., 60.

Locks, canal, Ac. See Harbours, Ac., 77.
Locks for guns. See Fire-arms, 10.
Locomotion, aids to, 7.

' Locomotive steam carriages. See
1

Steam engine, 49.

! Logs. /S^ee Optical, Ac., 76.
' Looking-glasses. See F uruiture, 39.

i
Looms. /See Weaving, 20.

Looped fabrics. See lace-m.aking, Ac.,

;

29.

;

Lowering apparatus. See Raising,
Ac., 31.

' Lozenges. /Sec Medicine, 25; Cooking,
61.

Lubricants, See Oils, Ac., 27.

M.

Machine needles. See Needles, 45.
Magic lanterns. See Toys, 51.
Magnesia. See Acids, Ac., 40.
Magnesium. /See Acids, Ac., 40.
Magnetism. See Electricity, 15; 92;

93; 94; 95; 96; 97.
Malt, drying. See Brewing, Ac., 99.
Malt, grinding. See Brewing, Ac., 99.
Malt mills. See Grinding grain, 78 ;

Brewing, Ac.. 99.

Manganese. See Acids, Ac., 40.
Mangers, See Saddlery, Ac., 84.
Mangling. See Dressing and finish-

ing, Ac., 91.

Manifold writers. See "V\’"riting, 37.
Manoeuvring ships n.nd vessels. See
Steering, Ac., 75 ; Marine propulsion
(Part II.), 5.

Mantillas and mantles. See Wearing
apparel, 66.



Manure,?.

^^turo
Agricul-

Mariiie engines. See Jlarine propul-
sion, 5 ; Steam engine, 49 .

Marine propulsion, 6.

eompasses. See Optical,
<sc., 76.

’

Mashing apparatus. See Brewing,
&c., 99.

Masts, Jtc.,73.

Mathematical instruments. See Art-
is^ts instruments, 54; Optical, &c.,

Mattresses. /See Furniture, 89
Meat screens. ,See Cooking, 61

.

Medicine, &c., 25.
Sledicine, and medicated food for
animals. See Farriery, 53 .

Memorandum books. See Books, 43.
JMerciiry, See Acids, &c., 40.
Meridian instruments. See Optical,

A'c., 76.
Metallic pipes and tubes, 7o.
Metallic surfaces, protecting. See

Electro-deposition, Ac., 96.
Metals and alloys, 18 .

Metals, plating. See Coating, &c., 23 •

Electro-deposition, Ac., 96.
’

Metals, separating. See Metals, &c.,
IS*

Meteorological instruments. SeeOv-
tical, &c., 76.

Meters, gas. /See Gas, 17.
Meters, water. See Hydraulics, 32.
Micrometers. See Optical, &c., 76.
Microscopes. See Optical, &c., 76.
Milking, &c., 72.
Millboard. /See Paper,ll.
Mills, barley. See Grinding grain, 78.
Mills, coffee. See Grinding grain, 78.
Mills, flour. See Grindinj? grain, 78 .

Mills, malt. /See Grinding grain, 78 ;

Brewing, &c.. 99.
Mills, paint. See Paint.s, 50.
Mills, sugar. See Sugar, 48.
Millstones. See Grinding grain, 78.
Millstones, balancing. See Grinding
grain, 78.

Millstones, dressing, &c. See Grinding
grain, 78.

Mills, water. See Hydraulics, 32;
Grinding grain, 78.

Mincing machines. See Cooking. 61.
Mineral waters. See Unfermented
beverages, Ac., 86.

Miners’ lamps. See Lamps. 44.
Mines, ventilating. See Ventilation 52.
Mining, Ac., 71.

Mitten's. See Wearing apparel, 66.
Mordants. See Bleaching, Ac., 14.
Motive power. See Hydraulics, 32;
Steam engine, 49; -Viraiid gas en-
gines, 62.

Moulds, sugar. See Sugar, 48.
Mowers. See Agriculture, 81.

Muffs. /See Wearing apparel, 66.
Mules. See Spinning, 28.

Muriatic acid. See Acids, 40.

Music and musical instruments, 26.

Music stands and stools. See Music,
ikc.,26.

87

N.

Farriery, 53.

See Optica),

/S^e Wearing

<xc.,

Nails, horse-shoe. See
Nails, 58.

Nautical instruments.
Ac., 76.

Necklaces and necklets.
apjiarel, 68.

Neckties. See AVearing apparel, 66.
Needle cases. See Sewing, 2.
Needles and pins, 45 .

Needles for knitting. See Liice-
making, &c., 29.

^
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’ Lace-making, Ac.,

fishing. See Lace-making, Ac.,

Nickel. See Metals, Ac., 18 ; Acids,
&O.J *40*

Nitre. /See Acids, Ac., 40.
Nitric acid. See Acids. 40.
Nitrogen. See Acids. Ac., 40.
Nosebags. See Saddlery, 34.
A uts. See N ails, Ac., 58 ; Railways, 33.

0 .

Oars. /See Marine propulsion, 6.
Oat mills. See Agriculture, 82.
Oats, thnislung, cleaning, drying,

storing, Ac. See Agriculture, 82.
Octants. See Optical, Ac., 76.
Oilcloth, 80.
Oils, Ac., 27.
Oilskin, 80.

Optical, Ac., instruments, 76.
Ordnance. See Fire-arms, 10.
Organs. See Music, Ac., 26.
Ovens. See Fuel, Ac., 30.
Ovens, bakers’. See Fuel, Ac., 80

:

Cooking, 61.
Overalls. /See Wearing apparel, 66.
Overcoats. See Wearing apparel, 66.
Overshoes. See Wearing apparel, 67.
Oxalic acid. See Acids, 40.
Oxides. See A cids, Ac., 40.
Oxygon. See Acids, Ac., 40.

P.

Packing ca.scs. See Trunks, Ac., 84.
Packing fabrics. See Dressing and

finishing, 91.

Packing for pistons of steam engines.
See Steam engine, 49.

Paddle-wheels. See Marine propul-
sion, 5.

Paints, Ac., ,60.

Paints for artists. See Arti.sts’ instru-
ments, Ac., 54.

Pantaloons. See Wearing apparel, 66.
Paper, cutting, folding, and ornament-

ing, 12.

Paper-fasteners, and apparatus for
classifying and arranging papers.
See Writing, 37.



Paperhaiiftings. See Ornamenting
paper, 12.

Paper making, 11.

Hapier macli6. iSea Paper, 11.
Paraclmtes. See Aeronautics, 41.

Parasols. See Umbrellas, 47.

Passenger register for vehicles. See
Common road carriages, 98.

Pasteboard. See Paper making, 11

;

Cutting, &c., paper, 12.

Pattens. See Wearing apparel, 67.

Paving. See Roads, 35.

Peat. See Fuel, &c., 30.

Pedometers. /See Optical, &c.,76.
Pencil cases and holders. See Wri-

ting, &c., 37 : Artists’ instruments,
54.

Pencil cases, boxes to hold leads for.

See AVriting, &c.,37.
Pens and penholders. See Writing,
&c., 37 ; Artists’ instruments, 54.

Pens, boxes for holding. Writing,
&c., 3/

.

Pepper, hulling. See Grinding grain,
78.

Perambulators. See Common road
carriages, 98.

Percussion caps. See Fire arms, 10.

Perforating paper. See Cutting, Ac.
paper, 12.

Perpetual motion. See Hydraulics,
32 ; Air, &c., engines, 62.

Petticoats. See Wearing apparel, 66.
Phenakistoscopes. See Photography,
19; Optical, &c., 76.

Phenic acid. See Acids, 40.
Philosophical instruments. See Op-

tical, &c., 76.

Phosphoric acid.’ See Acids, 40.
Phosphorus. See Acids, &c. 40.
Photography, 19.

Pianofortes. See Music, &c., 26.

Picture frames. See Furniture, 39.
Piers. See Harbours, &c., 77.

Pile drivers, steam. See Steam en-
gine. 49 ; Harbours, &c., 77.

Pile fabrics. See AVeaving, 20 ; Lace-
making, 29.

Pile or nap, raising and cutting. See
Dressing. &c., 91.

Piles. Harbours, &c., 77.
Pins. >S'ee Needles, &c., 45.
Pipes. See Tobacco, 42.
Pipes, drain. /S'ee Drains, &c., 1.
Pipes, metallic, 70.

Pistols. /S'ce Fire-arms, 10.
Pistons of steam engines. See Steam

engine. 49.
Pit chains. Nee Mining, Ac., 71.
Plaiting. See Lace, &c.. 29.
Plating metals. See Electro-deposi-

tion, 96.

Playing cards. See Toys, 51.

Ploughs and ploughing machines. See
Agriculture, 81.

Plumb levels. See Optical, &c., 76.
Pocket books. See Books. 43.
Porcelain. See Pottery, 24.
Portfolios. Nee Books, 48.
Portfolios for music. See Music, 26,
Portmanteaus. Nee Trunks &c., 84.
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Potash. Nee Acids, &c., 40.

Potash water. See Unfermented be-
verages, &c., 86.

Potassium. Sec Acids, &c., 40.

Potato diggers. See Agriculture, 81.

Pottery, 24.

Pouches for tobacco. See Tobacco, 42.

Powder flasks. See Fire-arms, 10.

Power looms. Nee Weaving, 20.

Precious stones, cutting, &c. See
Wearing apparel, 68.

Precious stones, setting. Nee Wearing
apparel, 68.

Presses, copying. See AA'riting, 37.

Presses, hydraulic. See Hydraulics,
32.

Presses, printing, 13.

Pressing fabrics. See Dressing and
finishing, 91.

Printing fabrics, yarns, &c. See
Bleaching, &c., 14.

Printing, letterpress, &c., 13.

Projectiles. See Fire-arms, in.

Propellers. See Marine propulsion. 5.

Propulsion, marine, 5.

Prussic acid. See Acids, 40.

Paddling furnaces. See Iron and
steel. 6.

Pug mills. See Bricks and tiles, 22.
Pulleys. See Raising, Ac., 31

.

Pulverizers. See Agriculture, 81.
Pumps. See Hydraulics, 32.
Pumps, ste.am. See Hydraulics, 32;
Steam engine, 49.

Punkas. See A’cntilation, 52.

Purifying alcohol. See Brewing, &c.,
99.

Purifying and filtering w.ater, 79.
Pyrometers. See Optic.al, &c., 76.

Q.

Quadrants. See Optical, &c., 76.
Quarrying. See Mining, &c., 71.
Quays. See Harbours, Ac., 77.
Quinine. See Acids, Ac., 40.

R.

Rafts. Nec Ship-building, 21.
R.ailway carriages. See Carriages Ac.

for railways, 46.
Railway signals, Ac., 38.
Railways, 33.
Railways, portable endless. See Aids
to locomotion, 7; Common road
carriages, 98.

Rails. See Iron, Ac., 6 ; Railways, 3.3.
Raising, Ac., 31.

Raising and lowering ships’ boats.
See Raising, Ac., 31 ; Masts, Ac., 73.

Raising ships for repairing. See Ship-
building, Ac., 21.

Raising water. See Hydraulics. 32.
Rakes. Nec Agriculture, 81.
Ranges, cooking. See Fuel, Ac., 30 •

Cooking, 61.
Reaping and mowing machines. See
Agriculture, 81.

Reflectors. See Lamps, 44 ,



Refrigerators. Ice-making, &c., 85

;

Brewing, &c., 9i).

Registering nuniber of passengers in
common road carriages. See Com-
mon road carriages, ys.

^servoirs. See Harbours, &c., 77.
^spirators. See Medicine, &c., 25.
Reticules. iS'ee Trunks, &c., 8 1.

Retorts for burning animal charcoal.
See Sugar, 48.

Retorts, gas. See Gas, 17.
Reverberatory furnaces. See Iron and

steel, 6.

Rice, hulling, &c. See Grinding grain.

Rice, milling, polishing, and otlierwise
preparing for the market. See Agri-
culture, 82.

Rick covers. See Artificial leather, &c.,
80.

Ricks. See Agriculture, 82.
Riddles for grain, &c. See Agricul-

ture, 82.

Rigging. See Masts, Ac., 73.
Rings, Anger. <See IVearing apparel,
68 .

Rinsing. See AVashing, &c., 89.
Rivets. See Nails, Ac, 68.
Road sweepers. See Brushing, 57.
Roads and ways, 35.

Roasting jacks. See Cooking, 61.
Rockets for pyrotechnic display. See
Toys, &c.,51.

Rockets, war. See Fire-arms, 10.
Rocking chairs and horses. See Toys,

51.
Rollers for calico printing. See Bleach-

ing, &c., 14.

Rollers for roads. See Roads, &c., 35.
Rollers, land. See Agriculture, 81.

Roots, cutting, slicing, pulping, wash-
ing, drying, and sorting. See Agri-
culture, 82.

Ropes and bands for mines. See
Mining, 71.

Roughing horses. See Farriery, .53.

Rudders. See Steering, 75; Marino
propulsion (Part II.), 5.

RulHes and rull's. See Wearing ap-
parel, 66.

Rulers. Nee Writing, 37.

Ruling paper. See Cutting, folding,

&c., 12 ; Artists’ instruments, 54.

S.

Sacks. See W'caving, 20.

Saddlery &c., 84,

Safes, &c., 64.

Safety lamps. See Lamps, 44.

Safety pockets. See AVearing apparel

,

68 .

Safety v.alves of steam boilers. See
Steam engine, 49.

Sails. See Masts, Ac., 73.
Salt, common. See Acids, &c., 40.

Saltpetre. See Acids, &c., 40.

Salts. See Acids, &c„ 40.

Salt water, obtaining fresh water from.
See Purifying Ac., water, 79.

Sausage making machines. See Cook-
ing, 61.
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I
Scales. Nee Raising, Ac., 31.
Scarifiers. Nee Agriculture, 81.
Screening grain, Ac. See Agricul-

ture, 82.
Screens. See Furniture, 39.

I

Screw propellers for carriages and
agricultural implements. See Aids
to locomotion, 7.

Screw i)ropellers for ships. See Ma-
rino propulsion, 5.

Screws. See Nails, Ac., 58.
Scythes. See Agriculture, 81.
Sealing wax. See AVriting, Ac., 37.
Seams and joints. See Pipes, 70.
Sea walls. See Harbours, Ac., 77.
Seed sowing. See Agriculture, 81.
Seltzer water. See Unfermented be-

verages, Ac., 86.

Semaphore signals. Nee Railway sig-
nals, 38.

Sewage farming. See Agriculture, 81.
Sewers. See Drains, Ac.. 1.

Sewers, ventilating. See Ventilation,
52.

Sewing, Ac., 2.

Sextants. See Optical, Ac., 76.
Shackles. See Chains, Ac., 90.
Shades. Nee L.aiups, 4t.
Shakos. See AVearing apparel, 65.
Shaving brushes. See Brushing, 57.
Shawl pins. See AA'earing apparel, 68,
Shawls. See AVearing apparel, 66.
Shawls, weaving. See AA’eaving, 20.
Shear legs. See Raising, Ac., 31.
Shearing fabrics. See Dressing, Ac., 91.
Shearing and clipping animals. See
Saddlery, 34 ; l arriery, Ac., 53.

Sheathing metals. See Metals, Ac., 18.
Sheep washes, dips, Ac, See Farriery,

Ac., 53.

Ship-building. Ac., 21.
Ship lamps and lanterns. Nee Lamps,

44.

Ships, steering and manoeuvring. See
Steering, 75.

Ships, ventilating. NeeA^entilation,52.
Shirts. See AVearing apparel, 66.
Shoes. See AVearing apparel, 07.
Sickles and reaping hooks. See Agri-
culture, 81.

Signal lamps. See L.araps, 44.

Signals. Nec Electricity, 15 ; 94; Rail-
way signals, 38.

Silicic acid. See Acids, 40.

Silver. Nee Metals, Ac., IS; Acids,Ac.,
40.

Singeing fabrics. See Dressing, Ac. 91.
Singeing horses. See Saddlery, Ac.,
34; Farriery, 63.

Siphons. Nee Hydraulics, 32; Pre-
paring, Ac., cork, 50.

Sizing machines. See AA'caving, 20.
Skates. Nee Toys, 51.
Skidding wheels. See Common road

carriages, 98.

Skins, Ac., 55.

Skirts. See Wcuringapparel, 60.
Sleeve links. Nee AVearing apparel, 68.
Slide rules. See Optical, Ac., 76.
Slippers. See AVe.aring apparel, 67.
Slips. Nee Harbours, Ac., 77.

Sluices. See Harbours, Ac., 77.



SincltiiiR furnaces. /S'ee Iron and
steel. C; Metals. &c.. 18.

Smutters. See Agriculture, 8'2.

Snuff and snulf boxes. See Tobiicco, 43.

Soap. See Oils, &c., 27.

Socks. iSee Wearing apparel, 66.

Soda. See Acids, &c., 40.

Soda water. See Unfcrmented beve-

rages, &c., 86.

Sodium. See Acids, &c., 40.

Solitaires. See Wearing apparel, 68.

Sounding apparatus. See Optical, &c..

Spectacles. See Optical, &c., 76.

Spectroscopes. See Optical, &c., 76.

Si)inning, 28.

Spirit leveis. See Optical, &c., 76.

Sr)ittoous. See Tobacco, &c., 42.

Spontaneous combustion, preventing.

See Fire engines, &c., 88.

Spring balances. See Raising, &c„ 31.

Springs for common road carriages.

-See Common road carriages, 98.

Springs for railway carriages. See
Carriages, &c. tor railways, 46.

Spurs. See Saddlery, &c., 34.

Stable brushes. See Brushing, 57.

Stable fittings. See Saddlery, &c., 34.

Stacks and stackers. (See Agriculture,

82.

Stamping. See Cutting, &c. paper,

12 ;
Printing, 13.

Stamps, separating, distributing,

damping, and applying. See Writ-
ing, 37.

Stands for casks. See Casks, 74.

Stands for music. See Music, &c., 26.

Stannates. See Acids, &c., 40.

Stationery cases and cabinets. See
Writing. &c., 37.

Staves, cutting, shaping, &c. See
Casks, 74.

Stay fastenings. See Wearing ap-
parel, 68.

Stays. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Steam boilers. See Steam engine,49.
Steam culture, S.

Steam engine, 49.

Steam gauges. See Steam engine, 49.

Steam rams. See Ship-building, 21.

Steel. See Iron, &c., 6.

Steelyanls. See Raising, &e., 31.

Steering ships and vessels, 75; 5 (Part
II.)

Stencil plates. See Printing, IS.

Stereoscopes. See Optical, &c., 76.

Stereotype. See Letterpress printing,
18.

Stirrups. See Saddlery, &c., 34.

Stocking fabrics. See Lace-making, 29.

Stocking frames. See Lace-making,
&c„ 29.

Stockings. See Wearing apparel, 66.

Stockings, elastic. See Medicine, &c.,
25.

Stone breakers. See Roads, 35.
Stoneware. See Pottery, 24.

Stools, music. See Music, 26.
Stoppers. See Preparing, &c. cork, 56.
Stored goods, ventilating to prevent
.spontaneous combustion. See Fire
engines, &c.,88.
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Storing grain. &c. (See Agriculture, 82.

Stoves. /See Fuel, &c., 30.

Straw elevators. See Agriculture, 8:..

Straw plait. See Lace-making, Ac., tJ.

Strong rooms. See Safes, &c., 64.

Strontia. See Acids, &c., 40.

Strontium. See Acids, &c., 40.

Studs. /See Wearing Apparel, 68.

Submarine cables. See Electricity

Ac., 15 ; 93.

Subsoil ploughs. See Agriculture, 81.

Sugar, 48.
, . , c-

Sulphur and sulphuric acid. See

Acids &c., 40.

Sun dials. See Optical, &C., /6;

W'atches, &c., 9.

Sunshades. See Umbrellas, &c., 47.

Surgerv lor animals. See Farriery,

&c., 5'3.

Surgery. See Medicine, Ac., 25.

Surgical instruments. See Medicine,

Ac., 25. „ ^ ,

Surveying instruments. See Optical,

Ac., 76.

Suspension bridges. See Bridges, 36.

Sweeping. See Brusbiiig, Ac., 57.

Sweeping chimneys. See Fuel, Ac.,_80.

Sweeping roads. See Itpads, Ac., 35.

Sweetmeats. See Cooking, 61.

Swings. (See Toys, 51.

Swivel links and swivel hooks. See
Chains, Ac., 90.

Swivels and swivel rings. See Wear-
ing apparel, 68.

Syringes. See Hydraulics, 32.

Svrinses. surgical. See Medicine, Ac.,

25.

T.

Tables. See Furniture, 39.

Tacs for laces. See Wearing apparel,
68 .

Tailors’ irons. See Wearing apparel,
66 .

Tannic acid. See Acids. 40.

Tanning leather. See Skins, 55.

Targets. See Fire-arms, 10.

Tarpaulin. See Artificial leather, Ac.,

80.

Tartaric acid. See Acids, 40.

Tea, concentrated extracts of. See
Tea, Ac., 87.

Tea, manufacturing and preparing for

sale. See Tea, Ac., 87.

Tea, preparing as a drink. See Un-
fermented beverages, Ac., 86.

Tcasles. See Dressing. Ac., 91.

Teeth, artificial. See Medicine. Ac.. 25.

Telegraph poles or posts. See Elec-
tricity, 15; 93.

Telegraphs, electric. See Electricity,

15 ; 93 ; 94.

Telescopes. /See Optical, Ac., 76.

Tent covers. See Artificial leather,
Ac., 80.

Tentering. See Dressing, &c., 91.

Testing chains. See Chains, Ac., 90.

Theodolites. See Optical, Ac.. 76.

Thermometers. See Optical, Ac., 76.

Thimble. See Sewing, 2.



“^chines. See AKricul-

Throstles. See Spinning, 28.
Cutting, Ac., paper, 12 ;

T Hi!: 1: liricks, &C..22.

Ti {« ^ 1*^'^ Agriculture, 81 .
1 Ills. Sfee Safes, &c., 64.

Tini, inlf 5 Acids, &c., 40.

SSm,,2S
”

’'‘IreScT"
*"

Tobacco, 42.

J’c^cs. See Trunks, &c., 84.
1 o^h brushes. See Brushing, 57 .

lops. See Toys, 51.
lorpedo boats. See Ship-building, 21 .lowing ships and canal boats. See

iJlanne propulsion, 5 .

Toj-s, &c., 51.
Tracing cloth and paper. See Artists*
instruments, &c., 54.

ongines. See Steam engine.

Traction ropes. See Agriculture, 81.
Iramcai’s. See Common road car-
nages, 98.

Travelling bags. See Trunks, ic., 84.
Trees, boot and shoe. See Wearing

apparel, 67.
Tricycles. See Common road car-

riages, 98.
Troughs for washing. See Washing,

Trouser stran fastenings. See Wear-
ing apparel, 68 .

Trousers. See AVearing apparel, 66 .

Common road carriages.

Trunks, &c„ 81.
Tulie brushes. See Brushing, 57.

Tubes, metallic. See Metallic pipes,70.
Tubs, washing. See AVasliing ma-
chines, &c., 89.

Tungstic acid. See Acids, 40.
Tunnelling. See Mining, &c., 71.
Turbines. See Hj-drauiics, 32.
Turf cutters. See Agriculture, 81.
Turnip cutters. See Agriculture, 82.
Tuyeres. See Iron, &c„ 6 .

Type. See Letterpress printing, 13.

U.

Umbrellas, &c., 47.

Unfermented beverages, 86 .

Unions for tubes. See Jletallic pipes,
70.

Upholstery. See Furniture, 39.
Urinals. See Waterclosets, &c„ 63.
Urns for tea, &c. See Unfermented
beverages, Ac., 86.

V.

Vacuum pans for sugar. See Sugar,
48

Valises. See Trunk s, &c., 84,
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Valves, air. See A'entilation, 52.
V al yes, engine, /ycc Steam engine,49 ;Air, gas, &c. engines, 62 .

Valves, gas. SeeGns,l7.
Aalves, water. See Uydraulics, 32.

Varnishes. See Paints, Ac., 50 .
V chicles forcommon roads. See Com-
moil road carriages, 98.

Ve^hicles. ventilating. Ventilation,

Velocipedes, Ac. See Common roadcarnages, 98.
Vent peg« and spiles. See Preparingand cutting cork, &c., 56.
Ventilating mines. See A'-entilation,
52; Mining, 71.

Iwitilating railway carriages. See

vSfSnS:

“

Ventiktion, 52.
Vwmiu on animals, destroying. See
Farriery, 53 .

^

Veterinary art. See F.arriery, 53 .
Viaducts. Bridges, Ac., 36.
Vinegar. See Acids, Ac., 40.
Violins. See Music, Ac., 26.
Vitriol. Acids, Ac.,40.

W.

^^ng^Ac’
Dressing and finish-

Wafers. See Writing, Ac., 37.

AA'^gon covers. Artificial leather,
&c», 80.

*

Waggons. See Common road car-
nages, 98.

^8f?ons, railway. See Carriages,
Ac., for railways, 46.

Waistcoats. /See Wearing apparel, 66.

Walking-sticks. See Umbrellas, Ac.
47.

’

Wallets. See Trunks, Ac., 84.
AVardrobes. <See Furniture, 39.
AVarping Land. See Agriculture, 81
AVarping machines. See AVeaving, ->oWarp machines or frames. See Lace-
making, Ac., 29.

Washing and sifting ores. iSee Metals
Ac., 18.

’

Washing clothes, Ac. See Washing
machines, Ac., 89.

AVatches, Ac., 9.

Watch protectors. See Wcanng an-
jiarel, 68 .

^

AVater aerating. iSea Purifying, Ac
water, 79.

' ’’

Water, chemical treatment of. See
Purifying, Ac., water, 79.

Waterclosets, Ac., 63.
Watercourses. See Harbours, Ac., 77
AVatering land. See Agriculture, 81

*

AVaterlng roads. See Roads, 35 .

Water meters. See Hvdraulics, 32
Water mills. See Hydraulics, 32.
Waterproof fabrics, 80.



WntorproofiiiK leather. See Skins,

&c 55.

NVaterproofinK paper. See Cutting,

&c., paper, 12.

Water, purifying and filtering, 79.

Water-wheels. See Hydraulics, 32.

Wearing apparel,—body coverings,

C6.
AVearing apparel,— dress fastenings

and jewellery, 68.

Wearing apparel,—foot coverings, 67.

Wearing apparel,—head coverings,

05.
Weaving, 20.

Weighing. See Raising, &c., 31.

Well-sinking. See Mining, &c., < 1

.

Wet docks. See Harbours, &c., 77.

Wharves. See Harbours, &c., 77.

AVheat, thrashing, cleansing, drying,

storing, &c. See Agriculture, 82.

Wheelbarrows. See Common road

carriages, 98.
. »

Wheels, railway. See Carnages, &c.

for railways, 46. c c
AVhips and whip sockets. See !sad-

dlery, &c., 34.
_

AVhistles. See Railway signals. 38.

Wicks. See I^amps, &c., 44.

Winding drums. See Raising, &c.,

31: Mining, 71; Agriculture, 81.

Winding fabrics. See Dressing, &c.,

91.
Windlasses. See Raising, &c„ 31,

Windlasses, steam. See Raising, &c.,

.31; Steam engine. 49.

Windmills. See Air. &c., engines, 02.

Windmills used to propel ships. See

Marine Propulsion 5; Masts, &c..

73.

Window fastenings. See Locks, &c..

60.

AVine coolers. See Ice-making, Ac.,

oy.
.

AVine-making. See Brewing, &c., 99.

AVinnowing machines for grain, &c.

See Agriculture, 82.

AVire brushes. Sec Brushing, 57.

AA''ood paving. See Itoads, 35.

Work bags and work boxes. See
Trunks, &c.. 84.

AA^orts, cooling. See Brewing, &c., 99.

AVringing. See Washing, Ac., 89.

AVristbaiids. See AVearing apparel,

66 .

VV riting instruments, Ac., 37.

Y.

Yeast, preparing. See Brewing, Ac.,

99.

Yeast, substitutes for. See Cooking,

01 .

Z.

Zinc. See Metals, Ac., 18.

Zinc for paint See Paints, 50.

Zinc oxides, Ac. See Acids, Ac., 40.
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